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Following the death of Jesus Christ there was a period
of readjustment that lasted for approximately one
million years. 

–Kurt Vonnegut, THE SIRENS OF TITAN
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1 million, huh? Now, let’s see, we’re at 2015CE (AD2015, you guys), and if the person in question was born in about 6BCE, and executed at age 33, that would be about 27CE, which means we have about 9,980.3 centuries of readjusting ahead of us. —OK?
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 David Henry Thoreau was attending Miss Phœbe Wheeler’s dame school in Concord.

 The Reverend Joseph Emerson relocated for his health to a city in the south which he had previously visited, 
Charleston, South Carolina. South Carolina, by its Negro Seamen Act, was incarcerating any black seaman 
found aboard a vessel visiting their ports, for the duration of that vessel’s anchoring. Attorney General William 
Wirt and Supreme Court Justice William Johnson both ruled that free blacks were indeed citizens and that such 
a practice was, therefore, unconstitutional. Unfortunately, Justice Johnson’s ruling was only in his capacity as 
a federal district judge and was therefore a mere obiter dicta –as he in fact acknowledged– and, unfortunately, 
one of the earliest decisions of the Jackson Administration would be to reverse Attorney General Wirt and 
declare this practice to be constitutional.
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 At the age of 11 Friend Daniel Ricketson was struck in the eye by “a rough Irish youth” with a consequent 
partial loss of sight. The eye would be distinctly smaller, which explains why his portrait is from the side:
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 A news item relating to the development of ELECTRIC WALDEN technology: According to an 
unprovenanced tale which has appeared several times on TV, one Cyrus Dakin of Concord (there is no local 
record of such a person) devised a technique for automatically copying anything which was being inscribed 
in pencil, which he promptly began to term “carbon paper.” He allegedly coated the bottom side of sheets of 
writing paper with paraffin wax and carbon black, or with naphtha and ink, in such manner that the pressure 
on the paper produced by one’s pencil point would create a copy of whatever one was writing on the piece of 
paper beneath.1 Dakin allegedly would sell the rights to his invention to the Associated Press.

If you are able to credit such a story you will certainly enjoy the above movie!

1. Previous to this, the best that anyone had been able to achieve by way of automatic copying had been a 1780 scheme by James 
Watt for writing with a special ink containing gum arabic. By pressing his freshly written sheet of paper firmly against a sheet of 
wet paper the inventor of components for the steam engine had been able to create a copy of his writing, but you needed to look at 
it with a mirror, plus, Watt hadn’t been able to figure out how to get this reverse copy to remain legible for longer than about 24 
hours. (Watt also invented a device for the creation of copies of sculpture, which was somewhat more successful.)
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 George Back’s CANADIAN AIRS, COLLECTED BY CAPTAIN GEORGE BACK, R.N. DURING THE LATE ARCTIC 
EXPEDITION UNDER CAPTAIN JOHN FRANKLIN, WITH SYMPHONIES AND ACCOMPANIMENTS BY EDWARD 
KNIGHT, JUNIOR. THE WORDS BY G. SOANE, AND J.B. PLANCHÉ (London: J. Power). 

John Franklin returned from the frozen wastes of the Canadian arctic, having won a certain renown among the 
native Americans there as “the great chief who would not kill a mosquito.” He issued his travels as 
NARRATIVE OF A JOURNEY TO THE SHORES OF THE POLAR SEA, IN THE YEARS 1819, 20, 21, AND 22... 
(London).

Thoreau would obtain this new book from the Concord Library and copy portions of it into his Indian Book 
#9, and into his Fact Book. An extract would be used in WALDEN, and an extract in CAPE COD.

THE FROZEN NORTH

This is the actual mosquito whose life was spared. It died of old age.
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Although in the previous year the US Congress had turned down a petition by Captain John Cleves Symmes 
to equip an expedition of two ships for the purpose of sailing up to a North Polar opening into the interior of 

the Earth, where would be found a habitable land, that petition was resubmitted this year — also fruitlessly, 
as it received the second time but 25 votes.2

2. Some people just have no sense of fun!
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PEOPLE OF
WALDEN

WALDEN: Yet we should oftener look over the tafferel of our craft, like curious
passengers, and not make the voyage like stupid sailors picking oakum. The other
side of the globe is but the home of our correspondent. Our voyaging is only
great-circle sailing, and the doctors prescribe for diseases of the skin merely.
One hastens to Southern Africa to chase the giraffe; but surely that is not the
game he would be after. How long, pray, would a man hunt giraffes if he could?
Snipes and woodcocks also may afford rare sort; but I trust it would be nobler
game to shoot one’s self.–

“Direct your eye sight inward, and you’ll find
A thousand regions in your mind
Yet undiscovered. Travel them, and be
Expert in home-cosmography.”

What does Africa, –what does the West stand for? Is not our own interior white
on the chart? black though it may prove, like the coast, when discovered. Is it
the source of the Nile, or the Niger, or the Mississippi, or a North-West Passage
around this continent, that we would find? Are these the problems which most
concern mankind? Is Franklin the only man who is lost, that his wife should be
so earnest to find him? Does Mr. Grinnell know where he himself is? Be rather
the Mungo Park, the Lewis and Clarke and Frobisher, of your own streams and
oceans; explore your own higher latitudes, –with shiploads of preserved meats
to support you, if they be necessary; and pile the empty cans sky-high for a
sign. Were preserved meats invented to preserve meat merely? Nay, be a Columbus
to whole new continents and worlds within you, opening new channels, not of
trade, but of thought. Every man is the lord of a realm beside which the earthly
empire of the Czar is but a petty state, a hummock left by the ice. Yet some
can be patriotic who have no self-respect, and sacrifice the greater to the
less. They love the soil which makes their graves, but have no sympathy with
the spirit which may still animate their clay. Patriotism is a maggot in their
heads. What was the meaning of that South-Sea Exploring Expedition, with all
its parade and expense, but an indirect recognition of the fact, that there are
continents and seas in the moral world, to which every man is an isthmus or an
inlet, yet unexplored by him, but that it is easier to sail many thousand miles
through cold and storm and cannibals, in a government ship, with five hundred
men and boys to assist one, than it is to explore the private sea, the Atlantic
and Pacific Ocean of one’s being alone.–

“Erret, et extremos alter scrutetur Iberos.
Plus habet hic vitæ, plus habet ille viæ.”
Let them wander and scrutinize the outlandish Australians.
I have more of God, they more of the road.

It is not worth the while to go round the world to count the cats in Zanzibar.
Yet do this even till you can do better, and you may perhaps find some “Symmes’
Hole” by which to get at the inside at last. England and France, Spain and
Portugal, Gold Coast and Slave Coast, all front on this private sea; but no bark
from them has ventured out of sight of land, though it is without doubt the
direct way to India. If you would learn to speak all tongues and conform to the
customs of all nations, if you would travel farther than all travellers, be
naturalized in all climes, and cause the Sphinx to dash her head against a stone,
even obey the precept of the old philosopher, and Explore thyself. Herein are
demanded the eye and the nerve. Only the defeated and deserters go to the wars,
cowards that run away and enlist. Start now on that farthest western way, which
does not pause at the Mississippi or the Pacific, nor conduct toward a worn-out
China or Japan, but leads on direct a tangent to this sphere, summer and winter,
day and night, sun down, moon down, and at last earth down too.

SYMMES HOLELEWIS AND CLARK HENRY GRINNELL

HABINGTON

PEOPLE OF
CAPE COD
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CAPE COD: I was told by the next keeper, that on the 8th of June
following, a particularly clear and beautiful morning, he rose about
half an hour before sunrise, and having a little time to spare, for
his custom was to extinguish his lights at sunrise, walked down
toward the shore to see what he might find. When he got to the edge
of the bank he looked up, and, to his astonishment, saw the sun
rising, and already part way above the horizon. Thinking that his
clock was wrong, he made haste back, and though it was still too
early by the clock, extinguished his lamps, and when he had got
through and come down, he looked out the window, and, to his still
greater astonishment, saw the sun just where it was before, two
thirds above the horizon. He showed me where its rays fell on the
wall across the room. He proceeded to make a fire, and when he had
done, there was the sun still at the same height. Whereupon, not
trusting to his own eyes any longer, he called up his wife to look
at it, and she saw it also. There were vessels in sight on the ocean,
and their crews, too, he said, must have seen it, for its rays fell
on them. It remained at that height for about fifteen minutes by the
clock, and then rose as usual, and nothing else extraordinary
happened during that day. Though accustomed to the coast, he had
never witnessed nor heard of such a phenomenon before. I suggested
that there might have been a cloud in the horizon invisible to him,
which rose with the sun, and his clock was only as accurate as the
average; or perhaps, as he denied the possibility of this, it was
such a looming of the sun as is said to occur at Lake Superior and
elsewhere. Sir John Franklin, for instance, says in his Narrative,
that when he was on the shore of the Polar Sea, the horizontal
refraction varied so much one morning that “the upper limb of the
sun twice appeared at the horizon before it finally rose.”
He certainly must be a son of Aurora to whom the sun looms, when
there are so many millions to whom it glooms rather, or who never
see it till an hour after it has risen. But it behooves us old stagers
to keep our lamps trimmed and burning to the last, and not trust to
the sun’s looming.
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 What would Emerson and Thoreau be reading that had been attributed to the ancient Zoroaster? –Perhaps it 
would be this year’s BIBLIOTECA CLASSICA LATINA (A. Lemaire, Volume 124, Paris). 

CHALDÆAN ORACLES

“WALKING”: My desire for knowledge is intermittent; but my desire
to bathe my head in atmospheres unknown to my feet is perennial
and constant. The highest that we can attain to is not Knowledge,
but Sympathy with Intelligence. I do not know that this higher
knowledge amounts to anything more definite than a novel and grand
surprise on a sudden revelation of the insufficiency of all that
we called Knowledge before — a discovery that there are more
things in heaven and earth than are dreamed of in our philosophy.
It is the lighting up of the mist by the sun. Man cannot know in
any higher sense than this, any more than he can look serenely
and with impunity in the face of the sun: ,
— “You will not perceive that as perceiving a particular thing,”
say the Chaldean Oracles.

CHALDÆAN ORACLES
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 Margaret Fuller was attending the school of the Misses Prescott in rural Groton, Massachusetts, where for a 
time she would be sitting next to a child named Oliver — Oliver Wendell Holmes.
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 As part of the “Middling Interest Coalition” of bourgeois entrepreneurs and artisans who were supporting the 
candidacy of Josiah Quincy, Sr. for mayor of Boston and who were opposed to the Federalists, Asher 
Benjamin was elected as an alderman. He would help Mayor Quincy and Alexander Parris plan a grand new 
Quincy Market.

 George Barrell Emerson planned a private school for young women in Boston.

Ebenezer Bailey was appointed master of the Franklin grammar school. He would be at various times a 
member of the city council of Boston, director of the home of reform, president of the city lyceum, and director 
of the Boston mechanics’ institute.
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 At the age of 6 Charles Henry Appleton Dall was packed off to live in Boston with his father’s brother and 
sister William and Sarah Dall, and study at the Franklin School. He would not be visiting his parents in 
Baltimore for 9 years.

An indigenous bush producing leaves that contained caffeine was found growing in Upper Assam. 
This, eventually, would break the Chinese monopoly on tea. The 1st agricultural laborers in tea in 
northern India would be Chinese accustomed to work on Chinese tea plantations, who would be enticed 
by Charles Bruce out of China to transplant young native bushes into nursery beds.

Warren Delano sailed from Boston for Canton on behalf of Russel & Co. He would return after traffic in opium 
had made him a wealthy man. He well knew that opium was “black dirt,” but defended his conduct by pointing 
out that alcoholic beverages were also being imported into America — and nobody was barfing at that. In 1851 
he would settle in Newburgh, New York, where he would give the hand of his daughter in marriage to James 
Roosevelt (father of Franklin Delano Roosevelt).

The fuchsia had been first noticed by Fuchs in 1501. The scarlet fuchsia had been introduced from Chile in 
1788 and the slender fuchsia in 1822, and in this year the tree fuchsia was obtained from Mexico.

 The Reverend Abner Kneeland’s . THE NEW TESTAMENT, IN GREEK AND ENGLISH; THE 
GREEK ACCORDING TO GRIESBACH; THE ENGLISH UPON THE BASIS OF THE FOURTH LONDON EDITION OF THE 
IMPROVED VERSION, WITH AN ATTEMPT TO FURTHER IMPROVEMENT FROM THE TRANSLATIONS OF CAMPBELL, 
WAKEFIELD, SCARLETT, MACKNIGHT, AND THOMSON. IN TWO VOLUMES. BY ABNER KNEELAND, MINISTER 
OF THE FIRST INDEPENDENT CHURCH OF CHRIST, CALLED UNIVERSALIST, IN PHILADELPHIA (Philadelphia: 
Abner Kneeland). This Greek-English diglot gave side-by-side the Greek text of Griesbach 1805 and a 
revision of Thomas Belsham’s English version of 1808. Kneeland (April 7, 1774-August 27, 1844) was at this 
point a Unitarian Universalist. He changed several verses of Belsham’s version according to his opposition to 
the doctrine of eternal punishment. The Reverend Kneeland would later become a Deist, abandoning 
Christianity. He would have the distinction of being allowed to do hard time for blasphemy. See Paul Gutjahr’s 
AN AMERICAN BIBLE, pages 95-100.

During the latter half of this year, Adin Ballou would fill the pulpit of the First Universalist Society in Boston. 
Though the Reverend Ballou was being seriously considered for this prestigious position, the congregation’s 
call would go instead to an experienced Universalist preacher, Sebastian Streeter. Within months the Reverend 
Ballou would be accepting a call instead to the Universalist society in Milford, Massachusetts.

HISTORY OF 
THE BIBLE
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 The 1st Mayor of Boston under its new city form of government had been John Phillips. 
At this point Josiah Quincy, Sr. was elected to replace him.3 Although he was a Federalist and a member of 

Boston’s Brahmin elite who felt it to be their responsibility as the “wise, the well-born, and the good” to watch 
over the commonwealth, the new mayor’s support came not so much from this group as from the growing city 
bourgeoisie, the “middling interest” made up of “men of property and men of business.”

“I know of no country in which there is so little true
independence of mind and freedom of discussion as in
America.”

— Alexis de Tocqueville

3. Josiah Quincy, Sr. has recently been recognized as one of the top ten American mayors of all times (Melvin G. Holli, THE 
AMERICAN MAYOR: THE BEST & THE WORST BIG-CITY LEADERS. University Park PA: The Pennsylvania State UP, 1999).
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 The famous Henry Clay of Virginia, presidential candidate, visited Northampton, Massachusetts (he could 
expect to meet there a bunch of friendly Southern slavemasters spending a pleasant season, while being waited 
upon hand and foot by their black slave domestic servants).

Daniel Webster was returned to the US House of Representatives from Boston.

 A House of Correction was organized in Boston, for the rehab of prostitutes and such.

 During this year a Smyrna merchant named van Lennep presented to the city of Boston, which evidently was 
in need of this sort of thing, one of the Egyptian sarcophaguses that had become so readily available during 
the looting reign of Pasha Mohammed Ali over Egypt. Edward Everett commented on the attitude of the Pasha 
toward antiquities in the pages of the North American Review:

 At the end of the journal entries for this year, Waldo Emerson listed his recent readings in Oriental materials: 
“‘Hindu Mythology and Mathematics’, apud Edinburgh Review.”

 Benjamin Barrett of Concord graduated from Harvard Medical School and settled in Northampton as partner 
to Dr. David Hunt in the medical practice “Hunt & Barrett.”

 The Quebec Citadel Incline Plane was opened, using two cars on double track. Power was supplied by a 
stationary steam engine (this would be in operation until the late 1840s).

Claude Navier’s RAPPORT ET MEMOIRE SUR LES PONTS SUSPENDUS, which would remain one of the most 
influential books on bridge building during Henry David Thoreau’s lifetime. In Geneva, 
Guillaume Henri Dufour created the Saint Antoine bridge, the world’s first permanent wire-cable suspension 
bridge. In England, George Stephenson created the world’s first iron railroad bridge, a four-span lenticular-
like truss to carry Stockton & Darlington trains over the River Gaunless. (This would stand at West Auckland 
for 76 years and then be relocated to the National Railway Museum at York.)

Since the days of the Romans, who plundered Egypt of obelisks and
transported whole colonnades of marble pillars from Italy to
Constantinople, this magnificent kind of robbery never flourished
more than at the present moment.

NEW “HARVARD MEN”
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 Samuel Kirkham’s A COMPENDIUM OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR: ACCOMPANIED BY AN APPENDIX IN FAMILIAR 
LECTURES: CONTAINING A NEW SYSTEMATIC MODE OF PARSING, LIKE WISE EXERCISES IN FALSE SYNTAX, AND 
A KEY TO THE EXERCISES: DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF PRIVATE LEARNERS AND SCHOOLS (Herald Press). You 
may purchase a later edition of this at Amazon.com for $10.95 under the title KIRKHAM’S GRAMMAR: THE 
BOOK THAT SHAPED LINCOLN’S PROSE (Templegate Publishers’s “unabridged edition” is dated October 
1999). The 1823 edition of this book would be found in the personal library of Henry Thoreau.

KIRKHAM’S GRAMMAR
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 John Dunn Hunter’s MEMOIRS OF A CAPTIVITY AMONG THE INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA, FROM CHILDHOOD 
TO THE AGE OF NINETEEN; WITH ANECDOTES DESCRIPTIVE OF THEIR MANNERS AND CUSTOMS.../MANNERS 
AND CUSTOMS OF SEVERAL INDIAN TRIBES LOCATED WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI, INCLUDING SOME ACCOUNT 
OF THE SOIL, CLIMATE, AND INDIAN MATERIA MEDICA... was initially published in Philadelphia.

In regard to the MANNERS AND CUSTOMS volume, if you stop by the Concord Free Public Library I’m sure 
Leslie Perrin Wilson will be glad to show you the very copy owned by Henry Thoreau, from which in 1856 
he made notes in his Fact Book.

MEMOIRS OF A CAPTIVITY

MANNERS AND CUSTOMS
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 François de Salignac de la Mothe-Fénélon. LES ADVENTURES DE TELEMAQUE, FILS D’ULYSSE (Bensançon: V. 
Cabuchet. The copy in Henry Thoreau’s personal library bears the inscription “D.H. Thoreau, Concord, Mass. 
1834.”)

TELEMAQUE, FILS D’ULYSSE
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 Charles Lamb’s articles signed “Elia” in the London Magazine, when recycled in this year into a book titled 
ELIA. ESSAYS WHICH HAVE APPEARED UNDER THAT SIGNATURE IN THE LONDON MAGAZINE (printed for 
Taylor and Hessey, Fleet-street), provoked Friend Bernard Barton to reprove the manner in which they had 
been dealing with Quakerism (this remonstrance was handled well and would create an abiding friendship).

Here enters a child, Emma Isola. She was the motherless daughter of an acquaintance of Charles and Mary 
Anne Lamb’s –a shy don at Cambridge University– and this father had just died. They adopted Emma and 
relocated from the city to Bay Cottage on Church Street in Edmonton.4

Henry Thoreau would refer, in a letter on August 5, 1836, to an article “Distant Correspondents” included in 
this year’s initial volume of ELIA articles.

4. Edmonton has by now been absorbed into the Borough of Enfield in the northern portion of London.

ELIA (FIRST SERIES, 1823)
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 After having taught school for two years in Troy and Albany, New York and for four years in Detroit, 
Michigan, Lemuel Shattuck came to Concord to help his older brother Daniel Shattuck keep a store in what 
is now part of the Colonial Inn on Monument Square.

Tuberculosis had played a major role in this young man’s family life. His mother had died of consumption in 
1797 while he was four years old, his father had died of consumption in 1815 while he was 22 years old, one 
of his sisters had died of consumption in 1816 while he was 23 years old, and the other of his sisters had died 
of consumption in 1821 while he was 28 years old.

 Dr. Thaddeus William Harris’s 1st economic/entomological paper, “Upon the Natural History of the Salt 
Marsh Caterpillar.” (At Harvard College in 1837, Harris would be teaching Entomology and Botany to David 
Henry Thoreau during his final year of formal schooling.)
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 Marshall Tufts entered Harvard College in the year of the Great Rebellion.5 
One of the things he would do while in college was file a petition that he be excused from wearing the 
prescribed clothing for a student, a petition which was denied. Another such application filed by him would 
meet with the fate of being “indefinitely postponed.” At one point during his higher education he would be 
admonished for using disrespectful language to a college officer. Upon completion of his higher education, 
he, like Henry Thoreau later, would disdain to pay (in his case, $2.50) for a meaningless supplementary 
A.M. sheepskin.

According to the historian Robert Elton Berry, the Great Rebellion at Harvard, after which 43 members 
of a graduating class of 70 would find themselves expelled, was merely an out-of-hand effort by the senior 
class to drive an unpopular classmate away from school.

Thomas Dorr of Rhode Island was attending during this student revolt but took no part and thus would be one 
of the very few in the class of 1823 actually to receive a diploma — an assignment which he prepared on April 
29th, “Calculation and Projection of a Lunar Eclipse of 1825” (21 ½ x 29 ½ inches), is still on file there: <http:/
/oasis.harvard.edu:10080/oasis/deliver/~hua17004>. (Doctor Walter Channing would not, for instance, be 
handed his bachelor’s diploma until 1867.) Dorr would return to his home town of Providence to became an 
attorney and a member of the Legislature –then an agitator for public reform –then a “governor” –then a 
revolutionary with a cannon –then a “traitor” –then a life convict at hard labor –finally a person on “early 
retirement.” (It’s quite a different life trajectory than usual: the dude who didn’t act up at all while a callow 
college youth but then grew up to make a great stir!)

The sloop Harvard was being used to bring firewood for the college from Maine. Nathaniel Bowditch would 
calculate that after the Great Rebellion of 1823 and the consequent expulsion of 43 of 70 of the graduating 
class, and loss of economy of scale, this practice was actually rather than saving the college money, costing 
the college some $4,400 per year.

5. Refer to Samuel Eliot Morison’s “The Great Rebellion in Harvard College, and the Resignation of President Kirkland” 
in Publications of the Colonial Society of Massachusetts XXVII (1929):54-112.
Professor Morison was the last Harvard historian to ride a horse to work. He taught the young Harvard men while attired in riding 
breeches. He refused to teach the Radcliffe girls because girls are so frivolous. He believed so passionately that the writing of history 
was an art that, when interrupted at his desk by the barking of a dog, he shot the dog. After WWII he taught while attired in an 
Admiral’s uniform.

Although this is probably him, we aren’t absolutely certain.
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 English translation of the GOLESTAN of Mosleh Od-Din Sa’di, of 1258, had begun in 1774 with some 
selections by Stephen Sulivan. In 1805 a translation which also offered the original text had been published 
in Calcutta by James Dumoulin. In 1806 Francis Gladwin had provided a prose translation, which had been 
published in England in 1808. This was followed in this year by a prose translation by James Ross which was 
based on the Gentius edition. 

Waldo Emerson would read the GOLESTAN in translation in 1843. Henry Thoreau would know it by 1847, 
quoting from it twice in A WEEK ON THE CONCORD AND MERRIMACK RIVERS and in his remarks on 
philanthropy in WALDEN; OR, LIFE IN THE WOODS. In 1852 prose and verse translations would be offered by 
Edward Backhouse Eastwick. In 1865 Emerson would pen a preface for the Boston edition of Francis 
Gladwin’s 1806 translation, in which he would introduce the work as one of the world’s sacred books.

In 1899 prose and verse translations would be offered by Edwin Arnold. Here is the passage that Henry 
Thoreau would extrapolate in WALDEN; OR, LIFE IN THE WOODS as it was presented at this point in James 
Ross’s volume:

CXXI
They asked a wise man, saying: Of the many celebrated trees which
the Most High God has created lofty and umbrageous, they call
none azad, or free, excepting the cypress, which bears no fruit;
what mystery is there in this? He replied: Each has its
appropriate produce and appointed season, during the continuance
of which it is fresh and blooming, and during their absence dry
and withered; to neither of which states is the cypress exposed,
being always flourishing; and of this nature are the azads, or
religious independents:— “Fix not thy heart on what is
transitory; for the Dijlah, or Tygris, will continue to flow
through Baghdad after the race of Khalifs is extinct. If thy
hand has plenty, be liberal as the date-tree; but if it affords

SUFISM

SA’DI IN ENGLISH PROSE
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nothing to give away, be an azad, or free man, like the cypress.”

PEOPLE OF
WALDEN

WALDEN: Do not stay to be an overseer of the poor, but endeavor
to become one of the worthies of the world.
I read in the Gulistan, or Flower Garden, of Sheik Sadi of Shiraz,
that “They asked a wise man, saying; Of the many celebrated trees
which the Most High God has created lofty and umbrageous, they
call none azad, or free, excepting the cypress, which bears no
fruit; what mystery is there in this? He replied; Each has its
appropriate produce, and appointed season, during the continuance
of which it is fresh and blooming, and during their absence
dry and withered; to neither of which states is the cypress
exposed, being always flourishing; and of this nature are the
azads, or religious independents. –Fix not thy heart on that
which is transitory; for the Dijlah, or Tigris, will continue to
flow through Bagdad after the race of caliphs is extinct:
if thy hand has plenty, be liberal as the date tree; but if it
affords nothing to give away, be an azad, or free man, like the
cypress.”

CYPRESS

ANDROMEDA

MOSLEH OD-DIN SA’DI
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This Ross translation of 1823 seems to have created something of a controversy. The tempest in a teapot has 
to do with Ross’s parsing of the Farsi term “azad” as designating “religious independents.” In an Islamic 
context, such an interpretation would seem to point either toward the Sufi sect of mystic worshipers who are 
not universally in good repute, or else toward, that non-starter, irreligion. Peter Borst has inquired about this, 
of Professor Richard Jeffrey Newman of Nassau Community College, author of SELECTIONS FROM SAADI’S 
GULISTAN and of SELECTIONS FROM SAADI’S BUSTAN, both of which are available for purchase by way of the 
internet at <http://www.richardjnewman.com/publications/gulistan.htm>.

Professor Newman pointed out in response that although Sa’di obviously did have great sympathy for these 
mystics, their philosophy, way of life, etc., and although the Sufis do claim Sa’di as one of their sheikhs, there 
is a real question about whether he affiliated himself in this way.  “At least one translation I have read [of the 
BUSTAN] is ripe with such interpolations because the translator wanted to make clear what he saw as the hidden 
religious meaning of Saadi’s text. I once gave a talk about my translation at a local Iranian mosque and was 
treated afterward to a long lecture about how Sa’di was really Shiite rather than Sunni, and that if you looked 
carefully enough you could find coded evidence of this throughout the text.” Here is Professor Newman’s own 
very recent rendition of the segment in question:

They asked a sage, “Of all the beautiful trees that God created,
only the cypress, which bears no fruit, is called ‘free.’
Why is that?”
The sage replied, “Every other tree bears fruit according to the
seasons, which means it is sometimes beautiful and sometimes
bare. The cypress, however, because it bears no fruit, is always
fresh, and it is freshness we respond to when we call a living
thing free.”

Do not value too much what will not last:
The Khalifs of Baghdad will be long dead
and still the Tigris will flow. If possible,
choose the date tree’s generosity.
If not, take the cypress as your model.

Immediately, however, our Iranian friend Alireza Taghdarreh has pointed out to us that there is a translation 
error in the 1st line, as Sa’di simply does not describe, in the Persian original, all trees as beautiful. Rather 
than deploy the adjective “beautiful” in regard to the trees that bear fruits, he deploys merely the adjectives 
“famed” and “fruitful.”

There is a very delicate  point here: these trees receive their
ranks for what they have but Sarv (cypress) is beautiful and
Azad in our culture for what it is. So my translation of the
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first sentence would be: “They asked a sage, ‘Of all the famed
and fruitful trees God almighty has created....’” In general I
think the word “beautiful” ruins the whole story if it is used
there. Look at the trees which bear fruits and just compare them
with cypress and then see for yourself where exactly you can
find beauty.

 At Harvard Divinity School, the following gentlemen commenced their studies:

Waldo Emerson6

Frederic Hunt Allen
Warren Burton
Alonso Hill
James Augustus Kendall
George Leonard
Isaac Parsons
George Ripley
Stephen Schuyler
George Wadsworth Wells

(In early years of the Divinity School, there were no formal class graduations as students would be in the habit 
of studying there for varying periods until they obtained an appropriate offer to enter a pulpit.)

6. When Professor Palfrey created this list by retrospection, he initially forgot to include this student’s name, along with a few 
others. When he did belatedly incorporate the name, I really wonder whether he stuck it in at the proper point — because, elsewhere 
in this database, I have a discrepant record that when Waldo entered the Divinity School, he started in the middle class, and did so 
as of 1825.
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 In a football game at Rugby, England, William Webb Ellis picked up the football and ran with it.

Wilson Flagg matriculated at Harvard College. He would remain only three months, and afterward devote 
himself to the study of medicine (he would not ever, however, become a practicing physician).

After his early education transacted in Concord and in Westford, Edward Jarvis would room during the 1823/
1824 college year in Stoughton Hall, during the 1824/1825 college year in 14 Stoughton Hall, and during the 
1825/1826 college year in 14 Holeworthy Hall. He would take a particular interest in chemistry and botany. 
He would be teaching school during college winters and after graduation. According to his TRADITIONS AND 
REMINISCENCES OF CONCORD, MASSACHUSETTS 1779-1878:

In the law of Harvard College in 1822 regulating the dress of
students, the coats were required to reach to the bend of the
knee. But fashions varied and sometimes required the skirt to
be shorter. This happened in our college life, and the students’
coats followed the fashion rather than the law. One of my
classmates, tall and long-legged, had this shortness in his
coat, which was very noticeable. The President, who was a
pleasant wit, as well as faithful administrator of the law,
called him up, and asked him “where is the bend of the knee.”
He made no answer but renewed the skirts. Dr. Ripley’s coat, the
fashion of which he retained until his death in 1841, came down
to the calf of his leg. This represented the [length] of garments
in the latter part of the last century, which the excellent
Doctor liked and preserved. This coat was cut round or circular,
from the collar in front, to the end of the skirt behind. This
was the fashion in the time of the Revolutionary War. The parts
met in front only as a small line, leaving the front of the chest
and, except at this point of meeting, the whole of the abdomen,
uncovered by the coat. But the waistcoat, properly so named,
compensated for this deficiency. It covered the whole trunk,
from neck to thighs, and was truly warmer. It was cut open in
front below to give free play to the thigh in its movement. This
also the Doctor retained to his death. Indeed, he told me in his
later years that he had never worn a small waistcoat, nor a pair
of pantaloons, nor a straight or small coat. These, with his
long black stockings and shoes (in summer) and long boots (in
winter) and his low broad-brimmed hat and white neckcloth,
buckled behind, constituted his dress, during the whole of my
observation. The skirts of men’s dress coats in the last century
were very broad and spreading, almost covering the hip and
thighs. In the early part of this century they were made narrow
— merely strips covering the back of the thigh; sometimes they
came almost to a point at the bottom.... As long as my memory
extends, Dr. Ripley wore a black cloak.

SPORTS

Dr.Edward Jarvis, _Traditions and Reminiscences of Concord, Massachusetts 1779-1878_ (edited by Sarah Chapin, introduction by Robert A.Gross. Amherst MA: U of Massachusetts P, 1993), pages 79, 81
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Our grandfathers and grandmothers dressed more ambitiously than
their children. They wore variously colored coats, blue, olive,
brown, green. At the time I entered college, the government had
established a uniform of grey (black with one-sixteenth part
white) for all the students’ coats and pants. No others were
allowed to be worn in Cambridge. The object of this was to prevent
extravagance in the more fashionable students who were in the
habit of having several suits of various colors. This was
particularly the case when my brother was in College, 1817-
1821.... Breeches [and] small clothes had gone out of general use
when I was first able to observe. None were worn in Concord for
ordinary business life, except by Dr. Ripley, who wore them
through his life until his death in 1841. Dr. Heywood also wore
them until he was 50, when he married and assumed pantaloons....
President Kirkland and Prof. Henry Ware sen[ior] always wore them
as long as I was in college.

Dr.Edward Jarvis, _Traditions and Reminiscences of Concord, Massachusetts 1779-1878_ (Edited by Sarah Chapin, introduction by Robert A.Gross. Amherst MA: U of Massachusetts P, 1993)
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 In the building that had been used as the Black Horse tavern at the intersection of Main Street and Sudbury 
Road in Concord, Nathan Brooks and his new second wife Mary Merrick Brooks, daughter of Concord 
storekeeper Tilly Merrick, took up housekeeping. (The couple would add to the daughter by the previous 
marriage, Caroline Downes Brooks, two sons, George Merrick Brooks and Charles Augustus Brooks, who 
would die while an infant. This would be their home until Brooks’s death in 1863, and Mrs. Brooks would 
continue in this house after his death. The building would be bought by William Munroe, founding benefactor 
of the Concord Free Public Library, in preparation for construction of the library building, and moved in 1872 
to what is now 45 Hubbard Street. It is now known as the Nathan Brooks House.)

Elisha Fuller was admitted to the bar and began a legal practice in Concord. He was son of the Reverend 
Timothy Fuller of Princeton, and had graduated at Harvard College in 1815. He would relocate to Lowell 
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during June 1831.

In Concord, Jonathan Hildreth continued as a Selectman.

Nathan Brooks was Concord’s deputy and representative to the General Court.

John Keyes of Concord would be a senator for Middlesex County until 1830 (after that he would be a member 
of the House and sometimes its Speaker).

Representatives of Carlisle to the General court of Massachusetts:

Deacon Ephraim Robbins 1807-1808

Reverend Paul Litchfield 1808-1811

Captain Timothy Heald 1812-1813

Captain Thomas Heald 1815

Jonathan Heald, Jr., Esq. 1816

John Heald, Esq. 1818, 1821, 1823

Dr. John Nelson 1824

John Heald, Esq. 1826-1827, 1830
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 Per Walter Roy Harding’s THE DAYS OF HENRY THOREAU: A BIOGRAPHY (NY: Knopf, 1966):

“A Review From Professor Ross’s Seminar”

Chapter 1 (1817-1823) -Downing gives a cursory account of the Thoreau and Dunbar
heritage and more fully traces the nature and movement of the Thoreau family in
the first five years of Henry’s life.
Thoreau’s father, John, while intellectual, “lived quietly, peacefully and
contentedly in the shadow of his wife,” Mrs. Cynthia Dunbar Thoreau, who was dynamic
and outspoken with a strong love for nature and compassion for the downtrodden.

• 1st Helen -quiet, retiring, eventually a teacher. 
• 2nd John Jr. -“his father turned inside out,” personable, interested

in ornithology, also taught. 
• 3rd Henry (born July 12,1817) -speculative but not noticeably

precocious. 
• 4th Sophia -independent, talkative, ultimately took over father’s

business and edited Henry’s posthumous publications.

The Thoreau’s constantly struggled with debt, and in 1818 John Sr. gave 
up his farm outside Concord and moved into town. Later the same year he 
moved his family to Chelmsford where he opened a shop which soon failed 
and sent him packing to Boston to teach school.

“A Review From Professor Ross’s Seminar”

In 1823 uncle Charles Jones Dunbar discovered graphite in New Hampshire and invited
John Thoreau to join Dunbar and Stow Pencil Makers back in Concord.
Henry’s Concord youth was “typical of any small town American boy of the 19th
century.”
Henry attended Miss Phœbe Wheeler’s private “infants” school, then the public
grammar school, where he studied the Bible and English classics such as William
Shakespeare, John Bunyan, Dr. Samuel Johnson and the Essayists.
Henry was considered “stupid” and “unsympathetic” by schoolmates he would not join
in play, earning the nicknames “Judge” and “the fine scholar with the big nose.”
At school he was withdrawn and anti-social but he loved outdoor excursions.
From 1828-1834 Henry attended Concord Academy (Phineas Allen, preceptor). Allen
taught the classics -Virgil, Sallust, Caesar, Euripides, Homer, Xenophon, Voltaire,
Molière and Racine in the original languages- and emphasized composition.
Henry also benefitted from the Concord Lyceum and particularly the natural history
lectures presented there.
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“A Review From Professor Ross’s Seminar”

WALTER HARDING’S BIOGRAPHY
Chapter 3 (1833-1837) -Thoreau enters Harvard (president Josiah Quincy), having
barely squeezed by his entrance exams and rooming with Charles S. Wheeler

Thoreau’s Harvard curriculum: Greek (8 terms under Felton and Dunkin)-composition,
grammar, “Greek Antiquities,” Xenophon, Demosthenes, Aeschines, Sophocles,
Euripides, Homer. Latin Grammar (8 terms under Beck and McKean)-composition, “Latin
Antiquities,” Livy, Horace, Cicero, Seneca, Juvenal. Mathematics (7 terms under
Pierce and Lovering) English (8 terms under ET Channing, Giles, W&G Simmons)-
grammar, rhetoric, logic, forensics, criticism, elocution, declamations, themes.
Mental Philosophy (under Giles) Paley, Stewart. Natural Philosophy (under
Lovering)-astronomy. Intellectual Philosophy (under Bowen) Locke, Say, Story.
Theology (2 terms under H Ware)-Paley, Butler, New Testament. Modern Languages
(voluntary) Italian (5 terms under Bachi) French (4 terms under Surault) German (4
terms under Bokum) Spanish (2 terms under Sales) Attended voluntary lectures on
German and Northern literature (Longfellow), mineralogy (Webster), anatomy
(Warren), natural history (Harris).

Thoreau was an above average student who made mixed impressions upon his
classmates.

In the spring of ‘36 Thoreau withdrew due to illness -later taught for a brief
period in Canton under the Rev. Orestes A. Brownson, a leading New England
intellectual who Harding suggests profoundly influenced Thoreau. 

(Robert L. Lace, January-March 1986)
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Allen, Gay Wilson. “A New Look at Emerson and Science,” pages 58-78 in LITERATURE AND IDEAS IN 
AMERICA: ESSAYS IN MEMORY OF HARRY HAYDEN CLARK. Robert Falk, ed. Athens OH: Ohio UP, 
1975

“A Review From Professor Ross’s Seminar”

Allen examines NATURE and Waldo Emerson’s attitudes toward science in the light of
four of Emerson’s early lectures. These lectures, given in 1833-34, were about
science, and were titled “The Uses of Natural History,” “On the Relation of Man to
the Globe,” “Water,” and “The Naturalist.” Allen’s 1975 essay furthers the work
done by Harry Haydon Clark in his 1931 essay “Emerson and Science;” Clark did not
have access to these lectures.

The first lecture, “The Uses of Natural History,” was, Allen says, a “preliminary
sketch” for NATURE. In this lecture Emerson elaborated on the uses of nature much
as he did in NATURE: how nature contributes to human health (beauty, rest); to
civilization (with due Emersonian skepticism about technology); to knowledge of
truth (here Allen discusses the influence of geology on Emerson: how the age of
the earth and the slowness of earth’s transformative processes confuted traditional
religious doctrine); and to self-understanding (nature as language that God speaks
to humanity — nature as image or metaphor of mind) (60-64).

Emerson’s second lecture, “On the Relation of Man to the Globe,” was also a
preliminary sketch for NATURE. In this lecture, Allen says,

Emerson drew heavily on his readings in geology, along with some
biology and chemistry, and attempted to demonstrate how
marvelously the world is adapted for human life. (64)

Emerson’s sources included Laplace, Mitscherlich, Cuvier; his arguments echoed
Lamarck (evolution, nature adapted to humans) and [the Reverend William] Paley
(argument from design) (64-67).

The third lecture, “Water,” was Emerson’s “most technical” according to Allen,
which is, perhaps, why it is not discussed at any length. It is also not assessed
for its scientific accuracy. Allen does say that Emerson “read up on the geological
effects of water, the laws of thermodynamics, the hydrostatic press, and related
subjects” (67).

Allen says that Emerson’s fourth lecture, “The Naturalist,” “made a strong plea
for a recognition of the importance of science in education” (60). Emerson
“emphasized particularly the study of nature to promote esthetic and moral growth”
(67). Emerson wanted science for the poet and poetry for the scientist; the
fundamental search for the causa causans (67-69). He was reading Gray and other
technical sources, observing nature, and reading philosophers of science,
especially Coleridge and Goethe (68).

Allen says that the value of these lectures is not merely the light they shed on
Nature but what they reveal about “his reading and thinking about science before
he had fused his ideas thus derived with the Neoplatonic and ‘transcendental’ ideas
of Plotinus, Swedenborg, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Carlyle, and seventeenth-century
English Platonists” (69).
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“A Review From Professor Ross’s Seminar”

Allen concludes that Waldo Emerson’s theory of nature in NATURE is

derived far more from Neoplatonism than modern scientific
knowledge, but Emerson was not turning his back on science; he
wanted instead to spiritualize science, to base science on the
theory that the physical world is an emanation of spirit, “the
apparition of God” (Chapter 6), or “a projection of God in the
unconscious.” (70)

Allen contends that Emerson’s theory anticipates Phenomenology in its emphasis on
mind/world interactions and correspondences. Science, Allen says, continued to have
a “pervasive influence” on Emerson’s thought even after 1836:

Indeed, the two most basic concepts in his philosophy, which he
never doubted, were “compensation” and “polarity,” both derived
from scientific “laws,” i.e. for every action there is a
reaction, and the phenomena of negative and positive poles in
electrodynamics. To these might also be added “circularity,”
which translated into poetic metaphors the principle of
“conservation of energy.” (75)

One could argue, I think, that these scientific laws were themselves “derived from”
philosophical and metaphysical speculations (e.g. Kant); their life-long
conceptual importance to Emerson, in other words, does not seem precisely described
as scientific. 

[Cecily F. Brown, March 1992]
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 Francis Parkman was born the son of the Reverend Francis Parkman, Senior, on Walnut Street in Boston. 
Doctor George Parkman was his immensely wealthy uncle. During his primary-school years, he would spend 
several years on his grandfather’s farm in West Medford, exploring near there the woods and rocks and 
streams and fens of Middlesex Fells. By the time he had become a Harvard scholar he would have “symptoms 
of ‘Injuns’ on the brain” and would be spending his vacations in the White Mountains, near the Magalloway 
River in New Hampshire, and around Lake George in New York. He would be being “haunted by wilderness 
images day and night.”

 William Henry Furness graduated from Harvard Divinity School, was ordained, and began to serve as a supply 
minister in Boston and in Baltimore.

NEW “HARVARD MEN”
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 Richard Henry Dana, Jr. began to attend various schools in Cambridgeport, Westford, and Cambridge, 
in preparation for his entering Harvard College in 1831.

While “Dickie” was eight years old, a “thoroughly enraged” teacher grabbed him by the ear and “dragged him 
over the bench on which he was sitting and back again.” The skin tore between ear and head. The Boston 
attorney Richard Henry Dana, Sr. would protest and the school would respond by specifically prohibiting the 
pulling of student ears (while retaining the application of the “ferule” to the palms of students).
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 The Reverend William Adam of the Calcutta Unitarian Committee wrote to the Reverend William Ellery 
Channing in the USA,

and this letter was forwarded to the Reverend Henry Ware, Jr., seated in the Hollis Chair of Divinity at Harvard 
College. The Reverend Ware wrote to the Rajah Rammohan Roy in India, asking “whether it be desirable that 
the inhabitants of India should be converted to Christianity, in what degree desirable, and for what reasons?” 
Appropriate questions, those — one wonders whether they had ever before been broached. 
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The Rajah responded reasonably enough that conversion to a different religion probably wouldn’t be seemly 
or necessary, because after all, of “what is set forth in scripture, that ‘in every nation he that feareth God and 
worketh righteousness is accepted with him,’” applies regardless of whatever was the “form of worship he 
may have been taught to glorify God.” However, he elaborated that with the further remark that Christianity, 
“if properly inculcated, has a greater tendency to improve the moral and political state of mankind, than any 
other known religious system.”

However, the Reverend Adam’s Unitarian Church did not do well in Calcutta, and by the end of the year its 
doors were closed and he was on his way home to England. In addition, the Raja’s press, the Mirat-ul-Akhbar, 
was forced to cease publication and Roy submitted a memorial to the Supreme Court against the Press 
Ordinance. He wrote a letter to Amherst pleading for promotion of a “more liberal and enlightened system of 
instruction.”

 Waldo Emerson was unhappily teaching in his brother’s school for girls in Roxbury, and tutoring in 
Chelmsford and Waltham. He wrote the poem “Good-Bye.” He went on long walks.
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 RHODE-ISLAND ALMANACK FOR 1823. By Isaac Bickerstaff. Providence, Rhode Island: Brown and Danforth.

RHODE-ISLAND REGISTER AND UNITED STATES CALENDAR FOR 1823. Providence: Brown and Danforth.

A WEEK: Already, as appears from the records, “At a General Court
held at Boston in New England, the 7th of the first month, 1643-
4.” — “Wassamequin, Nashoonon, Kutchamaquin, Massaconomet, and
Squaw Sachem, did voluntarily submit themselves” to the English;
and among other things did “promise to be willing from time to
time to be instructed in the knowledge of God.” Being asked “Not
to do any unnecessary work on the Sabbath day, especially within
the gates of Christian towns,” they answered, “It is easy to them;
they have not much to do on any day, and they can well take their
rest on that day.” — “So,” says Winthrop, in his Journal, “we
causing them to understand the articles, and all the ten
commandments of God, and they freely assenting to all, they were
solemnly received, and then presented the Court with twenty-six
fathom more of wampom; and the Court gave each of them a coat of
two yards of cloth, and their dinner; and to them and their men,
every of them, a cup of sack at their departure; so they took
leave and went away.” What journeyings on foot and on horseback
through the wilderness, to preach the Gospel to these minks and
muskrats! who first, no doubt, listened with their red ears out
of a natural hospitality and courtesy, and afterward from
curiosity or even interest, till at length there were “praying
Indians,” and, as the General Court wrote to Cromwell,
the “work is brought to this perfection, that some of the Indians
themselves can pray and prophesy in a comfortable manner.” It was
in fact an old battle and hunting ground through which we had been
floating, the ancient dwelling-place of a race of hunters and
warriors. Their weirs of stone, their arrowheads and hatchets,
their pestles, and the mortars in which they pounded Indian corn
before the white man had tasted it, lay concealed in the mud of
the river bottom. Tradition still points out the spots where they
took fish in the greatest numbers, by such arts as they possessed.
It is a rapid story the historian will have to put together.
Miantonimo,— Winthrop, — Webster. Soon he comes from Montaup
to Bunker Hill, from bear-skins, parched corn, bows and arrows,
to tiled roofs, wheat-fields, guns and swords. Pawtucket and
Wamesit, where the Indians resorted in the fishing season, are
now Lowell, the city of spindles and Manchester of America,
which sends its cotton cloth round the globe. Even we youthful
voyagers had spent a part of our lives in the village of
Chelmsford, when the present city, whose bells we heard, was
its obscure north district only, and the giant weaver was not yet
fairly born. So old are we; so young is it.

OLIVER CROMWELL

PEOPLE OF
A WEEK
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 Prideaux John Selby became High Sheriff of Northumberland.

 The Reverend Edward Hitchcock’s GEOLOGY OF THE CONNECTICUT VALLEY.

 The Reverend Andrew Bigelow was settled as the minister of First Parish at Medford, as successor to the 
Reverend Dr. David Osgood (there was division in the church, with the smaller group departing to form a 
Trinitarian congregation and the larger group staying with the Reverend Bigelow as Unitarians).

 Samuel George Morton received a degree in medicine at Edinburgh University in Scotland.

 Sam Houston was nominated by Andrew Jackson’s Democratic Party for the US House of Representatives 
and won the election, receiving 100% of the ballots cast.

 A great comet (termed “Savin-Auger” and “De Breaute-Pons”) lasted several weeks and reached a brightness 
of -2.

 Another comet appeared, this one not so bright but exhibiting a distinct anti-tail.

 WILLOUGHBY: OR REFORMATION. THE INFLUENCE OF RELIGIOUS PRINCIPLES (London: C. and J. Rivington, 
St. Paul’s Church-Yard, and Waterloo-Place, Pall-Mall).

 George Long was members’ prizeman, and gained a fellowship over the heads of Lord Macaulay and 
Professor Malden at Trinity College of Cambridge University.

Henry Nelson Coleridge, who after completing Eton had gone on to King’s College of Cambridge University, 
received the B.A. and became a Fellow.

 James Ferguson’s THE LIFE OF THE REV. VICESIMUS KNOX, D.D. At some point the following would make 
their appearance:

• ANALECTA LATINA: CONſIſTING OF CHAPTERS ſELECTED FROM THE GOſPELS OF [THEODORE] 
BEZA’S LATIN TEſTAMENT, ACCORDING TO DR. [ANTHONY] BLACKWALL’S DIRECTIONS; OF FIFTY 
COLLOQUIES FROM CORDERY, &C. (London: Printed for E. and Charles Dilly, in the Poultry).

• ANALECTA GRÆCA EVANGELICA: OR, CHAPTERS ſELECTED FROM THE GREEK GOſPELS, 
ACCORDING TO THE DIRECTION OF DR. [ANTHONY] BLACKWALL (London: Printed for E. and 
Charles Dilly, in the Poultry).

SKY EVENT

SKY EVENT

GRACE KENNEDY
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• THE BIBLE EPITOMIZED; BOOK I. FROM THE NEW TEſTAMENT. BOOK II. FROM THE OLD 
TEſTAMENTS. BOOK III. FROM THE APOCRYPHA ... ILLUſTRATED WITH A MAP OF THE HOLY LAND 
(London: Printed for E. and Charles Dilly, in the Poultry).

 Nathan Roberts presented his Lockport plans to the Canal Board.

Incorporators of the Cumberland-Oxford Canal Company had the proposed route examined.

Virginia took over the operation of the James River and Kanawha Canal.

James Geddes surveyed for Ohio canals.

Union Canal contracts were ready to be put out for bids.

Construction began on the Delaware and Hudson Canal.

Illinois formed a Canal Commission and hired Justus Post and Rene Paul to run surveys.

 Thomas James (1804-1891), an escaped slave, came to Rochester and found employment on the Erie Canal. 
(He would in 1827 help found an African Methodist Episcopal Zion Society, and with the Reverend James 
active in the anti-slavery movement, this AME Zion church on Favor Street would become a waystation of 
what would eventually come to be termed the “Underground Railroad.”)

Rochester celebrated the opening of the Erie Canal. The first pier of its new aqueduct was carried away by 
spring floods.

The Erie Canal reached Albany. Brockport became the temporary western terminus of the waterway.

William Avery of Pompey, New York, tested his steam-powered canal boat on the Erie Canal.

John Jervis became construction superintendent on a 50-mile stretch of the Erie Canal.

A triple lock was built on the Champlain Canal at Whitehall, New York. The canal opened. It connected with 
the Erie Canal by crossing the Mohawk River on a slackwater navigation below Waterford. The canal boat 
Gleaner arrived via the Champlain Canal and the Hudson River.

Genesee Valley business interests petitioned the state legislature for a valley canal to connect the Erie Canal 
with the Allegheny River near Olean.

Samuel Wilkeson and Dr. Ebenezer Johnson of Buffalo supervised the construction of a dam and a lock at the 
mouth of Tonawanda Creek in North Tonawanda, the first work done on the western end of the Erie Canal. 
The dam deepened the creek’s level to four and a half feet.

A culvert was built at Medina to carry the Erie Canal over a road. Abutments and piers for the aqueduct at 
Rexford were transported to the site. The Cohoes flight was built.
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 Reading QUEEN MAB; A PHILOSOPHICAL POEM: WITH NOTES. BY PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY, a celebration of 
the merits of republicanism, atheism, vegetarianism, and free love, Richard Henry Horne determined that he 
also was going to make of himself a poet.

 After studying medicine in Paris, Dr. Edmund Bailey O’Callaghan emigrated to Lower Canada.

 Heinrich Heine’s TRAGÖDIEN, NEBST EINEM LYRISCHEN INTERMEZZO. 

 A new Pope, named Leo XII (previously known as Annibale Francesco Clemente Melchiore Girolamo Nicola 
Sermattei della Genga of La Genga). 

After two years in apartments in the Medici Palace in Florence, Walter Savage Landor settled with his wife 
and children at the Villa Castiglione. It was at this time that Lady Blessington and her husband were living at 
Florence, and they became firm friends.

 William Hazlitt’s LIBER AMORIS OR THE NEW PYGMALION.

LIBER AMORIS
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 Benjamin Robert Haydon was taken for debt to the King’s Bench Prison, at which address he would be able 
to receive letters of condolence from various leading men of the day none of whom unfortunately would find 
it possible to do anything for him in his predicament. He drew up, however, a petition for “a committee to 
inquire into the state of encouragement of historical painting,” which petition would be presented in the 
Parliament by Lord Brougham.

 Salma Hale was a member of the New Hampshire House of Representatives. Appointed as a trustee of the 
University of Vermont, he would serve until 1833.

 Charles Turner, Jr. again served in the Massachusetts State House of Representatives.

 The Reverend Timothy Flint passed on to a place where people hadn’t caught onto his act yet: West Florida.7 
Then he returned to New Orleans and to Alexandria, Louisiana.

 Thomas West died.

 This year’s COLLECTIONS OF THE MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY:

 The Reverend Joseph Emerson relocated for his health to a city in the south which he had previously visited, 
Charleston, South Carolina. South Carolina, by its Negro Seamen Act, was incarcerating any black seaman 
found aboard a vessel visiting their ports, for the duration of that vessel’s anchoring. Attorney General William 
Wirt and Supreme Court Justice William Johnson both ruled that free blacks were indeed citizens and that such 
a practice was, therefore, unconstitutional. Unfortunately, Justice Johnson’s ruling was only in his capacity as 
a federal district judge and was therefore a mere obiter dicta –as he in fact acknowledged– and, unfortunately, 
one of the earliest decisions of the Jackson Administration would be to reverse Attorney General Wirt and 
declare this practice to be constitutional.

 The Reverend William Ellis’s A JOURNAL OF A TOUR AROUND HAWAI’I, THE LARGEST OF THE SANDWICH 
ISLANDS (New-York: Crocker and Brewster).

7. Keep on truckin’, Reverend, keep a-keepin’ on.

COLLECTIONS OF THE MHS
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 Birth of Ebenezer Elliott’s and Fannie Gartside Elliot’s 9th child, John Gartside Elliott.

Ebenezer Elliott finally was able to meet Robert Southey.

 Under the close editorship of Pierre Étienne Louis Dumont, Jeremy Bentham’s TRAITÉ DES PREUVES 
JUDICIAIRES (Paris, two volumes).

 An English minister visited the valleys of the Waldenses on the slopes of Monte Viso south-east of Torino. 
Hospitals had already been built and now a new college would be being started at La Torre. The Reverend 
William Stephen Gilly would publish an influential report about the squalor and ignorance of this historic 
people, A VISIT TO THE VALLEYS OF PIEDMONT.

 At the University of Edinburgh, William MacGillivray became a curator assistant to Robert Jameson, Regius 
Professor of Natural History. While in this post he would get married, with Marion Macaskill (this couple 
would produce 13 offspring).

 The final volume of the 5-volume series, CURIOSITIES OF LITERATURE, that had been begun in 1791 by Isaac 
C. D’Israeli (the set would be republished in 3 volumes in 1824, and subsequent to that as a single enormous 
volume).

 When Kit Carson turned 14 he was apprenticed to a saddlemaker in Franklin, Missouri. Franklin had become 
by that time the eastern jumping-off spot for the new Santa Fe Trail. Many of the customers of this worker in 
leather were trappers and traders, so young Kit would have been hearing all sorts of stirring tales of the Far 
West. Eventually this apprentice made himself scarce, but his employer let a month elapse before posting a 
reward notice in the local newspaper and offered a reward of merely 1 cent to anyone who could capture and 
return this particular absconded apprentice.

VALLEYS OF PIEDMONT
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 Dr. James Ellsworth De Kay’s “On a new and beautiful species of Sertularia” (American Journal of Science 
Volume 6, Number 2:361), “Cetaceous animals.” (ibid, 362), “Ophisaurus, from the borders of Lake 
Michigan” (ibid, 363), and “Descriptions of Balaenopterus acuto-rostratus ... near Sandy Hook” (ibid, 364-
5). His “On the supposed animality of spores.” (ibid, Volume 7, Number 1:171), “On two worms inhabiting 
the body of the common cricket Ascaris grylli and Fissula grylli” (ibid, 172), “On the Scutella quinquefora, 
and on the Ophiura tetragona,” and “On the literary history and anatomy of fishes” (ibid, 173).

 Thaddeus A. Culbertson was born, a younger brother of Alexander Culbertson.
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 John Farmer (1789-1838)’s A GAZETTEER OF THE STATE OF NEW-HAMPSHIRE. BY JOHN FARMER AND JACOB 
B. MOORE. EMBELLISHED WITH AN ACCURATE MAP OF THE STATE, AND SEVERAL OTHER ENGRAVINGS: BY 
ABEL BOWEN. CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE: J.B. MOORE, 1823. Description: iv, [5]-276 p. front. (fold. map) 
illus., plates. 18 cm. From this year into 1831, Farmer and Jacob Bailey Moore would be putting out three 
volumes of COLLECTIONS, HISTORICAL AND MISCELLANEOUS; AND MONTHLY LITERARY JOURNAL. ED. BY J. 
FARMER AND J. B. MOORE. Volume I, which would be reprinted in 1831, had originally appeared in 1822 as 
COLLECTIONS, TOPOGRAPHICAL, HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL RELATING PRINCIPALLY TO NEW 
HAMPSHIRE. [Note that John Farmer (1789-1838) is an entirely different person from the mapmaking John 
Farmer (1798-1859).]
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 The works of José de Cadalso y Vázquez were published in an edition of three volumes in Madrid.

 Professor Philip Karl Buttmann’s presentation of Demosthenes’s oration against Midias, IN MIDIAM.

 Charles Butler’s CONTINUATION OF ALBAN BUTLER’S SAINTS’ LIVES.

 Upon Barthold Georg Niebuhr’s resignation, King Frederick William III placed Christian C.J. Bunsen in 
charge of the Prussian legation to the Vatican.

 THE PIONEERS, OR THE SOURCES OF THE SUSQUEHANNA; A DESCRIPTIVE TALE by James Fenimore Cooper.

(This was the 1st of the “Leatherstocking” series.)

A DESCRIPTIVE TALE
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 The Reverend Joseph Bosworth’s and Charles O’Conor’s THE ELEMENTS OF ANGLO=SAXON GRAMMAR: 
WITH COPIOUS NOTES ILLUSTRATING THE STRUCTURE OF THE SAXON AND THE FORMATION OF THE ENGLISH 
LANGUAGE: AND A GRAMMATICAL PRAXIS WITH A LITERAL ENGLISH VERSION: TO WHICH ARE PREFIXED, 
REMARKS ON THE HISTORY AND USE OF THE ANGLO-SAXON, AND AN INTRODUCTION, ON THE ORIGIN AND 
PROGRESS OF ALPHABETIC WRITING, WITH CRITICAL REMARKS BY THE REV. CHAS. O’CONOR, D.D. AND 
EXEMPLIFIED BY ENGRAVINGS OF INSCRIPTIONS, AND FACSIMILES OF SAXON AND OTHER ANCIENT 
MANUSCRIPTS. BY THE REV. J. BOSWORTH, M.A. F.A.S. AND VICAR OF LITTLE HORWOOD, BUCKS. London: 
Printed for Harding, Mavor, and Lepard, (Lackington’s) Finsbury Square.

 Dr. Lewis Caleb Beck’s GAZETTEER OF ILLINOIS AND MISSOURI.

 Samuel Bailey’s QUESTIONS IN POLITICAL ECONOMY, POLITICS, MORALS, METAPHYSICS, &C. 

 At the age of 12 Jacob Whitman Bailey began to work at a bookstore and circulating library in Providence, 
Rhode Island. (Would this have been the circulating library at the courthouse, available to Brown University 
students as well as downtown businessmen and mechanics, etc., which would merge with the Providence 
Atheneum in 1836 to form the Providence Athenaeum?)

 The daughter Lucy Aikin published a MEMOIR OF JOHN AIKIN, WITH SELECTIONS OF HIS MISCELLANEOUS 
PIECES.

BOSWORTH’S ANGLOSAXON
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 Thomas De Quincey’s NOTES FROM THE POCKET BOOK OF A LATE OPIUM-EATER, including “On the 
Knocking at the Gate in Macbeth,” appeared in London Magazine. He began to appear also as “The Opium-
Eater” in “Noctes Ambrosianae,” a series of dialogues published in Blackwood’s Magazine that would 
continue until 1835.

 The Merrimack Manufacturing Company recruited Yankee women to work in its cotton textile mills in Lowell 
MA.

David Livingston began his life work, at age 10 in the British Isles, as a machine tender in a cotton mill. 
He would read scientific treatises and works of travel by propping them on the machine before him and 
reading in phrases snatched from the page between his movements. (This is an interesting contrast with the 
situation among the machine-tending girls of Lowell MA, who, when they should dare to so much as bring a 
Bible into their workplace, would have it detected and confiscated by their foreman, it being distinctly a 
violation of the rules in America to allow one’s attention to drift during one’s machine-tending labor.)

DOPERS
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 The Reverend Beriah Green’s HISTORY OF THE QUAKERS was published at Albany, New York.

A WEEK: Already, as appears from the records, “At a General Court
held at Boston in New England, the 7th of the first month, 1643-
4.” — “Wassamequin, Nashoonon, Kutchamaquin, Massaconomet, and
Squaw Sachem, did voluntarily submit themselves” to the English;
and among other things did “promise to be willing from time to
time to be instructed in the knowledge of God.” Being asked “Not
to do any unnecessary work on the Sabbath day, especially within
the gates of Christian towns,” they answered, “It is easy to them;
they have not much to do on any day, and they can well take their
rest on that day.” — “So,” says Winthrop, in his Journal, “we
causing them to understand the articles, and all the ten
commandments of God, and they freely assenting to all, they were
solemnly received, and then presented the Court with twenty-six
fathom more of wampom; and the Court gave each of them a coat of
two yards of cloth, and their dinner; and to them and their men,
every of them, a cup of sack at their departure; so they took
leave and went away.” What journeyings on foot and on horseback
through the wilderness, to preach the Gospel to these minks and
muskrats! who first, no doubt, listened with their red ears out
of a natural hospitality and courtesy, and afterward from
curiosity or even interest, till at length there were “praying
Indians,” and, as the General Court wrote to Cromwell,
the “work is brought to this perfection, that some of the Indians
themselves can pray and prophesy in a comfortable manner.” It was
in fact an old battle and hunting ground through which we had been
floating, the ancient dwelling-place of a race of hunters and
warriors. Their weirs of stone, their arrowheads and hatchets,
their pestles, and the mortars in which they pounded Indian corn
before the white man had tasted it, lay concealed in the mud of
the river bottom. Tradition still points out the spots where they
took fish in the greatest numbers, by such arts as they possessed.
It is a rapid story the historian will have to put together.
Miantonimo,— Winthrop, — Webster. Soon he comes from Montaup
to Bunker Hill, from bear-skins, parched corn, bows and arrows,
to tiled roofs, wheat-fields, guns and swords. Pawtucket and
Wamesit, where the Indians resorted in the fishing season, are
now Lowell, the city of spindles and Manchester of America,
which sends its cotton cloth round the globe. Even we youthful
voyagers had spent a part of our lives in the village of
Chelmsford, when the present city, whose bells we heard, was
its obscure north district only, and the giant weaver was not yet
fairly born. So old are we; so young is it.

OLIVER CROMWELL

PEOPLE OF
A WEEK

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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 Quaker Financier Samuel Leggett formed the New York Gas Light Company, which would receive the first 
franchise in Manhattan to lay underground gas pipes. The Leggett home would be the first home in the state 
of New York to be lit by gas lights.

 Friend Jesse Kersey (1767-1845), who had been approbated as a Quaker minister, was suspected by Quaker 
elders of having succumbed to drugs and to alcohol, and his right to minister was challenged. This is from 
A NARRATIVE OF THE EARLY LIFE, TRAVELS, AND GOSPEL LABORS OF JESSE KERSEY (Philadelphia: 
T. Ellwood Chapman, 1851, pages 83-87):

From the time of my commencing in the world, there has been no
object of a temporal character more desirable to me, than that
of having it in my power to render to every man his due. Hence,
I toiled with industry equal to my strength. I endeavored to
avoid expenses; but when I had a family to provide for, this was
impossible. Sickness subjected me to doctor’s bills, and
children were to be clothed, fed, and educated. After I went on
the farm, my crops often failed, and I was never able to make
any clear money by that business. Under these and other
discouraging circumstances, my health gave way; and at length
under the pressure of various kinds of trial, my constitution
seemed to fail, and I was overtaken with the typhus fever. This
disease appeared to prostrate my physical strength, and desolate
the remaining powers of the nervous system. In order to raise
me above the fever, recourse was had to powerful stimulants.
Hence, when I felt the returns of weakness, stimulants were the
only remedy within my reach; I could get hold of no other thing
that would relieve me. The paroxysms of nervous disease that
frequently occurred, would deprive me of the exercise of my
rational understanding, and the remedy unavoidably taken was
sometimes, by those who knew not the case, declared to be the
disease. Hence, my moral character was called in question.
Reports were spread abroad that I was become the victim of
intemperance. A consequence of which was, that when I came to
Philadelphia to attend the Yearly Meeting in the year 1823, a
number of Friends at the close of the Meeting for sufferings on
sixth day, desired me to stop with them. I did so; and they
informed that reports very unfavorable to my character, were in
circulation; — and therefore in their opinion I had better not
attend the Yearly Meeting, but for the present return to my
family.
On this afflicting occasion, the energies of my mind became
prostrated, and my strength so gone from me that I returned home
under deep discouragement, reflecting on my situation, and
thinking I had none to look to, or to lean upon. A horror of
great darkness fell upon me, and it seemed as if the lion of the
forest was let loose to roar against me, and even to destroy me
utterly. For a time my mind was almost distracted; and I
frequently thought of putting off all dependence upon the
Society of Friends, and of standing separate and alone. But when
I thought of leaving the Society, this objection was always,
present with me: that as certainly as the children of Israel
were to dwell alone, and not to mix with the surrounding nations,
— so was the Society of Friends; for they were called out from
among the various classes of men, and they were to stand
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separate, in order that the force of their example might have a
proper effect upon the surrounding inhabitants. I could not
therefore leave the Society; although I could feel little or no
support to the mind, either inward or outward. Sometimes there
would be a short interval of light and hope, but soon I would
again feel lost, and left to myself.
Thus for several years, I endured a state of much suffering and
various deep trials, among which was the removal of several of
my children by death. I was also under the necessity of selling
the farm as before noted, and thus was turned out upon the world
poor, and pennyless. But the most trying of all was, that my
character among Friends had become so far blasted, that it was
thought proper by some to deny me the standing of a minister in
the Society. I was accordingly removed from a seat in the meeting
of ministers and elders. Under those circumstances, my poor soul
was so far cast down, that all prospect of recovery was
frequently lost: and that which gave the greatest power and
force to those feelings was a consciousness that I had not kept
my place, but had frequently given way to an excessive use of
stimulants, in order to conquer or soothe the horror of my
situation. But among all the remedies for distress, there is
none more dreadful than that of intemperance. It not only fails
to relieve, but it adds an incalculable amount to the
affliction. No one can conceive the horror and anguish that I
felt and passed through. It was a state of suffering that baffles
all description; and when once a poor creature is landed in it,
every step taken on that ground is making his way out more
difficult.
I cannot look back to the period when my standing was called in
question, without feeling the most poignant remorse, that I
should have been in any degree the cause of reproach to the ever
blessed Principle of Truth of which I have made profession. But
from having been brought down by an attack of typhus fever, as
before mentioned, to a very low and weak state, in which for
several days I had no prospect of recovery, my physician gave
me both laudanum and brandy; and recommended the frequent use
of the latter in my case, as indispensable to my recovery. It
was during this time of weakness, and under the pressure of my
difficulties and trials, that I fell into the habit of drinking
brandy, and thought my condition required it. Yet I never
indulged in a course of excess, because of a disposition to rebel
against my good and merciful Creator; but it was occasioned by
reason of an overwhelming weight of weakness, and incapacity to
stand my ground. 
During this time of close trial, it was vain to look for any
human aid; and what added to the mass of mournful feelings and
views, was the disordered state of the Society of Friends. Many
of the members with whom I had formerly associated, had in my
opinion departed from the principles of Friends and taken up a
determination to rule the body of the Society in their own way
— even though it should prostrate the character and standing of
faithful Friends who could not unite with their measures.
Consequently, as I was already proscribed, I sought for no
strength or comfort among this class, — and stood for a time
alone. Being thus weakened, broken down and discouraged, and no
associates in the Society to mingle with, I do not marvel at
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(though I do not approve) of some of the weaknesses into which
I unhappily fell. But, adored forever be the great Shepherd and
Bishop of souls;— his arm is not shortened that it can not save,
nor his ear grown heavy that it cannot hear. By the blessed
interference of his adorable goodness, wisdom, and power,
deliverance was miraculously furnished, and a way made for me
to rise again into the glorious liberty of the ever blessed
Truth. This I acknowledge with gratitude to have been nothing
short of a Divine work. And having witnessed that my God is
indeed a God of mercy and long-suffering kindness, I am humbly
bound to speak well of his excellent name, and to magnify the
arm of his power. Oh! how wonderful is his loving-kindness to
the children of men! When, by his Spirit my mind is opened to
take a view of his marvellous kindness, long-suffering, and
forbearance with transgressing mortals, — no language is
sufficient to do the great subject justice. Sometimes the query
arises, how is it, that he permits transgressing mortals to go
on year after year, in a state of rebellion against the clear
impressions of his Spirit, and lengthens out the opportunity for
such to return to him, and enjoy his favor? Thus he even extends
his call to the eleventh hour of the day; evident evidently not
willing that any should perish in their sins, but that all should
return, repent, and live.

Should we accept the above at face value? An editor of Friend Jesse Kersey’s A NARRATIVE OF THE EARLY 
LIFE, TRAVELS, AND GOSPEL LABORS OF JESSE KERSEY has been forced to conclude that this could not 
possibly have been an “entirely truthful” account: “he (or possibly a posthumous editor) misstates things, 
denies ever having said things that are clearly documentable, compresses multiple events into a short period 
of time, and gives misleading accounts of the trials he faced. He also omits critical things, or gives the 
impression that they happened in a different way.” This Quaker editor concludes by remarking “I’ve come 
across self-serving or romanticized in retrospect accounts before, that is something rather to be expected, 
but I’m finding things that go beyond that.”

 In this year we have a physical description of Friend Moses Brown of Rhode Island. In his 85th year he was 
“a venerable old man, rather short and thick, with a cane in his hand, spectacles on, and on the end of his nose 
a red wart as large as a small sized cherry.” (It is rather likely that he needed the cane to steady himself on 
account of vertigo.)

In about this year, at the age of 15, George William Benson persuaded his father George Benson to purchase 
a farm in Brooklyn, Connecticut, of which he would have the entire management (and subsequently, he would 
have the management also of the farm of Friend Moses in Providence, journeying back and forth between 
these two properties).

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

MOSES BROWN

In 1907 Obadiah Brown Hadwen presented the RI Historical Society with a copy of a watercolor done during the 1820s by Joseph Partridge of Providence of Friend Moses Brown without his wart, which was described as the size and color of a small cherry.
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 Castle Clinton, the D-shaped sandstone artillery fort on a tiny offshore island at the tip of Manhattan, was 
surrendered by the US Army to New-York City, which would make its magnificence the centerpiece of a 
municipal garden.

Field-glasses were invented, a pair of telescopes put side-to-side, one for each eye.

As Christian evangelicalism spread, pugilism, which was a source of crude pleasure for the idle rich and the 
vicious working classes, and associated with voyeuristic homoeroticism,8 and therefore from the point of view 
of evangelicalism iniquitous, was becoming less fashionable in Britain. A quarrel over a bet had caused the 
retirement of the aging Gentleman John Jackson and, as there was no longer an honest broker, individual 
fighters were more vulnerable to gamblers trying to fix fights, which had led to a rash of scandals. Also, John 
Thurtell, a homicidal boxing promoter, received a well-publicized trial and execution. Emigrating to America 
was one of the ways that fighters would avoid the new anti-prizefight laws.

In Edinburgh, George Roland’s TREATISE ON THE ART OF FENCING, the initial fencing book to offer 
lithographed illustrations, decried the use of the left hand for parrying sword thrusts.

 During this year and the following one, Asa Gray would be studying at the Clinton Grammar School under 
Orlando Kirkland. 

 The US Army defeated the Sac and Fox headman Black Hawk who had created an alliance with the Ho-Chunk 
(Winnebago), Pottawatomie, and Kickapoo to resist white incursions into the Illinois country, freeing white 
farmers of corn to enter this region.

 John Howard Payne’s “Home, Sweet Home.” 

 George H. Moore was born.

 A tradition of government-funded geological and natural history surveys began with a survey in North 
Carolina (by the end of the 1830s, thirteen states would have initiated such surveys).

 Abel Remuset’s memoir on Lao-tze, in French.

 Amos Eaton made a study of the gorge of the Genesee River above Rochester, New York.

8. During the Regency heroic nudity had been a vogue and rich artists and art collectors had paid pugilists to pose for them — 
Lord Elgin for instance hired pugilists to stand around naked amidst his Greek marbles.

TAO TÊ CHING

LIGHT FROM CHINA
TAOISM
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 Thomas James (1804-1891), an escaped slave, came to Rochester and found employment on the Erie Canal. 
(He would in 1827 help found an African Methodist Episcopal Zion Society, and with the Reverend James 
active in the anti-slavery movement, this AME Zion church on Favor Street would become a waystation of 
what would eventually come to be termed the “Underground Railroad.”)

Rochester celebrated the opening of the Erie Canal. The first pier of its new aqueduct was carried away by 
spring floods.

The Erie Canal reached Albany. Brockport became the temporary western terminus of the waterway.

William Avery of Pompey, New York, tested his steam-powered canal boat on the Erie Canal.

John Jervis became construction superintendent on a 50-mile stretch of the Erie Canal.

A triple lock was built on the Champlain Canal at Whitehall, New York. The canal opened. It connected with 
the Erie Canal by crossing the Mohawk River on a slackwater navigation below Waterford. The canal boat 
Gleaner arrived via the Champlain Canal and the Hudson River.

Genesee Valley business interests petitioned the state legislature for a valley canal to connect the Erie Canal 
with the Allegheny River near Olean.

Samuel Wilkeson and Dr. Ebenezer Johnson of Buffalo supervised the construction of a dam and a lock at the 
mouth of Tonawanda Creek in North Tonawanda, the first work done on the western end of the Erie Canal. 
The dam deepened the creek’s level to four and a half feet.

A culvert was built at Medina to carry the Erie Canal over a road. Abutments and piers for the aqueduct at 
Rexford were transported to the site. The Cohoes flight was built.

 By proud virtue of industrial espionage and piracy, a factory in Medway, Massachusetts began to manufacture 
lace on

 In this year 500 pairs of cheap and ill-shaped India Rubber shoes were imported to New England from South 
America and here fetched high prices. The disparity between the low price of the raw material in South 
America and the high price of the finished product in North America would cause the importation of about 
5,000 pairs per year, and there would occur an India Rubber mania of investment in New England. Per Charles 
Haskell’s REMINISCENCES OF NEW YORK BY AN OCTOGENARIAN (1816-1860):

a singularly constructed loom, made in this country,
from the recollection of a similar machine examined by
one of our artists in England, and who, by his genius
and memory has thus obtained what he wished, without
violating the law of England against the exportation
of machinery.... The lace is pronounced by good judges
to be of a superior quality, and that it will not
suffer in comparison with the imported, made from the
same material, while the price is stated to be much
lower.

From Niles’ Weekly Register.
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Besides overshoes, uncured India Rubber was for a while highly
overrated — thousands of regular shoes made of them were sold,
and speculation lead to a huge (for the time) commercial
enterprise, the Roxbury India Rubber Company. But within a few
years it was bankrupt due to the fact that in warm weather, India
Rubber tended to soften and stick together.

 At an earlier point any Englishman who could read and write had been presumed to be a cleric, a member of 
the clergy, and so, if he were suspected of a crime, he would be turned over to an ecclesiastical court instead 
of being processed through the secular judicial system. He received “benefit of clergy,” as the phrase then was. 
He would be given what we termed the “neck verse” in a Latin manuscript psalter to read aloud, that verse 
being the 1st verse of the 51st Psalm, Miserere mei, &c. A thief or murderer who could read the verse to the 
civil judge’s satisfaction would get this “benefit of clergy,” and instead of being hanged by the neck until he 
was dead — would merely get his thumbs branded by the secular authorities (the branding was to ensure that 
no person would be able to claim the benefit more than once). They would then hand the culprit over to the 
ecclesiastical authorities for any additional punishments that these church officials considered appropriate. Of 
course, whether the culprit’s reading of the verse was to be considered acceptable or not, that was entirely up 
to the judge, and might well depend upon that judge’s views concerning the desirability of the death penalty 
in this particular circumstance of crime. As of this year of 1823, the secular system of justice began to retain 
jurisdiction over those readers and writers who had committed manslaughter. Over the course of years the 
English government would be making this “benefit of clergy” more and more difficult to obtain, until in 1827 
the privilege would be cancelled altogether.

 The Unitarian journal Monthly Repository published an anonymous article “On Female Education.” James 
Martineau, when he discovered that his sister was the author, urged her: “Now, dear, leave it to the other 
women to make skirts and darn stockings, and you devote yourself to this.” When Harriet Martineau’s father 
would attempt to arrange a marriage for her, with John Hugh Worthington, she would at first play along, and 
then she would back out.

At this time, — (I think it must have been in 1821,) was my first
appearance in print. I had some early aspirations after
authorship, — judging by an anecdote which hangs in my memory,
though I believe I never thought about it, more or less, while
undergoing that preparation which I have described in my account
of my studies and translations. When I was assorting and
tabulating scripture texts, in the way I described some way
back, I one day told my mother, in a moment of confidence, that
I hoped it might be printed, and make a book, and then I should
be an authoress. My mother, pleased, I believe, with the
aspiration, told my eldest sister; and she, in an unfortunate
moment of contempt, twitted me with my conceit in fancying I
could be an authoress; whereupon I instantly resolved “never to
tell any body any thing again.” How this resolution was kept it
is rather amusing now to consider, seeing that of all people in
the world, I have perhaps the fewest reserves. The ambition
seems to have disappeared from that time; and when I did attempt
to write, it was at the suggestion of another, and against my
own judgment and inclination. My brother James, then my idolized
companion, discovered how wretched I was when he left me for his
college, after the vacation; and he told me that I must not
permit myself to be so miserable. He advised me to take refuge,
on each occasion, in a new pursuit; and on that particular
occasion, in an attempt at authorship. I said, as usual, that I
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would if he would: to which he answered that it would never do
for him, a young student, to rush into print before the eyes of
his tutors; but he desired me to write something that was in my
head, and try my chance with it in the “Monthly Repository,” —
the poor little Unitarian periodical in which I have mentioned
that Talfourd tried his young powers. What James desired, I
always did, as of course; and after he had left me to my
widowhood soon after six o’clock, one bright September morning,
I was at my desk before seven, beginning a letter to the Editor
of the “Monthly Repository,” — that editor being the formidable
prime minister of his sect, — Rev. Robert Aspland. I suppose I
must tell what that first paper was, though I had much rather
not; for I am so heartily ashamed of the whole business as never
to have looked at the article since the first flutter of it went
off. It was on Female Writers on Practical Divinity. I wrote
away, in my abominable scrawl of those days, on foolscap paper,
feeling mighty like a fool all the time. I told no one, and
carried my expensive packet to the post-office myself, to pay
the postage. I took the letter V for my signature, — I cannot
at all remember why. The time was very near the end of the month:
I had no definite expectation that I should ever hear any thing
of my paper; and certainly did not suppose it could be in the
forthcoming number. That number was sent in before service-time
on a Sunday morning. My heart may have been beating when I laid
hands on it; but it thumped prodigiously when I saw my article
there, and, in the Notices to Correspondents, a request to bear
more from V. of Norwich. There is certainly something entirely
peculiar in the sensation of seeing one’sself in print for the
first time: — the lines burn themselves in upon the brain in a
way of which black ink is incapable, in any other mode. So I
felt that day, when I went about with my secret. — I have said
what my eldest brother was to us, — in what reverence we held
him. He was just married, and he and his bride asked me to return
from chapel with them to tea. After tea he said, “Come now, we
have had plenty of talk; I will read you something;” and he held
out his hand for the new “Repository.” After glancing at it, he
exclaimed, “They have got a new hand here. Listen.” After a
paragraph, he repeated, “Ah! this is a new hand; they have had
nothing so good as this for a long while.” (It would be
impossible to convey to any who do not know the “Monthly
Repository” of that day, how very small a compliment this was.)
I was silent, of course. At the end of the first column, he
exclaimed about the style, looking at me in some wonder at my
being as still as a mouse. Next (and well I remember his tone,
and thrill to it still) his words were —  “What a fine sentence
that is! Why, do you not think so?” I mumbled out, sillily
enough, that it did not seem any thing particular. “Then,” said
he, “you were not listening. I will read it again. There now!”
As he still got nothing out of me, he turned round upon me, as
we sat side by side on the sofa, with “Harriet, what is the
matter with you? I never knew you so slow to praise any thing
before.” I replied, in utter confusion, —  “I never could baffle
any body. The truth is, that paper is mine.” He made no reply;
read on in silence, and spoke no more till I was on my feet to
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come away. He then laid his hand on my shoulder, and said gravely
(calling me “dear” for the first time) “Now, dear, leave it to
other women to make shirts and darn stockings; and do you devote
yourself to this.” I went home in a sort of dream, so that the
squares of the pavement seemed to float before my eyes. That
evening made me an authoress.

 In the pages of a gazette in Norwich, England, William James Hubard was hyped with “We do not hesitate to 
pronounce Master H. the greatest phenomenon of art that this city ever witnessed.” Here are a couple of 
representative busts:

 England had 160 steamboats. The 1st such ship docked at the Isle of Jersey.
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 Thomas Say served as zoologist in Major Stephen H. Long’s expedition to the sources of the Minnesota River 
and Red River in the north, and to the US/Canada boundary west of the Great Lakes.

  During this year and the following one Thomas Carlyle’s initial important work, “The Life of Schiller,” was 
appearing in London Magazine.

 Henry Rowe Schoolcraft and Jane Johnston (whose father John Johnston was a fur trader in the Great Lakes 
region and whose mother, Ozhaw-Guscoday-Wayquay, was the daughter of Waub Ojeeg, headman of the 
Chequamegon or “Red Cliff” band of the Anishinabe Ojibway) were wed.

 The Whitman family moved into Brooklyn, where they would remain for approximately a decade during Walt 
Whitman’s early youth.

This oil portrait of Thomas Say in uniform is by Charles Wilson Peale and is at the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.
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“Specimen Days”

PAUMANOK, 
AND MY LIFE ON IT AS CHILD AND YOUNG MAN

Worth fully and particularly investigating indeed this Paumanok, (to give the spot
its aboriginal name,1 stretching east through Kings, Queens and Suffolk counties,
120 miles altogether — on the north Long Island sound, a beautiful, varied and
picturesque series of inlets, “necks” and sea-like expansions, for a hundred miles
to Orient point. On the ocean side the great south bay dotted with countless
hummocks, mostly small, some quite large, occasionally long bars of sand out two
hundred rods to a mile-and-a-half from the shore. While now and then, as at Rockaway
and far east along the Hamptons, the beach makes right on the island, the sea
dashing up without intervention. Several light-houses on the shores east; a long
history of wrecks tragedies, some even of late years. As a youngster, I was in the
atmosphere and traditions of many of these wrecks — of one or two almost an
observer. Off Hempstead beach for example, was the loss of the ship “Mexico” in
1840, (alluded to in “the Sleepers” in L. of G.) And at Hampton, some years later,
the destruction of the brig “Elizabeth,” a fearful affair, in one of the worst
winter gales, where Margaret Fuller went down, with her husband and child. 

Inside the outer bars or beach this south bay is everywhere comparatively shallow;
of cold winters all thick ice on the surface. As a boy I often went forth with a
chum or two, on those frozen fields, with hand-sled, axe and eel-spear, after messes
of eels. We would cut holes in the ice, sometimes striking quite an eel-bonanza,
and filling our baskets with great, fat, sweet, white-meated fellows. The scenes,
the ice, drawing the hand-sled, cutting holes, spearing the eels, &c., [Page 697]
were of course just such fun as is dearest to boyhood. The shores of this bay,
winter and summer, and my doings there in early life, are woven all through L. of
G. One sport I was very fond of was to go on a bay-party in summer to gather sea-
gull’s eggs. (The gulls lay two or three eggs, more than half the size of hen’s
eggs, right on the sand, and leave the sun’s heat to hatch them.)

The eastern end of Long Island, the Peconic bay region, I knew quite well too —
sail’d more than once around Shelter island, and down to Montauk — spent many an
hour on Turtle hill by the old light-house, on the extreme point, looking out over
the ceaseless roll of the Atlantic. I used to like to go down there and fraternize
with the blue-fishers, or the annual squads of sea-bass takers.

1.“Paumanok, (or Paumanake, or Paumanack, the Indian name of Long Island,) over a hundred miles long; shaped like a fish — plenty of sea 
shore, sandy, stormy, uninviting, the horizon boundless, the air too strong for invalids, the bays a wonderful resort for aquatic birds, the south-
side meadows cover’d with salt hay, the soil of the island generally tough, but good for the locust-tree, the apple orchard, and the blackberry, and 
with numberless springs of the sweetest water in the world. Years ago, among the bay-men — a strong, wild race, now extinct, or rather entirely 
changed — a native of Long Island was called a Paumanacker, or Creole-Paumanacker.” — John Burroughs.
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 A surveyor who made an expedition across Ohio into Indiana remarked that “The country is so wet that we 
scarcely saw an acre of land upon which a settlement could be made.” –Conditions really were different, we 
tend to forget, before the installation of drainage tiles beneath our fields.

“Specimen Days”

PAUMANOK, 
AND MY LIFE ON IT AS CHILD AND YOUNG MAN [CONCLUDED]

Sometimes, along Montauk peninsula, (it is some 15 miles long, and good grazing,)
met the strange, unkempt, half-barbarous herdsmen, at that time living there
entirely aloof from society or civilization, in charge, on those rich pasturages,
of vast droves of horses, kine or sheep, own’d by farmers of the eastern towns.
Sometimes, too, the few remaining Indians, or half-breeds, at that period left on
Montauk peninsula, but now I believe altogether extinct.

More in the middle of the island were the spreading Hempstead plains, then (1830-
’40) quite prairie-like, open, uninhabited, rather sterile, cover’d with kill-calf
and huckleberry bushes, yet plenty of fair pasture for the cattle, mostly milch-
cows, who fed there by hundreds, even thousands, and at evening, (the plains too
were own’d by the towns, and this was the use of them in common,) might be seen
taking their way home, branching off regularly in the right places. I have often
been out on the edges of these plains toward sundown, and can yet recall in fancy
the interminable cow-processions, and hear the music of the tin or copper bells
clanking far or near, and breathe the cool of the sweet and slightly aromatic
evening air, and note the sunset. 

Through the same region of the island, but further east, extended wide central
tracts of pine and scrub-oak, (charcoal was largely made here,) monotonous and
sterile. But many a good day or half-day did I have, wandering through those
solitary cross-roads, inhaling the peculiar and wild aroma. [Page 698] Here, and
all along the island and its shores, I spent intervals many years, all seasons,
sometimes riding, sometimes boating, but generally afoot, (I was always then a good
walker,) absorbing fields, shores, marine incidents, characters, the bay-men,
farmers, pilots — always had a plentiful acquaintance with the latter, and with
fishermen — went every summer on sailing trips — always liked the bare sea-beach,
south side, and have some of my happiest hours on it to this day. 

As I write, the whole experience comes back to me after the lapse of forty and more
years — the soothing rustle of the waves, and the saline smell — boyhood’s times,
the clam-digging, barefoot, and with trowsers roll’d up — hauling down the creek
— the perfume of the sedge-meadows — the hay-boat, and the chowder and fishing
excursions; — or, of later years, little voyages down and out New York bay, in the
pilot boats. Those same later years, also, while living in Brooklyn, (1836-’50) I
went regularly every week in the mild seasons down to Coney island, at that time
a long, bare unfrequented shore, which I had all to myself, and where I loved,
after bathing, to race up and down the hard sand, and declaim Homer or Shakspere
to the surf and sea-gulls by the hour. But I am getting ahead too rapidly, and must
keep more in my traces.
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 During this school year, Jefferson Davis would be a member of the junior class at Transylvania University in 
Lexington, Kentucky.

 At fifteen years of age Salmon Portland Chase was admitted to Cincinnati College with sophomore standing. 
However, the Episcopal Reverend Philander Chase, his relative with whom he was residing, would be staying 

at the college as its president for only one year before departing on a fund-raising tour of Great Britain, toward 
the founding of the Theological Seminary in Ohio (later to be named Kenyon College). This teenager would 
then return to New Hampshire, and enter Dartmouth College as a junior.

 Benjamin Wade left off teaching school and went to study medicine in Albany, New York.

 Gambling on the probability that the new war between France and Spain would interfere with ocean trade, 
speculators in Europe bought up Brazilian coffee beans at ever-escalating prices. The war wouldn’t amount to 
that much, so they would lose on these investments.
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 Friend Jonathan Dymond’s AN INQUIRY INTO THE ACCORDANCY OF WAR WITH THE PRINCIPLES OF CHRISTIANITY: AND 
AN EXAMINATION OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL REASONING BY WHICH IT IS DEFENDED: WITH OBSERVATIONS ON SOME OF THE 
CAUSES OF WAR AND ON SOME OF ITS EFFECTS (Philadelphia: Tract Association of Friends, between 1823 
and 1825). [Bound in with this volume, eventually, as it now exists as a book on the shelf of a research library, 
would be A LETTER TO THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES TOUCHING THE MATTER OF SLAVERY / BY 
THEODORE PARKER, a tract which would be issued in Boston in 1848 by J. Munroe.] Thomas Hancock 
remarked that this volume “completed succeeded in overthrowing the delusive and pernicious doctrines of 
Paley, with regard to ‘expediency’ as a rule of conduct either for states or individuals.”

WILLIAM PALEY

THEODORE PARKER

THE QUAKER PEACE TESTIMONY

AN INQUIRY INTO
THE ACCORDANCY OF WAR

WITH THE
PRINCIPLES OF CHRISTIANITY,

AND
AN EXAMINATION OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL REASONING BY WHICH IT IS DEFENDED.

WITH OBSERVATIONS ON SOME OF THE CAUSES OF WAR AND ON SOME OF ITS EFFECTS.
BY JONATHAN DYMOND.

Contempt prior to examination, however comfortable to
the mind which entertains it, or how ever natural to
great parts, is extremely dangerous; and more apt than
almost any other disposition, to produce erroneous
judgments both of persons and opinions.-PALEY.

PHILADELPHIA: URIAH HUNT & SON, No. 62 NORTH FOURTH STREET
JACOB SMEDLEY, JR., 304 ARCH STREET.

COLLINS & BROTHER, NEW YORK.
EPHRAIM MORGAN & SON CINCINNATI.

CUSHING & BROTHER, BALTIMORE.1

1. Another source alleges that the 1st edition of AN ENQUIRY, ETC. was printed in London in 1823 without the author’s name. 
The 3rd edition “corrected and enlarged” was published in 1824. It was republished in Philadelphia in 1834 with notes by Thomas 
S. Grimké, and again in 1835, that being referred to as the 4th edition.

READ THIS BOOK
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 In this year appeared Mary Godwin Wollstonecraft Shelley’s VALPERGA: OR, THE LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF 
CASTRUCCIO, PRINCE OF LUCCA (revised by Godwin) and the 2d edition of her FRANKENSTEIN; OR, THE 
MODERN PROMETHEUS (unaltered). During this year, also, the 5th stage version of FRANKENSTEIN was being 
performed.
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 Adrien Legendre proved –for exponents up to and including 5 only– a portion of Fermat’s Last Theorem, that 
there are no positive whole-number powers greater than 2 for which a generalized equation of the form of the 
Pythagorean Theorem9 would hold true: 

 From this year into 1825, Jean-François Champollion would be issuing the volumes of his PANTHÉON 
ÉGYPTIEN, OU COLLECTION DES PERSONNAGES MYTHOLOGIQUES DE L'ANCIENNE ÉGYPTE (EGYPTIAN PANTHEON, 
OR COLLECTION OF THE MYTHOLOGICAL FIGURES OF ANCIENT EGYPT), although he would never be able to 
complete the entire intended project.

9. What we know as the “Pythagorean Theorem” had been known since ancient times in China as the “Gougu” theorem and in India 
as the “Bhaskara” theorem. This actually was old news by the florut of Pythagoras, since it had been discovered and utilized by 
Babylonian mathematicians at least 1,500 years before the guy had been so much as a gleam in his daddy’s eye. –Nevertheless, 
Morris Kline, an American historian of mathematics, has decried the mathematical knowledge of the ancient Egyptians and 
Babylonians as “the scrawling of children just learning how to write” (it was all Greece to Morris Kline, you see).

z xn yn+ n=

FERMAT’S LAST THEOREM

PYTHAGORAS
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 In this year the young Isambard Kingdom Brunel went to work with his father on the building of the Thames 
Tunnel. (Later he would win appointment as resident engineer at the site.)

 To refer to the abscissa and ordinate specified together, George Crabb coined the term “coordinates.”

 A translation into English of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s FAUST was published by J. Murray, accompanied 
by Friedrich Schiller’s “Song of the Bell.”

 Mitford’s JULIAN was produced with Macready in the title role.

 The translation into English of Jacob Grimm’s GRIMMS’ FAIRY TALES (illustrated by Cruikshank).

 Winthrop Praed’s AUSTRALASIA.

 Lady Caroline Lamb’s ADA REIS, A TALE.

 George Gordon, Lord Byron’s THE AGE OF BRONZE; THE ISLAND; Byron left Murray for John Hunt to publish 
DON JUAN VI-XIV.; The Liberal published Byron’s “Heaven and Earth” and “The Blues.

 Mary and William Howitt’s THE FOREST MINSTREL AND OTHER POEMS.

 Robert Southey’s THE HISTORY OF THE PENINSULAR WAR.

 Felicia Dorothea Hemans’s THE VESPERS OF PALERMO; THE SIEGE OF VALENCIA...: OTHER POEMS; TALES 
AND HISTORIC SCENES (2d ed).

UNIVERSAL TECH. DICT.
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 The Reverend William Daniel Conybeare became rector of Sully in Glamorganshire. The discovery of a fossil 
skeleton by Mary Anning demonstrated the correctness of the analysis of Plesiosaurus that he and Henry De 
la Beche had offered in 1821.

THE SCIENCE OF 1823
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 Mary Anning found another remarkable fossil skeleton. The skull was small, without either the snout or the 
teeth of Ichthyosaurus. The creature had paddles for feet, and a swanlike neck quite as long as its body. Her 
second creature would receive the name “Plesiosaurus,” or “nearly a lizard.”

This being the 19th Century with a fantasy life (and a politics) red in tooth and claw, the illustrators soon began 

THE SCIENCE OF 1823
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to pose these two monsters as if engaged in hostilities:

 Charles Lyell, armed with introductions to Georges Cuvier, Humboldt, and other men of science, went to 
France.

 In Ireland, the foundation of the Catholic Association by Daniel O’Connell (this would be dissolved and then 
reconstituted in 1825).

A Catholic parish, St. Mary’s in Charlestown, Massachusetts, was created for those worshipers who lived 
north of the Charles River.

BIOLOGY
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 After the War of 1812, when commerce had begun to flourish once more, the larger ships had found that they 
simply could not clear the sandy bar that had formed before the mouth of Nantucket harbor. Thus, the 
Nantucketers began to transfer their operations to the mainland, centering upon New Bedford. By this point 
the fleet out of New Bedford equaled the size of the fleet out of Nantucket Island. For the next four decades, 
up until civil war hit us, New Bedford would enjoy a constant growth and prosperity, and Ishmael, in Herman 
Melville’s MOBY-DICK; OR, THE WHALE, would refer to it as “perhaps the dearest place to live in, in all New 
England.”

“The whaler was a kind of pirate-miner — an excavator
of oceanic oil, stoking the furnace of the Industrial
Revolution as much as any man digging coal out of the
earth.”

— Philip Hoare, THE WHALE: IN SEARCH OF THE GIANTS
 OF THE SEA (NY: HarperCollins, March 2010)

MOBY-DICK, THE OIL SPILL
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 Although Lord Sidmouth had rejected Friend Elizabeth Fry’s criticism of the British prison system, his 
successor as Home Secretary, Sir Robert Peel, had introduced a series of reforms. In this year he sponsored a 
Gaols Act. Instead of a gaols being funded by exacting fees upon its prisoners, England began to pay a salary 
to its gaolers. Female prisoners were to be directly supervised by female rather than male gaolers. 
Arrangements were made for regular visits from prison chaplains. (These reforms did not, however, 
apply to debtors’ prisons or local town and county gaols.)

England paid a £300,000 compensation to Portugal and extended Portugal’s deadline for ending the 
international slave trade until February 1830. Thomas Fowell Buxton, Friend Thomas Clarkson, and William 
Wilberforce founded The Society for the Mitigation and Gradual Abolition of Slavery Throughout the British 
Dominions, and began publishing its influential Monthly Reporter. Parliament debated emancipation.10 

10. In this year St. Stephen’s Chapel –a sham Gothic pile where the Houses of Parliament were meeting– burned. Only a small 
portion of this structure now survives. The immense antique-looking structure with which we are now so familiar, that houses the 
present-day Parliament, and features Big Ben, would not be steel-framed until 1860. Buxton, who would retire from the House of 
Commons in 1825, would not play an important further part in persuading the Parliament to force an end to human enslavement.

This is the version of the famous image that appears on the new British 5-pound note.
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A slave uprising in Demerara polarized the factions. 

Friend Thomas Clarkson’s THOUGHTS ON THE NECESSITY OF IMPROVING THE CONDITION OF THE SLAVES IN 
THE BRITISH COLONIES, WITH A VIEW TO THEIR ULTIMATE EMANCIPATION; AND ON THE PRACTICABILITY, 
THE SAFETY, AND THE ADVANTAGES OF THE LATTER MEASURE was printed in London by R. Taylor.

 At the age of 115 years, Prince Walker died. (In 1751, at the age of 43, he had been sold as a slave in Woburn 
MA.)

 The town of Ipswich voted $220 to sufferers by fire at Wiscasset and Alna.

 In an account of Stephen Long’s 1819 exploration of the great plains area of the North American continent, 
a map was published that denominated that area the “Great American Desert.” The word “desert” did not, 
of course, indicate sand, or aridity, but merely that the area was “deserted”: it was not white people who were 
dwelling there, but other people, people who, because not white, could hardly be counted as having lives.
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 A new minister in Shrewsbury, Massachusetts laid down the law: no dogs in church. His parishioners began 
to wonder aloud, among themselves: –When would their pastor be getting around to otherwise molesting 
them, for instance by suddenly declaring it likewise improper for them to be spitting their tobacco juice onto 
his church floor?

 A map of Fort Snelling in what eventually would become the Minnesota Territory was prepared by Joseph E. 
Heckle. The map and the commission papers of Josiah Howe Vose have recently surfaced in Vose family 
papers and the extensive margin notes are thought to be in Vose’s hand. Vose may have sent Heckle’s map to 
his family, with the margin notes indicating the living conditions he was encountering — a type of 1820s 
postcard to the folks at home.

Illustrations by James King Davidson.
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His notes talk about the building materials for the fort, the surrounding environment, and even the types of 
boats that plied the Mississippi and how they sailed against the river’s currents. Vose had been part of the 1819 
expedition to establish the fort. He served at the fort both during and after the command of Josiah Snelling, 
for whom the fort would be named in 1825. On the following screen is the upper right quadrant of the Heckle 
sketch, showing Pike Island in the river below the cannons of the fort wall:
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 This “View of the site of Fort St. Anthony at the confluence of the Mississippi and St. Peters Rivers” was 
drawn on the basis of Captain Morrell Marston’s “Topographical view of the Site of Fort St. Anthony” of 
1823. (A few additional place names would be added from Lieutenant E.K. Smith’s “Fort Snelling and 
Vicinity,” made in 1837, and from Lieutenant James L. Thompson’s “Topographical Survey of Fort Snelling,” 
made in 1839. The map is presently in the National Archives.)

Fort Saint Anthony in 1823-1839
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This is a detail indicating the location of “Green’s Villa.” “Green’s Villa” is nowhere mentioned in any of the 

documentation I have seen of this period although, intriguingly, it seems to have been on the exact site on 
which, later, the Pond brothers built their famous cabin at the suggestion of Marpiyawicasta Man of the 
Clouds, when they came to “minister” the Dakotas of the Eatonville community.
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 When accused of assaulting a woman, the 29-year-old student Sylvester Graham was expelled from Amherst 
Academy and took refuge in Rhode Island. There he would have a nervous breakdown and marry the daughter 
of a sea captain.

 Samuel Wilderspin’s ON THE IMPORTANCE OF EDUCATING THE INFANT CHILDREN OF THE POOR 
(London: T. Goyder, 184 pages).11

 A small anonymous volume was produced in London “by a Foreigner, three years resident at Yverdon,” titled 
HINTS TO PARENTS ON THE CULTIVATION OF CHILDREN, IN THE SPIRIT OF PESTALOZZI’S METHOD.

CAMBRIDGE HISTORY OF ENGLISH AND AMERICAN LITERATURE

1821 $136 $90.6

1822 $141 $78.3

1823 $126 $83.6

1824 $116 $90.8

1825 $119 $106.5

1826 $119 $100.7

1827 $120 $94.1

1828 $114 $91.4

1829 $112 $90.5

1830 $111 $87.2

11. This, Brown’s ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE HUMAN MIND, and books by David George Goyder, William Wilson, 
and P.L.H. Higgins, were studied by Bronson Alcott in preparation for his infant school.

This is not the Reverend Sylvester Graham, but an impersonator of him at the Old Sturbridge Village.
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(This would be studied by Bronson Alcott, who was in this year changing his name from “Alcocke” or 
“Alcox” to Alcott,12 and reviewed by him in 1829. Since it has been suggested13 that this small volume was 
Alcott’s primary source for the ideas of Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi, we should definitely include it in our 
“Stack of the Artist of Kouroo” project.)

12. Perhaps to distance himself from the jest “All-Cocks.” According to Eric Partridge’s THE PENGUIN DICTIONARY OF 
HISTORICAL SLANG, roosters everywhere have had to cope with innuendo since the 17th Century. Louisa May Alcocke’s 
LITTLE WOMEN, anyone? I think Partridge’s ascription of this slang name for the penis to the 17th Century must be late, for we know 
of a medieval lyric:

I have a gentil cok
Croweth me day;
He doth me risen erly,
My matins for to say.

I have a gentil cok,
Comen he is of gret;
His comb is of red corel
His tayel is of jet.

I have a gentil cok
Comen he is of kinde;
His comb is of red corel,
His tail is of inde.

His legges ben of asor
So gentil and so smale;
His spores arn of silver white,
Into the worte-wale.

His eynen are of crystal,
Loken all in aumber;
And every night he percheth him
In min ladyes chaumber.

13. McCuskey, Dorothy. BRONSON ALCOTT, TEACHER. New York: Macmillan, 1940.
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READ ABOUT PESTALOZZI
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A Commentary on Pestalozzian Methods

HINTS TO PARENTS is little more than an anonymous pamphlet of two parts, yet in it are to
be found clearly expressed most of Pestalozzi’s ideas, and specific illustrations of the
method. The only clue to the authorship is found in the first London edition, 1823, which
bears these words, “By a Foreigner, three years resident at Yverdon.” It is quite evident
upon reading the book that it was written by someone who really knew the system, since
it is in decided contrast to the more wooden accounts by Americans. There is both external
and internal evidence to show that Alcott knew and used this book. In the first place,
Alcott’s Journal enables us to identify as his a later review of the book in the American
Journal of Education. HINTS TO PARENTS contains a number of direct quotations at the bottom
of the pages, chiefly from Pestalozzi. The first sentence of one of them is found correctly
copied in the manuscript of Alcott’s account of the Cheshire School:

The only solid and true foundation of all morality is found in the
first relations of Mother and Child.

In a printed account written by Alcott, however, it reappears in a new wording to
illustrate Moral Education:

The only solid and true foundation of all morality is laid in the first
relations of Instructor and Pupil.

— Pestalozzi.

Since Alcott did not have access to Pestalozzi in the original, it is most probable that
HINTS TO PARENTS is the source of the reworded quotation. It is not so easy to draw a direct
line of connection between a book like HINTS TO PARENTS which is addressed chiefly to
mothers, and a great desire to do something to aid mothers in their proper task of
educating their little ones, though the connection is entirely within the realm of
possibility. Similarly, Alcott often used the words, “in the spirit of Pestalozzi’s
method,” and that note recurs throughout HINTS TO PARENTS. Though small, the book is
surprisingly comprehensible, and vivid, and would appear to be the chief source of
Alcott’s knowledge of Pestalozzian principles.

— McCuskey, Dorothy. BRONSON ALCOTT, TEACHER. New York: Macmillan, 1940, page 36.
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 George Bancroft who had just returned from Germany to the United States and given up prospects of 
becoming a minister after a few tries at delivering sermons of a Sunday (instead choosing to tutor in Greek at 
his alma mater, Harvard College), published his POEMS.

On Round Hill in Northampton, this poetical tutor and a friend Joseph Cogswell began a school for boys (this 
Round Hill School, or its buildings, is now the Clarke School for the Deaf). In this institution the founders 
intended to put into practice the teachings of Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi and Friedrich Daniel Ernst 
Schleiermacher.

BANCROFT’S POEMS
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 In Litchfield, Connecticut, little Harriet Beecher’s prize-winning essay “Can the Immortality of the Soul be 
Proved by the Light of Nature?” was chosen to be read aloud by one of the adult male speakers at her 
graduation from grade school.14

 There was yet another servile insurrection to put down, on the island of Jamaica:

The Cuban poet José María Heredia and José Francisco Lemus organize a secret society known as “Suns and 
Rays of Bolívar.” Their society was to plan a rebellion for independence and to seek union with that famed 
liberator.

14. It’s lucky her daddy the Reverend Lyman Beecher was a hellfire-breathing Calvinist rather than a nuclear physicist, or we might 
have had a prize-winning essay on some such topic as “Under Intense Focused Solar Radiation, Will a Soul Cast a Shadow?” 
Well, sillyness aside, note that this incident exposes a gender issue rather than an age issue: the 12-year-old couldn’t read it aloud 
herself because in this year in this culture, it would have been considered unseemly for a female thus to address a public assemblage.

1640-1713 seven slave revolts in the islands of the British West Indies

1655 With Jamaica in transition between Spanish control and English control, 
some 1,500 slaves escaped into the mountains to form maroon communities.

1656 Juan de Bolas led many of the escaped slaves in the maroon communities of the 
mountains of Jamaica down to the plains and the coast with a deal in which the English 
granted pardon and freedom. Many maroons, however, would elect to remain in the moun-
tains.

1668 “Lobby’s rebellion” on Jamaica — several hundred black slaves escaped to the 
mountains.

1725-1740 1st Maroon War on Jamaica

March 1, 
1738-1739

The 1st Maroon War on Jamaica ended in a treaty guaranteeing freedom for the maroons, 
the deal being that henceforward they would capture and turn in for a reward any new slave 
or bond-laborer escapees.

1760 slave uprising on Jamaica

1776 slave uprising on Jamaica

1784 slave uprising on Jamaica

1795-1796 2d Maroon War on Jamaica

1823 slave uprising on Jamaica

1824 slave uprising on Jamaica

1831 slave uprising on Jamaica
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 James Carnahan became the 9th president of the College of New-Jersey.

The African-American missionary Betsey Stockton from Princeton, New Jersey was assigned to a mission in 
Lahaina on the island of Maui in the Hawaiian Islands. Although the white missionaries had been educating 
ordinary Hawaiians in Christianity, they had been teaching reading, writing, and arithmetic only to the native 
nobility and to their own offspring. Charles Stuart, the head of the Lahaina missionary group, however, 
allowed Betsey Stockton, who was learning to speak Hawaiian, to create a school for the maka’ainana, or 
common folk. She would teach English, Latin, History, and Algebra at a site that is now called the Lahaina 
Luna School.

 Alexander Lucius Twilight, a man of color, received a BA from Middlebury College in Vermont.
(This was a 1st for our nation.)

 Philipp Franz Balthasar von Siebold landed in Japan anxious for a career as a scientific explorer, to serve until 
1830 as the surgeon major of the Dutch East Indies Army. He would restore order to the botanical garden at 
Deshima. Because on a trip to Edo he accepted the gift of a map of Japan (foreigners obviously could not be 
allowed to have access to this type of sensitive military information), he would be imprisoned for a year, but 
would be pardoned in 1829. Banished from Japan in 1830, he would be forced to abandon his Japanese wife 
and their child. The deck of the vessel on which he sailed would be filled with plants he would use to establish 
a nursery in Leiden. Among his introductions would be Wisteria floribunda, Hydrangea paniculata, 
Hydrangea anomala, Malus floribunda, and Rhodotypos scandens. Siebold would return to Japan in 1859 and 
by 1863 would produce a sales catalog that offered 838 species native to that country.

David Douglas was sent by The Royal Horticultural Society to the eastern United States to procure any novel 
varieties of fruit trees and vegetables that might there be encountered. He would meet Thomas Nuttall 
(a British native recently appointed professor of Botany at the Harvard Botanic Garden), and others who 
would assist him. He would return to England with a wide variety of fruit trees, as well as Oregon grape holly.

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
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Charles MacIntosh took out a patent for fabrics could be made waterproof by treating them with natural (or 
India) “rubber” (this term “rubber” had been coined on the basis of the ease with which the resilient material 
could remove pencil marks from a sheet of paper).

The end of an era in American botanizing. John Bartram (1699-1777) had been the first American-born 
botanist. He had grown native plants on his farm near Philadelphia and had been a central figure of botanical 
activity. The early 1700s had been characterized by a lively traffic in seeds and plants from America to 
England. Unfortunately, the elder Bartram’s early collections had been set aside in England, and not described 
for many years. John’s son William Bartram had then become the central figure in American natural history, 
until his death in this year.

John Bradbury died in Kentucky. Among the plants he had discovered were the oil-nut, yellow anise, 
yellowroot, laurel cherry, white buckeye, golden Saint Johnswort, oak-leaved hydrangea, and mountain 
magnolia.

Thomas Nuttall took up duties at Cambridge.

Joseph Sabine, secretary of the horticultural Society, looking for a collector, had David Douglas recommended 
to him and sent him on his first trip to America. Douglas visited gardens in New York and Philadelphia and 
then went up to Lake Erie and then to Buffalo and back to New York. He made a 2d visit to Philadelphia and 
met Nuttall.

 Li Hung-chang was born in the Anhwei province of China.

 Printing in Malacca of the New Testament as translated into Chinese characters by Dr. Robert Morrison and 
Dr. W. Milnes, in an edition of 2,000 copies.

 Asa Hutchinson was born. (Mary Leavitt Hutchinson and Jesse Hutchinson had 13 children of which Abby 
was the youngest, but we have concerned ourselves only with the four singers of the famous-family quartet: 
Judson, John, Asa, and Abby.)

 Michael Faraday described the liquefaction of chlorine in ON FLUID CHLORINE. The physicist found that 
gasses of certain kinds, when kept under constant pressure, would condense as they cool. This discovery 
would be what was needed for the beginning of mechanical methods of refrigeration.
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 Small-scale drilling for oil began at Baku, a Russian port city on the west coast of the Caspian Sea, now the 
capital of Azerbaijan. The drilling marks the beginning of the modern petroleum industry, as by 1900 nearly 
half the world’s oil would be coming from those Baku oil fields.

 A casting machine was patented that could produce 3,000 pieces of type per hour (a person once commented 
“with 26 lead soldiers I will conquer the world”).

 Fingerprints were characterized as “permanent and unique.”
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 Jean Victor Poncelet (1788-1867) modified the traditional vertical undershot gravity waterwheel design – 
which could attain only 20-30% efficiency but which was cheaper to build and maintain than either the 
overshot type or the breast type, which would produce a faster rotation without gearing, and which was the 
only type that could work on waterways where there was not a great sudden drop– replacing the flat radial 
blades shown here in a reconstruction of an early mill on Hadrian’s Wall across England

with curved blades, and positioning its sleeve gate at an angle to bring it as close to the blades as possible.
It was rather complicated to make such curved blades, the wood needing to be at least an inch thick to have 
adequate strength, but iron was becoming less and less of a precious metal. This design came closer to the 
recognized ideal of having the fluid enter the structure without impact and leave without velocity, a principle 
enunciated by Jean Charles Borda (1733-1799) in 1767 and elaborated by Lazare Carnot (1753-1823) in 1782. 
(These analyst had been mocked in their time for failing to recognize the a priori truth of the principle that an 
effect is always precisely equal to its cause.)
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 John Warner Barber relocated his engraving business from Windsor, Connecticut to New Haven.

 In this year Isabella (Sojourner Truth) would have been approximately 26 years old.

 Franz Joseph Gall lectured briefly on phrenology in London.

The London Phrenological Society was established by John Elliotson, B. Donkin, and J. DeVille.

 Stones fell from the sky near Noblesville, Indiana.

 William Cranch Bond of the timekeeper manufacturing firm of William Bond & Sons constructed an 
astronomical observatory in his home in Dorchester, Massachusetts.

WINDSOR, CONNECTICUT

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

SKY EVENT

HARVARD OBSERVATORY

ASTRONOMY
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 Soon it would be discovered that there was a cycle to sunspot activity, the cycle beginning again about once 
a decade (actually, this has been averaging about eleven years).

 Joseph Fraunhofer of Germany published his theory of diffraction.

The Sunspot Cycle 1798-1894

MIN / MAX

 - 

 - 

 - 

 - 

 - 

 - 

 - 

 - 

 - 

SUNSPOTS

HISTORY OF OPTICS

The earth receives less radiation and is cooler when dark sunspots are at their minimum because the much larger (but less readily apparent) bright spots -faculae- associated with these dark spots are not so prevalent.

The earth receives more radiation and is warmer when the dark sunspots are at their maximum because these dark sunspots are associated with much larger bright spots. These bright spots (faculae) are, however, not so readily apparent.
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 The term “sombrero” came from Spanish into American English, to designate a type of headgear which 
protected the head and shoulders from the rays of the sun.

 Isaac Holmes, a traveler from England, published AN ACCOUNT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
(reprinted in 1974). He indicated that what was known as religious “enthusiasm” had become endemic in this 
former colony subsequent to its having freed itself from the sort of state-sponsored religious institutionalism 
characteristic of European nations:

 The medical journal The Lancet was founded by Thomas Wakley.

Largest Scale Global Weather Oscillations up to 1823

Southern
Oscillation

South Pacific 
current reversal

1814 strong warm El Niño 
strong

1815 absent cold La Niña

1816 absent cold La Niña

1817 moderate + warm El Niño 
moderate +

1818 absent cold La Niña

1819 moderate + warm El Niño 
moderate +

1820 absent cold La Niña

1821 moderate warm El Niño 
moderate

1822 absent cold La Niña

1823 absent cold La Niña

ENSO

The Methodists in America … appear determined to take heaven by storm.
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 Ludwig van Beethoven composed his 9th Symphony.

 The Lewis Tappans moved into a nice new home in Brookline in order to be near the Aspinwalls, the family 
of origin of his wife, and near the family of their Unitarian preacher and in-law, the Reverend John Pierce, 
and Lewis invested $12,000.00 in a Lancaster mill that was doing well. He soon demonstrated, however, an 
utter lack of the knack for trading in cotton, and was relieved of that responsibility by his partners.

TAPPAN FAMILY
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 The Reverend Jared Sparks resigned from his position as the Unitarian minister of the First Independent 
Church to become owner/publisher/editor of the North American Review.

NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW

MASTER  INDEX
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 Gas lighting, although hot and smelly and not all that bright, had become very popular in England, and  Sir 
Walter Scott, being the world’s richest author, was living up to his role by building new digs for himself at 
Abbotsford in Scotland –a Gothic fantasy that would eventually be completed at a cost of £76,000, which was 
about seven years of royalty income on his fictions– so he had a system of gas lights installed for the entire 
place. While they were at it, he had them install a central steam heating system, as well. Because of this, but 
even more because of his business dealings and the businessmen with whom he was entangled, who lived well 
and did business out of fine offices, he would spend the rest of his life digging out from under a pile of debt, 
and having meetings with creditors.

And him “a baronet, too,” as Dorothy Wordsworth would comment when she learned that Sir Walter had 
partners:

He that sleeps too long in the morning, let him borrow
the pillow of a debtor.

I will be their vassal for life and dig in the mine of
my imagination to find diamonds.

The baronet lived well despite his debts, and left a wine cellar at  his death.
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 Sir Walter Scott’s QUENTIN DURWARD.

Galt’s THE ENTAIL, and RINGHAN GILHAIZE.

Wilson’s THE TRIALS OF MARGARET LYNDSAY.

Michel Eugène Chevreul’s discovery of stearin would lead to radical improvement in candle manufacture.

Fonthill Abbey in Wiltshire had been sold in the previous year. In this year its pictures, statues, etc. were 
disposed of in an auction which continued for 41 days. (The grand tower would fall on December 21, 1825 
irreparably damaging the building, which would be parceled out and converted into a private villa, a cloth-
factory, etc.)

Four Approaches to the Writer’s Estate
Approach “Old Money” “New Money” “Sweat Equity” “Just Enough Money”

Writer Lord Byron Sir Walter Scott Henry Thoreau Virginia Wolff

Estate Newstead Abbey Abbotsford Walden Pond A Room of One’s Own

Results Bailout Insolvency Immortality Feminism
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 The reputation of Asher Brown Durand was established by his engraving of the painting “Declaration of 
Independence.” For the next decade he would continue to do engraved reproductions of paintings by 
American artists (e.g. Ariadne by John Vanderlyn). He would also illustrate gift books, or annuals, and 
engrave a popular series of 72 portraits of famous contemporary Americans.

 Thomas Chandler Haliburton’s A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF NOVA SCOTIA. Halifax harbour froze over. 
A public subscription library was established at Halifax. Roman Catholics were allowed to be members of the 
House of Assembly.

John Charlton Fisher relocated from New-York to Québec to take over as publisher of the Quebec Gazette. 
He would also work as a journalist for the Quebec Mercury.

CANADA
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 Daniel Donahew drowned at Halibut Point, Rockport, Gloucester when a fishing boat upset.

WOMEN HANGED IN ENGLAND DURING 1823

 January: The first use of gas in a lighthouse.

Date Name Age Place of execution Crime

23/04 Mrs. ?? McKinnoy Dublin Murder

16/04 Mary McKinnon Edinburgh Murder

18/04 Catherine Kinrade 19 Castle Rushton (Isle of Man) Accessory to Murder

26/07 Grace Griffin Berwick Murder of husband

JANUARY
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 January: Samuel Collyer, age 25, and Harriet Norman Wells, age 24, were married at Fewston Parish Church. 
This was Harriet’s 2d marriage, Wells, her first husband, having been a close friend of Samuel Collyer (the 
three had grown up together). Harriet had borne her 1st husband a son, William, but then this husband had 
died. A few days after their marriage, Samuel and Harriet Collyer got into a dispute with the mill owner about 
wages and went to Keighley, where Samuel got a job in Hattersley’s machine shop.

 January: Presumably by this point, since Thomas Carlyle had completed his work for the Edinburgh 
Encyclopædia, he had completed composition of his article “Quakers” which would be appearing in its 1825 

volume.15

 January-August: Captain Jones Very of Salem took his oldest son, Jones Very, Jr., nine years of age and 
subject, his father considered, to excessive “diffidence,” along with him as “cabin boy” of the Aurelia on a 
voyage to North Sea ports, and to the Russian port serving St. Petersburg.

 January 1, Wednesday: Ludwig van Beethoven applied for the position of Imperial Court Composer.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

4th day 1st of 1st M 1823 / Began this Year with a sense of good 
covering my mind in a precious degree But Oh the Adversary how 
ready to devour all that is good & a season of conflict ensued, 
but at last felt a rising above the evil, so that the day closed 
more comfortably than I expected ——16

In Maryland, upon the death of the owner of John Thompson, Mrs. Wagar, her slaves had been divided among 
her children and grandchildren. At the turn of the year, with John having reached approximately 14 years of 
age, the slaves were taken to their new lives, the lot of John’s family being to fall under the ownership of one 
George Thomas, a white man of local unsavory reputation:

New Year’s, that sorrowful day for us, at length arrived. Each
one weeping while they went round, taking leave of parents or
children, for some children and parents were separated, as were
also husbands and wives. Our meetings were now broken up, and
our separation accomplished.... John Wagar claimed me by
promise, as he said my grandmother gave me to him; and,
consequently, bade me keep out of sight, when they came for my
father’s family. This I did by hiding myself until the rest were
all gone. I did this willingly, as I did not want to go to Mr.
Thomas. Indeed, I had rather forego the pleasure of being with
my parents than live with him. So I remained behind.
I had lived securely upon the old plantation about three months,
when one day I was sent on an errand, two or three miles from
home. There I met Mr. Thomas, who said to me, “where are you
going?” I answered his question, when he said, “You belong to

15. The date of publication for this encyclopaedia is commonly given as 1830 but that was merely the date of issue of its last volume.
16. Stephen Wanton Gould Diary, 1815-1823: The Gould family papers are stored under control number 2033 at the Division of 
Rare and Manuscript Collections of Cornell University Library, Box 7 Folder 12 for August 24, 1815-September 25, 1823; Box 8 
Folder 13: October 2, 1823-March 6, 1829; also on microfilm, see Series 7
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me; come, go home with me.” I told him I wished to return with
my errand, but he said “No; go right home to my house, where
your father and mother are. Don’t you want to see your mother?”
I replied that I did, for I was afraid to answer any other way.
This Mr. George Thomas had married my old Mistress’s daughter,
and we fell to him in right of his wife. I went home with him
with a heavy heart.
When John Wagar heard of this event, he said I belonged to him
and should come back; but he could not accomplish his purpose
in this, for being left to Mrs. Thomas, he could not hold me.
He then tried to buy me, but my new master would not sell me,
to him.
Soon after my arrival in the family, Mr. Thomas let me to one
of his sons, named Henry, who was a doctor, to attend his horse.
This son was unmarried, lived a bachelor, and kept a cook and
waiter. The cook belonged neither to him nor his father, but was
hired. She was a good looking mulatto, and was married to a right
smart, intelligent man, who belonged to the doctor’s uncle. One
night, coming home in haste, and wishing to see his wife, he
sent me up stairs, to request her to come down. Upon going up,
I found she was in a room with the doctor, the door of which was
fast. This I thoughtlessly told her husband, who, upon her
coming down a moment after, upbraided her for it. She denied it,
and afterwards told the doctor, but not till I had gone to my
mother, sick, up to the old man’s plantation.
The doctor was a very intemperate man. As soon as his cook told
him her story, he came to his father with the complaint, that I
had left him without his consent; upon which his father told him
to flog me. He ordered me out to the barn, when I was scarcely
able to hold up my head, and had to be led by my brother.
Without saying what he wanted of me, he stripped off my clothes
and then whipped me, beating me over the head until I became
senseless, and life was nearly extinct. I was carried to my
mother’s quarters, where I lay five weeks, unable to move
without assistance. When I finally recovered, I did not return
to him, as he did not wish it, but remained with my mother four
years.
My father was a very pious man, never complaining, but bearing
every thing patiently, and praying for grace and fortitude to
help him to overcome his trials, which he believed would one day
be ended. He was a good servant and an affectionate parent. But
new trials and sorrows soon broke upon this quiet family.
My sister, whose name I must not mention, as she is now in the
North, and like myself, not out of danger, was old Mistress’s
house maid. She possessed both grace and beauty, and to-day,
thank God, is a living monument in his temple. She was given to
Mrs. Thomas as her maid, and was much prized, because a gift
from her mother; but especially because she knew her to be a
virtuous girl.
She had found it impossible to long keep a maid of this stamp,
for none could escape the licentious passions of her husband,
who was the father of about one-fourth of the slaves on his
plantation, by his slave women. Mrs. Thomas strove every way to
shield my sister from this monster, but he was determined to
accomplish his brutal designs.
One day during his wife’s absence on a visit to her friends,
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being, as he thought, a good opportunity, he tried to force my
sister to submit to his wishes. This she defeated by a resistance
so obstinate, that he, becoming enraged, ordered two of his men
to take her to the barn, where he generally whipped his slaves;
there to strip off her clothes and whip her, which was done,
until the blood stood in puddles under her feet.
Upon his wife’s return, Mr. Thomas told her that my sister had
been whipped for neglect of duty. Of this Mrs. Thomas did not
complain, as she had no objection to necessary floggings. But
similar scenes occuring quite often, our Mistress began to
suspect that sister was not in fault, especially as in her
presence she never neglected her business, and these complaints
only came during her absence. Besides, she knew well her
husband’s former practices, and at last began to suspect that
these and my sister’s pretended faults, were in some way
connected. Accordingly, she began to question her maid
concerning her offences, who, fearing to tell her plainly,
knowing it would be certain death to her, answered in low and
trembling terms, “I must not tell you, but you may know what it
is all for. If I have done anything, Madam, contrary to your
wishes, and do not suit you, please sell me, but do not kill me
without cause. Old Mistress, your mother, who is dead, and I
trust in heaven, took great pains to bring me up a virtuous girl,
and I will die before I will depart from her dying counsel,
given, as you well know, while we were standing by her dying
bed.”
These words so affected Mrs. Thomas, that she fainted and was
carried to her bed, to which she was confined by sickness five
or six weeks. Her husband’s conduct still persisted in, finally
caused her death, which occurred four years after.
Mistress told sister that she had best get married, and that if
she would, she would give her a wedding. Soon after, a very
respectable young man, belonging to Mr. Bowman, a wealthy
planter, and reputed to be a good master, began to court my
sister. This very much pleased Mistress, who wished to hasten
the marriage. She determined that her maid should be married,
not as slaves usually are, but that with the usual matrimonial
ceremonies should be tied the knot to be broken only by death.
The Sabbath was appointed for the marriage, which was to take
place at the Episcopal Church. I must here state that no slave
can be married lawfully, without a line from his or her owner.
Mistress and all the family, except the old man, went to church
to witness the marriage ceremony, which was to be performed by
their minister, parson Reynolds. The master of Josiah, my
sister’s destined husband, was also at the wedding, for he
thought a great deal of his man.
Mistress returned delighted from the wedding, for she thought
she had accomplished a great piece of work. But the whole affair
only enraged her unfeeling husband, who, to be revenged upon the
maid, proposed to sell her. To this his wife refused consent.
Although Mrs. T. had never told him her suspicions, or what nay
sister had said, yet he suspected the truth, and determined to
be revenged. Accordingly, during another absence of Mistress,
he again cruelly whipped my sister. A continued repetition of
these things finally killed our Mistress, who the doctor said,
died of a broken heart.
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After the death of this friend, sister ran away, leaving behind
her husband and one child, and finally found her way to the
North. None of our family ever heard from her afterwards, until
I accidentally met her in the streets in Philadelphia. My
readers can imagine what a meeting ours must have been. She is
again married and in prosperity.

The sovereign state of Alabama took action to dispose of various slaves who had been, in accordance with 
federal law, confiscated from their owners due to their having been imported illegally. Since this federal law 
against the international slave trade was of course not for the benefit of black people, but for the benefit of 
white people, these victims were of course to be forced to work for free by the state until they could be 
auctioned by the state to the highest bidder, with the net proceeds from such auctions to be sent of course 
directly into state coffers.

“An Act to carry into effect the laws of the United States
prohibiting the slave trade.”

§ 1. “Be it enacted, ... That the Governor of this state be ...
authorized and required to appoint some suitable person, as the
agent of the state, to receive all and every slave or slaves or
persons of colour, who may have been brought into this state in
violation of the laws of the United States, prohibiting the
slave trade: Provided, that the authority of the said agent is
not to extend to slaves who have been condemned and sold.”

§ 2. The agent must give bonds.

§ 3. “And be it further enacted, That the said slaves, when so
placed in the possession of the state, as aforesaid, shall be
employed on such public work or works, as shall be deemed by the
Governor of most value and utility to the public interest.”

§ 4. A part may be hired out to support those employed in public
work.

§ 5. “And be it further enacted, That in all cases in which a
decree of any court having competent authority, shall be in
favor of any or claimant or claimants, the said slaves shall be
truly and faithfully, by said agent, delivered to such claimant
or claimants: but in case of their condemnation, they shall be
sold by such agent for cash to the highest bidder, by giving
sixty days notice,” etc. ACTS OF THE ASSEMBLY OF ALABAMA, 1822
(Cahawba, 1823), page 62.

 January 2, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 2nd of 1st M / Quite unwell with a heavy cold & unable 
to go to Meeting My H went the walking very bad & she has a hard 
cold — [added later that evening after he had drawn the usual 
lines under the entry?] Walter Nichols Died suddenly about 8 
OClock this evening

 January 3, Friday: The government of Mexico granted land in Texas to Stephen F. Austin.

INTERNATIONAL SLAVE TRADE
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 January 5, Sunday: By this point six Turkish assaults on Missolonghi, Greece had been repulsed.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 5th of 1st M / Meetings very small the walking so bad 
that it was unsuitable for any woman to Walk, two [—]ly at 
meeting this Afternoon & one in the morning & they [—]] —Hannah 
Dennis in the forenoon was [—] in a few words to commemorate the 
goodness & mercy [—]d in favouring us, at seasons, with his 
comfortable [—]ence —Silent in the Afternoon

 January 7, Tuesday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

3rd day 7 of 1st M / Attended the funeral of Walter Nichols, he
[—] an old acquaintance of my Parents - a diligent attender
[—] our Meetings on first day with his family & was at meeting
[—] usual health the first day previous to his decease, which
[—] very sudden. he had been a few days unwell & was
[—]an company but retired early to bed & soon after he
[—]de down expired about 8 OClock in the evening of the 3 inst
[—] father & Mother were members of our society & his mother an 
occasional preacher. —

 January 8, Wednesday: Alfred Russel Wallace was born at Usk in Monmouthshire (which has become Gwent) 
to Thomas Vere Wallace and Mary Anne Greenell Wallace. Alfred’s father had been living on the income from 
inherited property, until that began to run out, at which point he would involve himself in a number of things 
including the publication of a literary magazine. Then, in about 1835, the father would be swindled out of the 
remainder of his inherited money and the family would fall into much greater financial hardship.

 January 9, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 9 of 1 M / Father Rodman appear’d twice in testimony to 
satisfaction [—] a letter from Moses Brown requesting D Buffum, 
B Freborn & myself to [-] to Providence immediately to consult 
about the affairs of Obadiahs Will [—]volves me in a exercise — 
I know not how to go nor how to stay

 January 10, Friday: Jan Vaclav Vorisek, a clerk in the maritime division of the Imperial War Department in 
Vienna, was appointed assistant court organist.

 January 12, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 12th of 1st M 1823 / Our Meeting this forenoon was pretty 
well attended & D Bufum engaged in a lively, pertinent testimony 
much to the satisfaction & I trust edification of many present
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In the Afternoon H Dennis & Father Rodman were engaged in short 
but good testimonies. —
This Morning Uncle Stanton sailed for NYork on a visit to his 
Daughter Niobe who is very Sick & not expected to continue long 
in this life.—

 January 14, Tuesday: The Massachusetts legislature incorporated the Blackstone Canal Company.

 January 16, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 16 of 1st M / Our Select Meeting this day held was a 
season of some life, but on the whole a low time to me. —

 January 17, Friday: In Providence, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

6th day 17 of 1 M / Having rec’d several pressing invitations 
to come to Providence with David Buffum & Benjamin Freeborn to 
consult on the important concerns relating to the Last Will & 
Testament of our friend Obadiah Brown desc. on considering the 
subject it appeared right to go. I accordingly set out this 
morning in the Stage with Dvd Buffum & arrived there in season 
found Moses Browns Sleigh in Town ready to carry us to his house. 
on the Way stoped at the School House. — 7th day rode to Wm Almy 
& in the Afternoon attended the funeral of Cary Spencers Wife 
an aged goodly friend —Wm Almy & his daughter Anne preached —
after the funeral we all returned to M Browns & enterd on the 
Buisness we went on. —

 January 18, Saturday: The last in the series of earthquakes that had for more than a year been plaguing Chile.

London, March 4, 1824 
Dear Sir,—
I send you, at your request, some extracts from my journal 
concerning the great Earthquakes which visited Chile, during my 
residence in that country, in 1822-3. 
The first shock, by which the towns of Valparaiso, Melipilla, 
Quillota, and Casa Blanca, were almost destroyed, and Santiago 
much damaged, was felt at a quarter past ten o’clock in the 
evening of Tuesday, the 19th November, 1822. It lasted three 
minutes. I was then residing about a mile from the coast of 
Quintero, situated on a promontory, about thirty miles to the 
north of Valparaiso. It was a very clear, still, and moon light 
night; the aurora australis had been visible, and some lightning 
had been seen over the Andes. In a few minutes after the first 
shock, there was another, less severe; and from that time the 
whole night long successive shocks were felt twice in every five 
minutes, each lasting from half to a minute. On the morning of 
the 20th, a little before two, at four, and a quarter before six 
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o’clock, there were three more violent shocks, and the earth 
continued trembling in the intervals: this day was hot and 
sunny, with wind; the night was clear and windy. On the morning 
of the 21st, at half past two, ten minutes before three, a 
quarter before eight, a quarter past nine, and half past ten; 
and in the afternoon, at a quarter past one, and at two, violent 
shocks were felt: the weather of this day was like the preceding. 
On the morning of the 22d, at half past four, half past seven, 
and a quarter past nine, there were violent shocks. A little 
before ten, three successive loud explosions were heard, like 
the sound of heavy artillery; the earth trembling very much 
after each explosion. At eleven there was another violent shock, 
and between that and one o’clock there were three slight ones; 
the earth then remained quiet until half past seven: this day 
there was a thick fog, with cold drizzling rain. On 23d the 
shocks were less violent and frequent. On the 24th there were 
continual Earthquakes until eleven at night. On the 25th there 
was a severe shock, at a quarter past eight in the morning, and 
others until a little before ten. On the morning of the 26th, at 
a quarter before three, there was a shock, which lasted nearly 
two minutes: this day we had a violent northerly wind, with rain, 
which was considered very unusual at this season. During my stay 
in Chile, from this time until the 18th of January, 1823, 
continual Earthquakes, more or less severe, were felt every day. 
Those on the 10th and 25th of December, were the most violent 
after that of the 19th November. I have learned that after my 
departure the Earthquakes continued, that they were very violent 
last July, and had not ceased altogether so late as last 
September. 
The sensation experienced during the more violent shocks, was 
that of the earth being suddenly heaved in a direction from north 
to south, and then falling down again; a transverse motion also 
being now and then felt. There was on the 19th November a general 
tremor felt, and a sound heard like that of vapor bursting out, 
similar to the tremor and sound which I remembered to have 
observed at each jet of fire, while standing on the cone of 
Vesuvius, during the eruption of 1818. The tremor between the 
shocks was shown to be real by the agitation of water in a glass; 
and during the shocks, water, or mercury, placed in a glass, was 
thrown over the edge in every direction. In the house where I 
resided, the furniture was all displaced, with some degree of 
regularity, so as to range, not parallel to the walls, which 
fronted to the north and south, but at a given angle diagonally. 
The sensations experienced on board the ships that lay in the 
harbour of Valparaiso, was as if they were moving very rapidly 
through the water, and occasionally touching the ground. On the 
first shock, on the night of the 19th of November, the sea, in 
Valparaiso harbor, rose to a great height, and then receded, so 
as to leave the small vessels, that were before afloat dry on 
the beach; it then returned again, but, as compared with the 
level of the land, not to its original level. All this is stated 
to have happened in a quarter of an hour. 
On the morning of the 20th, all the rivers and lakes connected 
with them, in consequence of the dislodgement of snow from the 
mountains, were much swollen. In all the small valleys, the 
earth of the gardens was rent, and quantities of water and sand 
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were forced up through the cracks to the surface. In the alluvial 
valley of Vina-a-la-Mar, the whole plain was covered with cones 
of earth, about four feet high, occasioned by the water and sand 
which had been forced up through funnel-shaped hollows beneath 
them; the whole surface being thus reduced to the consistence 
of quick-sand. At the roots of all the trees, between the 
surrounding earth and stem, large hollows were seen, into which 
the hand could be introduced, occasioned by the violence with 
which the trunks had been lashed to and fro. The bed of the Lake 
of Quintero was full of large cracks, and the alluvial soil on 
its shore, was divided so as to look like a sponge. The level 
of the lake, which communicates with the sea, had apparently 
sunk very much. The promontory of Quintero consists of granite, 
covered by sandy soil. The granite on the beach which is 
intersected by parallel veins, from a line to an inch in 
thickness, most of which are filled with a shining matter, but 
some are only coated with it on their sides, and present hollow 
fissures. After the Earthquake of the 19th the whole rock was 
found rent by sharp recent clefts, very distinguishable from the 
older ones, but running in the same direction. Many of the larger 
of these clefts might be traced from the beach to the distance 
of a mile and a half across the neighboring promontory, where, 
in some instances, the earth parted, and left the stony base of 
the hill exposed. 
It appeared on the morning of the 20th, that the whole line of 
coast, from north to south, to the distance of one hundred miles, 
had been raised above its former level. I perceived, from a small 
hill near Quintero, that an old wreck of a ship, which before 
could not be approached, was now accessible from the land, 
although its place on the shore had not been shifted. The 
alteration of the level at Valparaiso was about three feet, and 
some rocks were thus newly exposed, on which the fishermen 
collected the scollop-shell fish, which was not known to exist 
before the Earthquake. At Quintero, the elevation was about four 
feet. When I went to examine the coast, accompanied by Lord 
Cochrane, although it was high water, I found the ancient bed 
of the sea laid bare, and dry, with beds of oysters, muscles, 
and other shells, adhering to the rocks on which they grew, the 
fish being all dead, and exhaling most offensive effluvia. I 
found good reason to believe that the coast had been raised by 
Earthquakes, at former periods, in a similar manner, several 
ancient lines of beach, consisting of shingle, mixed with 
shells, extending in a parallel direction to the shore, to the 
height of fifty feet above the sea. The country has, in former 
years, been visited by Earthquakes, the last of any consequence 
having been ninety-three years ago. 
The shock of the 19th was felt as far as Lima to the north, by 
the ships there riding in the bay of Calao. To the south, it was 
experienced at least as far as Conception, and to the east, 
beyond the Andes, at Mendoza, and at St. Juan. The distance from 
Conception to Lima is about twenty degrees of latitude, or 1400 
miles. 

I am, dear Sir, yours, &c. MARIA GRAHAM.
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 January 19, Sunday: Jason Brown was born in Hudson, Ohio, the 2d child of John Brown and Dianthe Lusk 
Brown.

In Providence, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day attended Meeting in Providence, the first time I ever 
attended that Meeting except at Quarterly Meeting times —In the 
forenoon D B preached & in the Afternoon Silent - we dined at J 
Congdons In the Afternoon we went to Wm Almys & lodged

 January 20, Monday: In Providence, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

2nd day returned to M Browns - spent the day together & lodged 
-3rd day - the Stage left me after attending to a little buisness 
in Providence returned to MB & spent the remainder of the day 
returned to Providence towards night & lodged at [—] Anthonys —

 January 22, Wednesday: A secret treaty was signed at the Congress of Verona, by which France obtained a 
free hand to enter the Spanish Civil War and restore Fernando VII to his absolute throne.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

4th day took the Stage & came home - The object & occurrences 
of this visit does not admit of full record, but I may 
acknowledge that I never found myself apparantly [-]e in my 
place, or returned with more peace
The appearance that there is a good reward for labour when 
rightly performed —- The visit [-] & I trust will be memorable 
to me as long as I live. —

 January 23, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 23rd of 1st M / At Meeting rather poor, but not as 
Destitute as sometimes. - No buisness but the Queries in 
Preparative Meeting. —

 January 25, Saturday: Ludwig van Beethoven accepted a commission from Prince Galitsin for “one, two, or 
three new quartets.”

Leicester, ou Le chateau di Kenilworth, an opera comique by Daniel-Francois-Esprit Auber to words of Scribe 
and Melesville after Scott, was performed for the initial time, in the Theatre Feydeau, Paris.

Edward Jenner died at the age of 74.

 January 26, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 26 of 1 M / At meeting in the forenoon a short testimony 
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[-] Father Rodman. — In the Afternoon — poor times to me
In the evening visited David Williams, who is sick [-]ry poor 
way

Publication at Philadelphia (I. Ashmead & Co.) of Giacomo Costantino Beltrami’s DEUX MOTS SUR LES 
PROMENADES DE PARIS A LIVERPOOL ETC. He began a voyage down the Ohio River, intending to follow it to its 
juncture with the Mississippi River and then head downriver for New Orleans, Louisiana. On the journey, 
however, he would become acquainted with United States Indian agent Lawrence Taliaferro, who was heading 
upriver on the Mississippi, and would conceive the project of exploring the headwaters of this great river.
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He and Taliaferro joined with Major Stephen H. Long and traveled upriver toward Fort St. Anthony.

 January 27, Monday: The United States recognized the United Provinces in South America (Argentina) and 
the State of Chile, and President Monroe appointed the 1st US ambassadors to South America.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

2nd day 27 of 1 M / My feelings have been much in simpathy with 
[-] afflicted particularly dear Sister E Rodman who this morning 
underwent a painful & trying surgical operation. - my heart [—
] deeply for her indeed —And this eveing Aunt Hannah Gould put 
her Hip out of joint & had it [-] or attempted to be set - all 
which renders this day memorable in my feelings.

Benjamin West Ball was born in Concord, 1st child of Benjamin Ball with his 2d wife Mary Rogers Ball of 
Acton (they got married on February 18th of the previous year).

His childhood and early youth were passed in his native town,
and afterward in Groton, where he attended the Lawrence Academy,
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and was prepared for Dartmouth College. After completing his
course he spent his time in cultivating the acquaintance and
studying the philosophy of Emerson, his illustrious townsman.
He wrote of himself later: “It was my good fortune to have lived
in my boyhood and youth in such beautiful New England towns as
Concord, Harvard, and Groton, almost under the shadow of
Wachuset Mountain. If I have any of the mens divinior of a poet,
it was kindled and nurtured by the scenery of those towns.”
In 1851 Mr. Ball published his first volume of poems, wholly
Greek in thought and inspiration. He says he was almost a pagan
at the time, — a Greek of the age of Pericles, — but became a
modern under the influence of Carlyle, Macaulay, Tennyson, and
Dickens. He studied law with the hero of Lowell’s well known
ballad, that

John P.
Robinson, he [who]

Says he won’t vote for Guv’ner B.

After practicing law two years he was married to Miss Dollie S.
Hurd, of Rochester, N.H., where he established his home. He was
editor of a newspaper during the Frémont campaign of 1856, and
afterward a Washington correspondent. He contributed to the
“Atlantic Monthly” and other periodicals articles upon Greek
history, poetry, and philosophy, and became known as an eminent
scholar. The incidents of his life were few; and, as he said,
his autobiography would only be a record of his mental
development, — as he was a book-worm, a man of ideas.
In 1892 a collection of Mr. Ball’s poems was made and published,
with an introduction by Frederick F. Ayer. To all intellectual
men, and more especially to those who have been influenced by
Greek culture, it is a volume of deep interest. It deals with
the great problems of human existence, and lifts the minds of
readers to the serene heights where Goethe and Emerson live.
Ball is probably more purely philosopher than poet, and, without
being precisely a pantheist, appears to incline to the views of
Spinoza, the man of divinest, purest life in recent centuries.
That he is more philosopher than poet is evidenced both by his
chosen subjects and their treatment. In this he resembles
Emerson. Both however vary their moods, and sometimes sing of
the bright things of earth. Emerson gave us the fresh pictures
of birds and blossoms in “May Day;” and Ball in “Morgenroth” an
“Abendroth,” in the “Crow-Caucus,” the “Quail,” the “August
Crickets” and others, shows how intimate are the ties which bind
him to Nature, and with what alert senses he walks abroad.
Sometimes his blank verse seems to be merely prose, or like a
poorly built wall, ready to tumble down; but there are few of
his poems which are not pervaded with the immortal spirit.
Why purely intellectual poetry is so little read is a problem.
Landor, a great man and a great artist, is seldom quoted. After
New England’s immortal Five, few poets have a better claim than
Ball. But, like an eagle, his flights are in the upper regions;
and the bright and tuneful birds in the trees near by attract
more attention. Certainly no one can read his poem in memory of
Emerson, or that rather daring but suggestive dialogue between
the Gods, without feeling his power of thought and nobility of
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expression.
Is Fame given to caprice? Perhaps not; and perhaps the drawback
with Ball is in the want of sunlight in his nature. It is true
he is seldom joyous; but on the other hand he is never morbidly
sad, nor — what is worse — sentimentally melancholy. His verse
is serious, as life is serious, — as the mighty past and the
unknown future are serious. Within the limits of his temperament
he is cheerful, and he often seeks to adorn his weighty thought
with stately or glowing and inspiring words.
In person he is tall, broad-shouldered, with plain yet clear-
cut and expressive features, and a look of quiet energy in his
pale blue eyes. His large frame and resolute face might indicate
a man to push his way, but in fact he is shy and retiring, and
spends most of his time away from the busy world.

 January 28, Tuesday: Bernardo O’Higgins resigned under pressure, and was replaced as President of Chile by 
Ramon Freire. 

 January 30, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 30th of 6th [?] M 1823 / Monthly Meeting in Town, the 
weather was pleasant & the Meeting pretty well attended - The 
first was nearly silent, except a short communication from J 
Dennis towards the close
The last was conducted pretty well, tho’ we had some exercising 
cases to decide. —

Rammohan Roy’s own press Mirat-ul-Akhbar published his 256-page book, FINAL APPEAL, in response to the 
“Christian” missionaries and their insistence on dogma at the expense of the moral content of their religion.

By a new United States statute, the federal regulations in regard to the capital crime of  piracy were rendered 
perpetual, which is to say, they would remain in force indefinitely without any need to be periodically renewed 
(engaging in the international slave trade had for decades been categorized as a type of piracy).

“An Act in addition to ‘An act to continue in force “An act to
protect the commerce of the United States, and punish the crime
of piracy,”’” etc. STATUTES AT LARGE, III. 510-14, 721, 789. For
proceedings in Congress, see SENATE JOURNAL, 17th Congress, 2d
session, pages 61, 64, 70, 83, 98, 101, 106, 110, 111, 122, 137;
HOUSE JOURNAL, 17th Congress, 2d session, pages 73, 76, 156, 183,
189.

 January 31, Friday: Back in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, the missionary teacher John Gotlieb Ernestus 
Heckewelder died.

The Cortes having refused to make changes to the Spanish Constitution, the ambassadors of the Holy Alliance 
(Austria-France-Prussia-Russia) departed from Madrid.
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 February 2, Sunday: Rossini’s opera “Semiramade” premiered in Venice.

A cantata for the birthday of the Grand Duke of Saxe-Weimar by Johann Nepomuk Hummel was performed 
for the initial time.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 2 of 2 M 1823 / While setting at dinner today the subject 
of Drinking healths was casually introduced, & something was 
said by John rather favouring the Idea on which his Mother 
related an anecdote of her life which struck me forcibly & which 
I do not recollect to have heard before - She remarked on a 
certain time she was Dining at the table with John B Gilpin the 
British Consul in this Town at his House - when he asked her to 
drink a glass of Wine with him to King George, whose Birth day 
it was. - She told him No, she did not Drink healths. He then 
asked her why & wished a reason assigned. She then replied that 
she considered it frivolous & unnecessary [-] meaning, but in 
this case she could say {blot} “In my heart I wish well to King 
George & some of his subjects I know, & am acquainted with, & 
many that I do not know.” Well he replied, I give you credit as 
a true descendant of George Fox. — She replied that she wished 
no greater honour — It occured to me, how little need there is, 
of our evading or violating our religious testimonys, for where 
they are substantially held to, in the presence of those who are 
not of us, we are uniformly better respected in where there is 
a half or whole surrender of him to join with the vain fashons 
of the World There is certainly nothing gained by it, but to the 
contrary, we loose our own strength & sink in the estimation of 
observers. —
In the forenoon Hannah Dennis was engagaed in a truly Authorized 
& Gospel testimony much to the comfort & help of the Meetings. 
— it was followed by two short testimonies that I did not think 
so much of

 February 3, Monday: Spencer Fullerton Baird was born.

Gioachino Rossini’s melodramma tragico Semiramide to words of Rossi after Voltaire was performed for the 
initial time, in Teatro La Fenice, Venice, with a very enthusiastic response (this was the last opera Rossini 
would write for Italy).

FEBRUARY
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 February 4, Tuesday: Massachusetts approved the creation of the Hampshire and Hampden Canal Company.

Lake Chad was for the first time sighted by Europeans (Lieutenant Hugh Clapperton and Dr. Walter 
Oudney).17

The Active arrived at Honolulu on the island of Oahu bearing the family of the Reverend William Ellis.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

3rd day 4th of 2 M 1823 / Several of our friends have set out 
for Providence Quarterly Meeting this Morning - I feel [—]rey 
at staying behind & fear it will add no spiritual strength. —
Visited dear Sister Eliza Rodman in her room this morning, she 
is a poor suffererd & my heart is deeply interested for her -
unless she recovers soon I fear her situation is very alarming

 February 5, Wednesday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

4th day 5th of 2 M / The papers by Mail last night announced the 
close [-]er Niobe Marshall in this life on the 30th of last Month 
& her burial last first Day — This Morning Uncle Stanton [—]ned 
from NYork where he has been to witness the [dyi]ng scene of his 
daughter Niobe above said - It appears in a short interview with 
him that her end was triumphant [-]ppy - for three weeks 
previous she was engaged inviting[?] councel to her friends & 
connections - she requested [to be?] buried in Friends burying 
ground & friends attended her funeral & took the management of 
it - tho’ she was a member [-of the ?] Presbyterian Meeting — 
early in life She was attatched [to fri?]ends & I have no doubt, 
had she kept her place & stood [—]ed to Divine requirings, would 
have belonged to our Society her whole life she loved friends, 
& never appeard to enjoy her [role?] in the society in which she 
had formed a connection

 February 6, Thursday: Maria Szymanowska performed in Kiev.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 6th of 2 M 1823 / Silent small & to me rather a poor 
Meeting - tho’ I trust favour was dispensed to some present

 February 8, Saturday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

7th day 8 of 2 M / Most of our friends returned last evening 
from Providence Quarterly Meeting, & bring comfortable accounts 
of the progress of things there, a good degree of harmony 

17. They decided they would call it Lake Waterloo.
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prevailed in the deliberations of the Meeting & friends were 
comforted together in good measure - tho’ accounts from Bedford 
is Somewhat afflicting respecting the State of Society there —
Mary Newhall is there & impresses her public appearances on the 
Meeting & some who [crossed out] joins with her of whom better 
things might be expected.—

 February 9, Sunday: Mary Newhall, disowned by the Lynn monthly meeting of the Religious Society of 
Friends, preached at the brick Friends meetinghouse at the corner of Spring Street and 7th Street in New 
Bedford, Massachusetts. The custom of the time was that when a Quaker knelt in prayer, other Quakers would 
stand in order to be in fellowship with her prayer. However, when Mary Newhall knelt in supplication, 
although a number of the “New Lights” rose to their feet, the “Old Lights” remained seated. She would be 
defended by New Bedford Friend Samuel Rodman, Clerk of the New England Yearly Meeting.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 9 of 2 M / Meetings nearly silent & rather dull Seasons 
Thoughts much on troubles at New Bedford. —

 February 10, Monday: At the urging of Representative Mercer, the federal House of Representatives began to 
consider a resolution in regard to the international slave-trade.

“Resolved, That the President of the United States be requested
to enter upon, and to prosecute, from time to time, such
negotiations with the several maritime powers of Europe and
America, as he may deem expedient, for the effectual abolition
of the African slave trade, and its ultimate denunciation as
piracy, under the law of nations, by the consent of the civilized
world.” HOUSE JOURNAL, 17th Congress, 2d session, pages 212, 280-
82.

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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 February 11, Tuesday: Mary Newhall and Friend Mary Rotch preached in the church at the corner of William 
Street and Purchase Street in New Bedford, Massachusetts. Due to their support for Mary Newhall, Friend 
Mary Rotch and her younger sister, Friend Elizabeth Rotch Rodman (Mrs. Samuel Rodman), would be frozen 
out of the council of elders of their local Monthly Meeting in New Bedford. This would cause an entire set of 
New Bedford Quakers (the so-called “New Lights”) to turn Unitarian.

During the hours of darkness disowned Friend George Pollard, Jr. had kept his whaling vessel moving along 
despite the fact that no stars were visible — and despite the fact that the Two Brothers was being sailed through 
a poorly charted quadrant of the Pacific Ocean some 600 miles northwest of the Hawaiian chain known to 
contain shoals. Due to this extremely poor judgment, off French Frigate Shoals his vessel ripped its bottom on 
a reef. The captain did not want to abandon ship but was brought along by his crew into their small boats, and 
the following morning all lives would be saved by another Nantucket whaler. (Captain Pollard had been in 
charge during the shipwreck of the Essex. This would be, therefore, the final time he would be entrusted with 
a vessel — he would finish out his life as a night watchman. Herman Melvill(e) would seek him out in 
Nantucket for a sympathetic interview, and in 2011 the wreck of the Two Brothers would be explored by 
skindivers: its anchors, its trying vessels for whale blubber, etc.)

RHODE ISLAND RELIGION

LOST AT SEA

TIMELINE OF ACCIDENTS

Painting by Rembrandt Peale, 1828, now in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
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 February 13, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 13 of 2 M / At meeting Father Rodman was engaged in a 
short testimony addressed to the Youth, which was very cordial 
to my feelings. —

 February 16, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 16 of 2 M / D Buffum engaged in a solemn impressive 
testimony, exciting to Obedience. — Good Meeting
In the Afternoon small & rather lean. -

 February 19, Wednesday: A mob gathered before the royal palace in Madrid demanding the deposition of the 
king and installation of a regency. The king retired to Seville and was deposed by the Cortes.

Sidney Smith, classical liberal and celebrated wit, wrote to Lady Grey (I’ve modified spelling and 
punctuation):

For God’s sake, do not drag me into another war! I am worn down, 
and worn out, with crusading and defending Europe and protecting 
mankind. I must think a little of myself. I am sorry for the 
Spaniards, I am sorry for the Greeks, I deplore the fate of the Jews. 
The people of the Sandwich Islands are groaning under the most 
detestable tyranny. Bagdad is oppressed. I do not like the present 
state of the Delta. Tibet is not comfortable. Am I to fight for all 
these people? The world is bursting with sin and sorrow. Am I to be 
the champion of the Decalogue, and to be eternally raising fleets 
and armies to make all men good and happy? We have just done saving 
Europe, and I am afraid the consequence will be, that we shall cut 
each other’s throats. No war, dear Lady Grey! no eloquence; but 
apathy, selfishness, common sense, arithmetic! I beseech you, secure 
Lord Grey’s swords and pistols, as the housekeeper did Don Quixote’s 
armour. If there is another war, life will not be worth living.

 February 20, Thursday: British sealer/explorer James Weddell, aboard the brig Jane, fixes his position at 74º 
15' S at 34º 16' 45" W in antarctic waters. This furthest south will not be bested until 1841.

Gretchen am Spinnrade D.118, a song by Franz Schubert to words of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, 
was performed publicly for the initial time, in the Vienna Musikverein.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 20 of 2 M / Small Meeting & heavy - Mind much in sympathy 
with Friends at New Bedford where a serious difficulty exists — 
Mary Newhall is there which the State of things in the minds of 
Some there causes much ferment & distress among the faithful. —
Have this & last evening Visited dear Sister Elizabeth Rodman 
in her shop, where I rejoice to find her comfortable & I am 
willing to hope on the way for recovery - The severe surgical 
operation She has undergone, excited my deepest sympathy & often 
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involved me in deep distress on her account — while sitting with 
her I could feel no clear prospect that her health would ever 
be again established, but hope & desire is very strong on her 
account. —

 February 21, Friday: After holding curacies in County Tyrone, Charles Wolfe died in Queenstown, County 
Cork, Ireland.

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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 February 22, Saturday: The death sentence of the playwright and political conspirator Silvio Pellico was 
reduced to 15 years of “carcere duro.”

“RESISTANCE TO CIVIL GOVERNMENT”: It was formerly the custom in our
village, when a poor debtor came out of jail, for his
acquaintances to salute him, looking through their fingers, which
were crossed to represent the grating of a jail window, “How do
ye do?” My neighbors did not thus salute me, but first looked at
me, and then at one another, as if I had returned from a long
journey. I was put into jail as I was going to the shoemaker’s to
get a shoe which was mended. When I was let out the next morning,
I proceeded to finish my errand, and, having put on my mended
shoe, joined a huckleberry party, who were impatient to put
themselves under my conduct; and in half an hour —for the horse
was soon tackled— was in the midst of a huckleberry field, on one
of our highest hills, two miles off, and then the State was
nowhere to be seen.
This is the whole history of “My Prisons.”
I have never declined paying the highway tax, because I am as
desirous of being a good neighbor as I am of being a bad subject;
and as for supporting schools, I am doing my part to educate my
fellow-countrymen now. It is for no particular item in the tax-
bill that I refuse to pay it. 
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 February 23, Sunday: A Symphony in D by Jan Vaclav Vorisek was performed for the initial time, in Vienna.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 23rd of 2 M 1823 / Our Morning Meeting was pretty well 
attended & D Buffum was engaged in a very lively Sound pertinent 
testimony from the text “God who at sundry times in divers 
manners Spake in times past unto the fathers by the Prophets 
Hath in these last days spoken unto us by his Son who he hath 
appointed head of all things.” &c — in the Afternoon the Meeting 
was smaller, but a season of some favour —
This day about Dinner time Aunt PATTY GOULD in getting [ready?] 
to go down stairs, her took a turn & she fell Down & hurt her 
hip badly, we suppose it is put out of joint but nothing at 
present can be done with it, & she remains in a suffering 
condition. — so now in one house lays two poor old women with 
their hips our of joint - this is an awfully afflicted State 
both for them & their friends, but [—]ly love a train” & as I 
was thinking this Afternoon of a saying of Josephs Mitchells 
once in one of our public meetings “as one [— trial?] passes 
another comes.” so that we need not be impatient & wish 
improperly to be exempt from suffering, for we know note what 
is to succeed present trials. —

 February 24, Monday: A Symphony in D by Jan Vaclav Vorisek was performed for the initial time, in Vienna.

Franz Schubert’s Wandererfantasie was published as op.15.

 February 27, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 27th of 2 M / Yesterday Rode to Portsmouth in the Stage 
sleigh went to Uncle Stantons on buisness with him, - found them 
very comfortable — This morning walked thro’ the field & over 
[to Widow?] Banks to Meeting. The first was to me a season of 
labour was favour’d to experience some favour, but not to the 
degree that I desired —- In the last Meeting (Monthly) I was [—
]our’d to be faithful in the expression of a few words on [—
]erval subjects which afforded Strength & peace, beyond what [I 
ha]ve witnessed in a Moy [Monthly] Meeting for some time — one 
[—]an was disowned for Marrying out - another was cons-[—]p in 
Membership who sent an acknowledgment for [—]me offense & a 
request for Membership was recd [—] Hannah Pearce daughter of 
Benjamin & a committee [—-]ted to visit her on the Subject - 
Rode home [—] he Sleigh with Abraham Barker & Dined on the [—] 
at Richard Mitchells —
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 February 28, Friday: In a duel between General Pepe and General Carascosa, fought with swords, General 
Carascosa was wounded.

Franz Schubert wrote to the court secretary Ignaz Franz von Mosel, mentioning that his health “still does not 
permit me to leave the house.” This was the 1st mention of what could have been the illness that would 
eventually take his life.

Representative Mercer’s resolution in regard to the suppression of the international slave-trade received on 
this day both the support of the federal House of Representatives and the support of the federal Senate.

“Resolved, That the President of the United States be requested
to enter upon, and to prosecute, from time to time, such
negotiations with the several maritime powers of Europe and
America, as he may deem expedient, for the effectual abolition
of the African slave trade, and its ultimate denunciation as
piracy, under the law of nations, by the consent of the civilized
world.” ANNALS OF CONGRESS, 17th Congress, 2d session, pages 928,
1147-55.

W.E. Burghardt Du Bois: England did not, however, lose hope of
gaining some concession from the United States. Another House
committee had, in 1822, reported that the only method of
suppressing the trade was by granting a Right of Search.18 The
House agreed, February 28, 1823, to request the President to
enter into negotiations with the maritime powers of Europe to
denounce the slave-trade as piracy; an amendment “that we agree
to a qualified right of search” was, however, lost.19 Meantime,
the English minister was continually pressing the matter upon
Adams, who proposed in turn to denounce the trade as piracy.
Canning agreed to this, but only on condition that it be piracy
under the Law of Nations and not merely by statute law. Such an
agreement, he said, would involve a Right of Search for its
enforcement; he proposed strictly to limit and define this
right, to allow captured ships to be tried in their own courts,
and not to commit the United States in any way to the question
of the belligerent Right of Search. Adams finally sent a draft
of a proposed treaty to England, and agreed to recognize the
slave-traffic “as piracy under the law of nations, namely: that,
although seizable by the officers and authorities of every
nation, they should be triable only by the tribunals of the
country of the slave trading vessel.”20

Rush presented this project to the government in January 1824.
England agreed to all the points insisted on by the United
States; viz., that she herself should denounce the trade as
piracy; that slavers should be tried in their own country; that
the captor should be laid under the most effective
responsibility for his conduct; and that vessels under convoy
of a ship of war of their own country should be exempt from
search. In addition, England demanded that citizens of either
country captured under the flag of a third power should be sent
home for trial, and that citizens of either country chartering
vessels of a third country should come under these

18. HOUSE REPORTS, 17th Congress 1st session, II. No. 92.
19. HOUSE JOURNAL, 17th Congress 2d session, pages 212, 280; ANNALS OF CONGRESS, 17th Congress 2d session, pages 922, 1147-
1155.
20. BRITISH AND FOREIGN STATE PAPERS, 1823-4, pages 409-21; 1824-5, pages 828-47; AMERICAN STATE PAPERS, FOREIGN, V. 
No. 371, pages 333-7.
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stipulations.21

This convention was laid before the Senate April 30, 1824, but
was not acted upon until May 21, when it was so amended as to
make it terminable at six months’ notice. The same day,
President Monroe, “apprehending, from the delay in the decision,
that some difficulty exists,” sent a special message to the
Senate, giving at length the reasons for signing the treaty, and
saying that “should this Convention be adopted, there is every
reason to believe, that it will be the commencement of a system
destined to accomplish the entire Abolition of the Slave Trade.”
It was, however, a time of great political pot-boiling, and
consequently an unfortunate occasion to ask senators to settle
any great question. A systematic attack, led by Johnson of
Louisiana, was made on all the vital provisions of the treaty:
the waters of America were excepted from its application, and
those of the West Indies barely escaped exception; the provision
which, perhaps, aimed the deadliest blow at American slave-trade
interests was likewise struck out; namely, the application of
the Right of Search to citizens chartering the vessels of a third
nation.22

The convention thus mutilated was not signed by England, who
demanded as the least concession the application of the Right
of Search to American waters. Meantime the United States had
invited nearly all nations to denounce the trade as piracy; and
the President, the Secretary of the Navy, and a House committee
had urgently favored the granting of the Right of Search. The
bad faith of Congress, however, in the matter of the Colombian
treaty broke off for a time further negotiations with England.23

21. AMERICAN STATE PAPERS, FOREIGN, V. No. 371, pages 333-7.
22. AMERICAN STATE PAPERS, FOREIGN, V., No. 374, page 344 ff., No. 379, pages 360-2.
23. HOUSE REPORTS, 18th Congress 2d session, I. No. 70; AMERICAN STATE PAPERS, FOREIGN, V. No. 379, pages 364-5, No. 414, 
page 783, etc. Among the nations invited by the United States to co-operate in suppressing the trade was the United States of 
Colombia. Mr. Anderson, our minister, expressed “the certain belief that the Republic of Colombia will not permit herself to be 
behind any Government in the civilized world in the adoption of energetic measures for the suppression of this disgraceful traffic”: 
AMERICAN STATE PAPERS, FOREIGN, V, No. 407, page 729. The little republic replied courteously; and, as a projet for a treaty, Mr. 
Anderson offered the proposed English treaty of 1824, including the Senate amendments. Nevertheless, the treaty thus agreed to 
was summarily rejected by the Senate, March 9, 1825: AMERICAN STATE PAPERS, FOREIGN, V, No. 407, page 735. Another result 
of this general invitation of the United States was a proposal by Colombia that the slave-trade and the status of Hayti be among the 
subjects for discussion at the Panama Congress. As a result of this, a Senate committee recommended that the United States take no 
part in the Congress. This report was finally disagreed to by a vote of 19 to 24: AMERICAN STATE PAPERS, FOREIGN, V, No. 423, 
pages 837, 860, 876, 882.
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 March: The whaler Globe out of Martha’s Vineyard was at this point rounding Cape Horn, proceeding from 
the Atlantic into the Pacific. Frustratingly, the vessel had proceeded past the Azore Islands and the Cape Verde 
Islands without stopping for rest and recreation. The next R&R spot ought to be Valparaiso on the coast of 
Chile — but Captain Thomas Worth would refuse to stop off there also. Double ouch! –Then, when the vessel 
would reach Hawaiian waters, the Captain would refuse to allow any of his crewmen to go ashore for their 
usual fun and games with these very large and very eager brown people, but instead would have fresh supplies 
brought out to the ship at anchor. It was almost as if this young Captain Worth, on his first voyage, had other 
things on his mind than the usual gameplaying with native populations. –Our birthright Quaker ne’er-do-well, 
boatsteerer Samuel B. Comstock, must have been getting so frustrated!

 March: John Thoreau, Senior left off teaching school at 6 Cornhill Court in Boston, David Henry Thoreau was 
taken out of the Boston infant school, and the Thoreaus removed from Whitwell’s house on Pinckney Street 
in Boston to rent space in the Jonas Hastings house in Concord, built in about 1790, Deacon William 
Parkman’s brick house at the corner of Main Street and Walden Street, 

where the father would go into the pencil-making business of Dunbar & Stow that was making use of graphite 
that Charles Jones Dunbar had discovered in 1821 near Bristol in New Hampshire, and also take up 
responsibility for the mill, milldam, race, and pond on Mill Brook just south of the “Milldam” district.

(Over the years the family would be living in nine different Concord buildings — nine, that is, in Concord 
alone, without adding in all the places they had lived elsewhere.)

We now know exactly where Henry’s Uncle Charles had discovered the plumbago because Dr. Brad Dean has 
tracked down the following source information:

Collections, Historical & Miscellaneous, and Monthly Literary Journal. Vol. 2. Concord, N.H.: J. B. 
Moore, 1823. Edited by John Farmer and Jacob B. Moore.

MARCH
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Plumbago, or Graphite.—This article has lately been discovered in the towns of Bristol and Francestown in 
this State. In Bristol, it has been found of superior excellence, and is said to be very abundant. By the 
politeness of Mr. Charles S. Dunbar, the proprietor of the land which contains it, the editors have been 
furnished with several specimens, one of which, they sent to Dr. MITCHELL of New-York, who, in a 
communication on the subject, speaks as follows:
“Your specimen of Plumbago was cordially received. I set a value upon it, by reason of the native and 
Fredonian source whence it came, and on account of its own apparent worth and excellence.
“It is pleasing to find our landed proprietors inquiring somewhat below the surface, for the good things 
contained in the grants they received by superficial measurement.—When they shall go deep into the matter, 
they will learn the importance of the French maxim, approfondessez, which, you know, means, go to the 
bottom of the subject. I trust the time is approaching when the purchaser of lands will require not merely a 
geometrical description, but a geological one; whereby the purchaser shall know that the gets so many acres 
free and clear, and moreover, such and so many strata nice and proper.
“I congratulate you on the discovery of such a treasure in our country. Much is due to the Mines that supply 
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us with pencils and crucibles.”
Specimens have been furnished Professor Dana, of Dartmouth College, who thinks it equal to the celebrated 
Burrowdale ore.
That which has been discovered in Francestown is said to be of good quality. We are not informed whether it 
exists in large or small quantities. There has also been found in the south part of Francestown, near Lewis’s 
mills, some beautiful specimens of Rock Crystal.

Which is to say, Uncle Charles had discovered the graphite deposit in the Bristol, New Hampshire area, here:

(Brad has visited the area and tells us there’s nothing much there to be seen now, to mark the place where the 
graphite had been.)
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This photograph of Concord Center, taken in about 1865, shows in the distance the Jonas Hastings house 
belonging to Deacon William Parkman in which the Thoreaus were to reside from 1823 to 1826, at the corner 
of Main and Walden Streets.

As you can see, initially the Hastings corner had projected out into what is now part of Main Street, so that the 
house would need to be moved backward to allow Main Street to be widened prior to the opening in 1873 of 
the newly constructed Concord Free Public Library. (The Hastings house would ultimately be taken down to 
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make way for the business block put up by pharmacist John C. Friend in 1892.)

David Henry Thoreau began to attend Miss Phœbe Wheeler’s infant school. Here is a later reminisce of this 
period in the life of the Thoreau family: “Mother reminds me that when we lived at the Parkman house she 
lost a ruff a yard and a half long and with an edging three yards long to it, which she had laid on the grass to 
whiten, and, looking for it, she saw a robin tugging at the tape string of a stay on the line. He would repeatedly 
get it in his mouth, fly off and be brought up when he got to the end of his tether. Miss Ward thereupon tore a 
fine linen handkerchief into strips and threw them out, and the robin carried them all off. She had no doubt 
that he took the ruff.”

 April 21, 1852: … Was that a large shad bush where fathers mill used to be.? There is quite a water
fall beyond. where the old dam was Where the rapids commence at the outlet of the pond, the water is singularly
creased as it rushes to the fall

THOREAU RESIDENCES
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One of little David’s toys, which he later said had really caught his attention, was a little pewter soldier 
(had it been cast at Concord’s new lead factory?).

The Thoreau family, John Thoreau, Senior and Cynthia Dunbar Thoreau with the 5-year-old David Henry 
Thoreau, and his older two siblings Helen Louisa Thoreau and John Thoreau, Jr. and his younger sibling 
Sophia Elizabeth Thoreau, with their grandmother the widow Mary Jones Dunbar Minot, spent a memorable 
pic nic day that March on the exposed sandbar at the mouth of the cove on Walden Pond.24 When Henry 
remembered this for WALDEN, below, he remembered it as his having been four years old, but later he 
corrected this to his having been five years old:

24. The water level of Walden Pond would be correspondingly low again, and the sandbar again exposed, in the year 2002!

WALDEN: When I was four years old, as I well remember, I was
brought from Boston to this my native town, through these very
woods and this field, to the pond. It is one of the oldest scenes
stamped on my memory. And now to-night my flute has waked the
echoes over that very water. The pines still stand here older than
I; or, if some have fallen, I have cooked my supper with their
stumps, and a new growth is rising all around, preparing another
aspect for new infant eyes. Almost the same johnswort springs from
the same perennial root in this pasture, and even I have at length
helped to clothe that fabulous landscape of my infant dreams, and
one of the results of my presence and influence is seen in these
bean leaves, corn blades, and potato vines.
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While he was still age 6, David would be tossed by a Concord cow.

Henry would also later record another childhood memory from approximately this period, of driving cattle 
down the lane past Walden Pond. This has some historical context, which I will quote from page 140 of Ruth 
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R. Wheeler’s CONCORD: CLIMATE FOR FREEDOM:

Note that I am not saying that Thoreau’s memory of driving cattle past Walden Pond would have had to have 
originated specifically in this Year of Our Lord 1822, nor that it was of such a large herd or over such a long 
distance, but only that it is likely that he would have held this memory in the context of such local cow 
business precisely as now an adult’s memories of cows encountered on the farm during childhood would be 
held in the context of stories heard about the “Wild West” and about “cowboys” on “cattle drives.”

Now that I have mentioned some Spring and Autumn business that Thoreau would have been observing in 
about this year of 1822, I will take the occasion, and mention some Winter business that he may well have 
been observing in about this year as well: Bear in mind that there were no snowplows in those days of sleighs 
and sledges. Public roads were not plowed during the winter, they were packed. The device that packed the 
snow was termed a “pung” and it was pulled by oxen rather than horses. If the snow was deep or wet, the pung 
would need to be pulled by several yoke of oxen. A good pack of snow on a road could sometimes assure 
smooth sleighing for the duration of the winter.

The remark about the flute at this point in WALDEN may remind us that Thoreau’s intent was, importantly, 
to see with “new infant eyes.”

After the Narragansett grants to veterans of King
Philip’s War, Concord farmers acquired pastures in New
Ipswich, Ashburnham, Westminster, Templeton, and
Holden, sometimes adjacent to farms owned by sons and
cousins. Every May the dry cows and young stock were
assembled and driven over the road to summer pasture.
The men and boys made the drive on foot or on horseback
and as roads improved a “democrat” or utility vehicle
went along to hold oats for the horses, blankets, and
a youngster or two. Farmers on the way would rent a
fenced field to hold the stock at night and would allow
the boys to sleep in the barn. Reciprocally, Concord
farmers had fenced yards to hold overnight upcountry
stock being driven to market. These were very small
drives compared to those we see in pictures of the
West, but they were usually a boy’s first trip away
from home: they stood for romance and adventure. During
the nineteenth century, as Boston grew and became a
busy seaport, traders gradually took over the
business, buying up cows, driving them off to pasture,
feeding them in the fall on the aftermath in Concord
fields, and finally driving them down to stockyards in
Watertown or dressing them off in Concord for salt
beef. Of course, this gave farmers extra income as
butchers, tanners, candlemakers, and coopers. Now
picket fences became necessary in the village to keep
stray animals out of one’s yard.

THOREAU RESIDENCES
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 After August 6, 1845:  … Well now to-night my flute awakes the echoes over this very water, but one
generation of pines has fallen and with their stumps I have cooked my supper, And a lusty growth of oaks and
pines is rising all around its brim and preparing its wilder aspect for new infant eyes. …

 Per Walter Roy Harding’s THE DAYS OF HENRY THOREAU: A BIOGRAPHY (NY: Knopf, 1966):

“A Review From Professor Ross’s Seminar”

Chapter 1 (1817-1823) -Downing gives a cursory account of the Thoreau and Dunbar
heritage and more fully traces the nature and movement of the Thoreau family in
the first five years of Henry’s life.
Thoreau’s father, John, while intellectual, “lived quietly, peacefully and
contentedly in the shadow of his wife,” Mrs. Cynthia Dunbar Thoreau, who was dynamic
and outspoken with a strong love for nature and compassion for the downtrodden.

• 1st Helen -quiet, retiring, eventually a teacher. 
• 2nd John Jr. -“his father turned inside out,” personable, interested

in ornithology, also taught. 
• 3rd Henry (born July 12,1817) -speculative but not noticeably

precocious. 
• 4th Sophia -independent, talkative, ultimately took over father’s

business and edited Henry’s posthumous publications.

The Thoreau’s constantly struggled with debt, and in 1818 John Sr. gave 
up his farm outside Concord and moved into town. Later the same year he 
moved his family to Chelmsford where he opened a shop which soon failed 
and sent him packing to Boston to teach school.

“A Review From Professor Ross’s Seminar”

In 1823 uncle Charles Jones Dunbar discovered graphite in New Hampshire and invited
John Thoreau to join Dunbar and Stow Pencil Makers back in Concord.
Henry’s Concord youth was “typical of any small town American boy of the 19th
century.”
Henry attended Miss Phœbe Wheeler’s private “infants” school, then the public
grammar school, where he studied the Bible and English classics such as William
Shakespeare, John Bunyan, Dr. Samuel Johnson and the Essayists.
Henry was considered “stupid” and “unsympathetic” by schoolmates he would not join
in play, earning the nicknames “Judge” and “the fine scholar with the big nose.”
At school he was withdrawn and anti-social but he loved outdoor excursions.
From 1828-1834 Henry attended Concord Academy (Phineas Allen, preceptor). Allen
taught the classics -Virgil, Sallust, Caesar, Euripides, Homer, Xenophon, Voltaire,
Molière and Racine in the original languages- and emphasized composition.
Henry also benefitted from the Concord Lyceum and particularly the natural history
lectures presented there.
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“A Review From Professor Ross’s Seminar”

WALTER HARDING’S BIOGRAPHY
Chapter 3 (1833-1837) -Thoreau enters Harvard (president Josiah Quincy), having
barely squeezed by his entrance exams and rooming with Charles S. Wheeler

Thoreau’s Harvard curriculum: Greek (8 terms under Felton and Dunkin)-composition,
grammar, “Greek Antiquities,” Xenophon, Demosthenes, Aeschines, Sophocles,
Euripides, Homer. Latin Grammar (8 terms under Beck and McKean)-composition, “Latin
Antiquities,” Livy, Horace, Cicero, Seneca, Juvenal. Mathematics (7 terms under
Pierce and Lovering) English (8 terms under ET Channing, Giles, W&G Simmons)-
grammar, rhetoric, logic, forensics, criticism, elocution, declamations, themes.
Mental Philosophy (under Giles) Paley, Stewart. Natural Philosophy (under
Lovering)-astronomy. Intellectual Philosophy (under Bowen) Locke, Say, Story.
Theology (2 terms under H Ware)-Paley, Butler, New Testament. Modern Languages
(voluntary) Italian (5 terms under Bachi) French (4 terms under Surault) German (4
terms under Bokum) Spanish (2 terms under Sales) Attended voluntary lectures on
German and Northern literature (Longfellow), mineralogy (Webster), anatomy
(Warren), natural history (Harris).

Thoreau was an above average student who made mixed impressions upon his
classmates.

In the spring of ‘36 Thoreau withdrew due to illness -later taught for a brief
period in Canton under the Rev. Orestes A. Brownson, a leading New England
intellectual who Harding suggests profoundly influenced Thoreau. 

(Robert L. Lace, January-March 1986)
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Allen, Gay Wilson. “A New Look at Emerson and Science,” pages 58-78 in LITERATURE AND IDEAS IN 
AMERICA: ESSAYS IN MEMORY OF HARRY HAYDEN CLARK. Robert Falk, ed. Athens OH: Ohio UP, 
1975

“A Review From Professor Ross’s Seminar”

Allen examines NATURE and Waldo Emerson’s attitudes toward science in the light of
four of Emerson’s early lectures. These lectures, given in 1833-34, were about
science, and were titled “The Uses of Natural History,” “On the Relation of Man to
the Globe,” “Water,” and “The Naturalist.” Allen’s 1975 essay furthers the work
done by Harry Haydon Clark in his 1931 essay “Emerson and Science;” Clark did not
have access to these lectures.

The first lecture, “The Uses of Natural History,” was, Allen says, a “preliminary
sketch” for NATURE. In this lecture Emerson elaborated on the uses of nature much
as he did in NATURE: how nature contributes to human health (beauty, rest); to
civilization (with due Emersonian skepticism about technology); to knowledge of
truth (here Allen discusses the influence of geology on Emerson: how the age of
the earth and the slowness of earth’s transformative processes confuted traditional
religious doctrine); and to self-understanding (nature as language that God speaks
to humanity — nature as image or metaphor of mind) (60-64).

Emerson’s second lecture, “On the Relation of Man to the Globe,” was also a
preliminary sketch for NATURE. In this lecture, Allen says,

Emerson drew heavily on his readings in geology, along with some
biology and chemistry, and attempted to demonstrate how
marvelously the world is adapted for human life. (64)

Emerson’s sources included Laplace, Mitscherlich, Cuvier; his arguments echoed
Lamarck (evolution, nature adapted to humans) and [the Reverend William] Paley
(argument from design) (64-67).

The third lecture, “Water,” was Emerson’s “most technical” according to Allen,
which is, perhaps, why it is not discussed at any length. It is also not assessed
for its scientific accuracy. Allen does say that Emerson “read up on the geological
effects of water, the laws of thermodynamics, the hydrostatic press, and related
subjects” (67).

Allen says that Emerson’s fourth lecture, “The Naturalist,” “made a strong plea
for a recognition of the importance of science in education” (60). Emerson
“emphasized particularly the study of nature to promote esthetic and moral growth”
(67). Emerson wanted science for the poet and poetry for the scientist; the
fundamental search for the causa causans (67-69). He was reading Gray and other
technical sources, observing nature, and reading philosophers of science,
especially Coleridge and Goethe (68).

Allen says that the value of these lectures is not merely the light they shed on
Nature but what they reveal about “his reading and thinking about science before
he had fused his ideas thus derived with the Neoplatonic and ‘transcendental’ ideas
of Plotinus, Swedenborg, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Carlyle, and seventeenth-century
English Platonists” (69).
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 March 2, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 3rd M 2nd 1823 / Silent Meetings, low poor times to me, 
particularly the Afternoon — Aunt Patty Gould remains much as 
the week past a poor suffering old woman & I see no immediate 
prospect of her release, either by recovery or Death. —She has 
been a good woman all her days, zealous for the Truth & done 
much for Society both on committees & for about 20 Years of her 
life as overseer

 March 3, Monday: 25 English gentlemen created the London Greek Committee to raise money and volunteers 
for the Greek rebellion against Turkey.

The US federal government made an appropriate of $50,000 for the suppression of the international slave 
trade.

“An Act making appropriations for the support of the navy,” etc.
“To enable the President of the United States to carry into
effect the act” of 1819, $50,000. STATUTES AT LARGE, III. 763, 764.

“A Review From Professor Ross’s Seminar”

Allen concludes that Waldo Emerson’s theory of nature in NATURE is

derived far more from Neoplatonism than modern scientific
knowledge, but Emerson was not turning his back on science; he
wanted instead to spiritualize science, to base science on the
theory that the physical world is an emanation of spirit, “the
apparition of God” (Chapter 6), or “a projection of God in the
unconscious.” (70)

Allen contends that Emerson’s theory anticipates Phenomenology in its emphasis on
mind/world interactions and correspondences. Science, Allen says, continued to have
a “pervasive influence” on Emerson’s thought even after 1836:

Indeed, the two most basic concepts in his philosophy, which he
never doubted, were “compensation” and “polarity,” both derived
from scientific “laws,” i.e. for every action there is a
reaction, and the phenomena of negative and positive poles in
electrodynamics. To these might also be added “circularity,”
which translated into poetic metaphors the principle of
“conservation of energy.” (75)

One could argue, I think, that these scientific laws were themselves “derived from”
philosophical and metaphysical speculations (e.g. Kant); their life-long
conceptual importance to Emerson, in other words, does not seem precisely described
as scientific. 

[Cecily F. Brown, March 1992]

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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 March 4, Tuesday: Silahdr Ali Pasha replaced Hamdullah Abdullah Pasha as Grand Vizier of the Ottoman 
Empire.

 March 6, Thursday: At the urging of the bride’s mother, Elizabeth Oakes Prince, although still a teenager, and 
Seba Smith, the editor of a Portland weekly, were wed. From this point into 1838 Elizabeth Oakes Smith 
would manage the Smith household, which would include not only the members of the blood family but also 
the boarding apprentices and printers of their The Eastern Argus.

Waldo Emerson mused sophomoronically in his JOURNAL about the rights of man:

Franz Schubert’s song Die abgebluhte Linde D.514 to words of Szechernyi was performed for the initial time, 
in the Vienna Musikverein.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 6 of 3 M / Our meeting small in consequence of bad 
Walking & to me a low time —

My brother Edward asks me Whether I have a right to make use of 
animals? I answer “Yes,” ... the positive law of Necessity 
asserts our right. But the use of the sheep for clothing, the 
ox, the horse, & the ass, for beasts of burden is parallel to 
these [Arabian & his camel; Northern Islanders & their Whales], 
and their necessity though less seen is equally strong. 
“Increase & Multiply” said the Creator to Man; and caused all 
the brute creation to pass before him & recieve [sic] their 
names in token of subjection. The use of these enables man 
to increase & multiply a thousand fold more rapidly, than would 
be practicable if he abstained from their use. Their universal 
application to our purposes & especially that remarkable 
adaptation that is observed in many instances of the Animal 
to the wants of the country in which he is found constitute 
the grand Argument on this side.

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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 March 9, Sunday: The cause of Claude-Henri de Rouvroy, Comte de Saint-Simon, the believer in human 
progress, the worshiper of the future, wasn’t doing too well. In order to finance his metaphysical schemes he 
had been all over France attempting to extract large sums of money, like a thousand franks at a pop, from 
various industrialists he promised to respect afterward, and had gotten some money from some of them, and 
had just written off to a textile industrialist named Ternaux who had once made a donation, when he loaded a 
pistol with seven charges, pulled out his pocket watch and spent seven last minutes contemplating the proper 
organization of human society, and then attempted to blow out his own brains. Although the positive law of 
Necessity asserted his right to perform this act, he used up all seven bullets and only managed to blow out one 
of his eyes.

Although this is presumably a record of sorts for philosophical ineptitude, as a matter of principle the Guinness 
Book of World Records refrains from keeping score in the arena of philosophical ineptitude — so I suppose 
we’ll never really know.25

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 9 of 3 M / In the forenoon Hannah Dennis was engaged in 
a lively & excellent testimony - Silent Meeting in the Afternoon 
- - a low distressed day to me — in the evening visited David 
Williams who is very sick & without speedy help cannot remain 
in mutability. -his complaint is now evidently the Dropsy & 
I fear consumptive complaints attending it —

 March 10, Monday: In Concord, Colonel William Whiting’s carriagemaking shop and part of his dwelling 
burned, with a loss estimated at $3,000. 

Provision Against Fire. — The Fire Society was organized May 5,
1794, and holds its annual meetings on the 2d Monday in January.
The Presidents have been, Jonathan Fay, Esq., Dr. Joseph Hunt
Tilly Merrick, Esq., Dr. Isaac Hurd, Deacon Francis Jarvis, Hon.
Samuel Hoar, and Joseph Barrett, Esq. The Engine Company was
formed, and the first engine procured, in 1794. A new engine was
obtained in 1818.
A Volunteer Engine Company was organized in 1827, who procured
by subscription a new engine in 1831.26

Maria Melvin was born in Concord to Charles Melvin (1) and Betsy Farrar Melvin. On November 29, 1849 
she would get married with George Washington Kimball in Woburn, Massachusetts. George had been born on 
October 4, 1826 in Wells, Maine, son of Major Wilbraham Kimball and Deborah Bourne. He would die on 
September 13, 1892 in Woburn. Maria would leave her home in Concord to be with her sister, Eliza (Gage) 
and to find employment in Woburn and would meet George Washington Kimball there.

25. The world being what it is, the publicity generated by this suicide attempt promptly brought in some funds for his cause.
26. Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;.... Boston MA: Russell, Odiorne, 

and Company; Concord MA: John Stacy, 1835
(On or about November 11, 1837 Henry Thoreau would indicate a familiarity 
with the contents of at least pages 2-3 and 6-9 of this historical study. On July 16, 1859 he would correct a date mistake
buried in the body of the text.)

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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 March 11, Tuesday: Brigadier-General Alexander Walker was appointed as governor of St. Helena.

The 1st normal school in the United States of America, the “Concord Academy” or “Columbian School,” 
opened at Concord Corners, Vermont on the New Hampshire border.27 Its master was the Reverend Samuel 
Read Hall.

 March 13, Thursday: Michael Faraday read his paper “On Fluid Chlorine” to the Royal Society in London. 
He described how cold temperatures and pressure would liquefy a gas, chlorine.

The Pennsylvania General Assembly approved a Delaware and Hudson Canal.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 13th of 3rd M / Silent Meeting & to me a season of favour, 
may I be thankful for it. —

27. A “normal school” is a school where high school graduates train to become primary school teachers (such a service is now 
provided by the “Department of Education” of a college). In 19th-Century-speak the institution was “normal” because it established 
a “norm,” an elevated uniform standard. By the way, those who can do, those who can’t teach, and those who can’t teach teach others 
how to teach.

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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 March 16, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 16th of 3rd M / Our Morning Meeting was long & silent 
till near the close when our venerable friend D Buffum rose & 
expressed “that to him it had been a season of favour & he 
believed many others present could acknowledge the same - then 
after a short impressive testimony from him (which I do not 
retain sufficiently to note the thread of) The meeting closed 
in a solid manner. — That It was a favourd season my heart fully 
responded, the arisings of life & mental supplication for help 
& preservation being vouchsafed to me in an unusual degree. —
Silent & short meeting in the Afternoon, but solid & sweet. —
In the Morning went to Aunt Patty Goulds & removed her from one 
bed to another, she is weak & low & cannot remain long in 
mutability. —
In the evening visited David Williams who seems fast declining 
in a Dropsy & I fear is also consumptive

 March 17, Monday: The fortress at Negropoint on the Aegean Sea was relieved by the Turkish fleet.

Henry Livingston Shattuck was born in Concord, 3d child of Daniel Shattuck and Betsey Miles Shattuck.

 March 19, Wednesday: Mexican Emperor Augustin de Iturbide was forced to abdicate.

The New England Farmer, which began publication in 1822, regularly published the prices of country 
produce. First quality butter was 15 or 16 cents per pound this week, while eggs were 14 to 16 cents per dozen 
and a barrel of cider (which might be quite alcoholic at this time of year) was 1 dollar 50 cents.

 March 20, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 20th of 3rd M 1823 / It was a severe Snow Storm & the 
Meeting [—] Small - but four women were able to attend, but 
Hannah Dennis was engaged in a lively encouraging testimony to 
the few who were gathered & I have no doubt it was a season of 
general favour, tho’ my mind was most of the time in a low state. 
— No buisness in the Preparative Meeting. —

 March 23, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 23rd of 3 M / Silent Meetings. — In the Afternoon 
attended [—] funeral of Priscilla, a widow whose name was 
originally Louden & of a family of Loudens who were Friends, her 
parents being buried in our ground, she was buried there also & 
according to our manner - she was herself an attender of Friends 
Meetings
This forenoon Died Sophia Waring Aged 36 Years the wife of Doctor 
Waring & Daughter of the late Francis Malbone

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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She was a kind pleasant courteous Woman, has left [6? young?] 
Children & having a passing acquaintance with her have felt 
affected with her removal from time, so young in Years & leaving 
so numerous a family of Children, The youngest only 3 or 4 Weeks 
old. —

 March 25, Tuesday: Great Britain recognized the Greeks as belligerents in their war against Turkey.

Drang in die Ferne D.770, a song by Franz Schubert to words of Leitner, was published in the Zeitschrift fur 
Kunst, Vienna.

 March 25/26: During the night Silvio Pellico was transferred, as Political Detainee #303, to Spielberg’s 
fortress at Brünn in Moravia (today’s Brno).

 March 27, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 27th of 3 M / The forepart of the first Meeting was a 
season of conflict to my mind but was favord with a comfortable
[—]lince before the conclusion tho’ it did not end quite as well 
as I could wish - about the Middle of the Meeting Father Rodman 
was engaged in a Short but sound & very pertinent testimony
[—] my feelings —
In the last (Monthly) our buisness went on pretty well -
Hannah Pearce daughter of Benjamin of Portsmouth was recd 

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

“RESISTANCE TO CIVIL GOVERNMENT”: It was formerly the custom in our
village, when a poor debtor came out of jail, for his
acquaintances to salute him, looking through their fingers, which
were crossed to represent the grating of a jail window, “How do
ye do?” My neighbors did not thus salute me, but first looked at
me, and then at one another, as if I had returned from a long
journey. I was put into jail as I was going to the shoemaker’s to
get a shoe which was mended. When I was let out the next morning,
I proceeded to finish my errand, and, having put on my mended
shoe, joined a huckleberry party, who were impatient to put
themselves under my conduct; and in half an hour —for the horse
was soon tackled— was in the midst of a huckleberry field, on one
of our highest hills, two miles off, and then the State was
nowhere to be seen.
This is the whole history of “My Prisons.”
I have never declined paying the highway tax, because I am as
desirous of being a good neighbor as I am of being a bad subject;
and as for supporting schools, I am doing my part to educate my
fellow-countrymen now. It is for no particular item in the tax-
bill that I refuse to pay it. 
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into Membership — Adam Anthony dined with us. —

 March 30, Easter Sunday: John Maddox of the Rebecca Ann out of Gloucester drowned and his body was 
found on Master Mores Beach.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 30th of 3rd M / In the forenoon Meeting our friend Isaac 
Hammer from the State of Tennesee attended & was silent at the 
close of the meeting he requested more general notice & the Youth 
particularly invited but the Storm increasing to violence the 
meeting was smaller than in the morning, after a long silence 
he said [—]derable which was good & pertinent & H Dennis was 
also [—]ned to make a sweet addition. —
The several past days have been Days of Deep seriousness to me. 
— I know not the particular time when a closer Baptism has 
awaited me - May all work for good & the dispensation be 
Sanctified

 March 31, Monday: Manuel Felix Fernandez Guadelupe Victoria, at the head of a triumvirate, began to rule 
Mexico.

Lady Blessington arrived at Genoa, with her husband and Count D’Orsey.

 Spring: Horatio Wood was being fitted for Harvard College by Caleb Cushing, who was then entering upon 
the practice of law while tutoring on the side, after completing the course at the Newburyport Academy. Mr. 
Cushing took his scholars for an expedition of a day or two, to experience the beginning of what afterward 
would become the industrial city of Lowell, Massachusetts.

 Spring: At this point the Reverend Henry C. Wright began musing about “colonizing the free negroes in 
Africa.” If they weren’t going to be slaves they didn’t have any business being over here bothering us! 
He would not, however, become energized on this topic for another dozen years.“

SPRING 1823

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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“It is simply crazy that there should ever have come 
into being a world with such a sin in it, in which a man 
is set apart because of his color — the superficial fact 
about a human being. Who could want such a world? For 
an American fighting for his love of country, that the 
last hope of earth should from its beginning have 
swallowed slavery, is an irony so withering, a justice 
so intimate in its rebuke of pride, as to measure only 
with God.”

— Stanley Cavell, MUST WE MEAN WHAT WE SAY?
 1976, page 141

 Spring: Massachusetts Federalists nominated Harrison Gray Otis for Governor.

 April: School headmaster Warren Colburn was hired to supervise the facilities of the Boston Manufacturing 
Company at Waltham, Massachusetts.

APRIL
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 April: In the second of the trials of the Camillus Griffith/John Randolph case in Taunton, Massachusetts, 
Griffith produced a witness who testified to having known Randolph as a slave in Virginia. The justices held 
that Griffith had failed to acquire the necessary legal documents by which to make a seizure, and referred the 
issue of whether Randolph could be considered property in Massachusetts to the Supreme Court. This 
Massachusetts Supreme Court hearing would take place in October.

 April 1, Tuesday: Omaggio pastorale, a cantata by Gioachino Rossini, was performed for the possibly the 1st 
time, in Treviso, for the unveiling of a memorial bust of Antonio Canova.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

4th M 1st 1823, 3rd of the Week This day recd from my valued 
friend & correspondent Thos Thompson of Liverpool a highly 
interesting Letter Dated 1st M 14th 1823, with Several Valued 
Pamphlets & a new edition of Stephen Crisps Sermons. — This 
letter seemed much like a Brook by the way, for my mind was under 
presure & by it was a little comforted & strengthened. —

 April 3, Thursday: William Macy “Boss” Tweed, New-York political boss, was born.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 3rd of 4th M / Silent short Meeting & some favour 
vouchsafed - but small on the Womens side in consequence of very 
Bad Walking.—

 April 5, Saturday: Charles James Capen was born in South Boston.

 April 6, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 6th of 4th M / The Morning Meeting was large & silent. 
— In the Afternoon father Rodman was engaged in public testimony 
much to my satisfaction & I have no doubt it had a lively 
impression on some minds present. —
In the evening Visited David Williams whose disorder increases 
on him & in all human probability will soon terminate his 
existance. — his state of mind is sweet & pleasant, loving & 
affectionate to his friends & deems their visits kind. — My mind 
was much affected with this visit to my old Master. - he has 
been a useful man in society - open & hosptiable in his house 
to strangers & friends who visit Newport & will be a great loss 
to us. —

 April 7, Monday: France invaded Spain to restore absolute monarchy (as good a reason as any, for one 
country to invade another country).
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 April 8, Tuesday: The United States navy would be making brief landings along the coast of Cuba in this year, 
in pursuit of pirates. The landing on this date was near Escondido.

 April 9, Wednesday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

4th day 9th of 4 M / I have this morning Sealed up a package 
containing a letter &c to my frd Thos Thompson of Liverpool 
& sent it to NYork to be forwarded to him. —
It has been of late to me a season of proving & close trial both 
on my own account & of others - my spirit has been closely 
exercised & I dont know but I may say deeply bowed for days 
together, & I hope the dispensation will be lastingly beneficial

 April 10, Thursday: Johann Baptist Jenger proposed that his friend Franz Schubert, despite his youth, be 
accepted as an honorary member of the Styrian Music Society at Graz. The proposal was accepted.

Franz Schubert wrote his publisher Cappi and Diabelli, accusing them of shady practices and severing 
relations.

Three songs by Franz Schubert were published by Sauer and Leidesdorf, Vienna as his op.20: Sei mir gegrusst 
to words of Ruckert, Fruhlingsglaube, to words of Uhland, and Hanflings Liebeswerbung to words of Kind.

On approximately this day, Franz Liszt wrote in Ludwig van Beethoven conversation book:

I have often expressed the wish to Herr von Schindler to make
your lofty acquaintance, and am rejoiced now to be able to do
so. As I will give a concert on Sunday the 13th I most humbly
beg you to grant me your exalted presence.

(Contrary to Liszt’s own report, Beethoven would not attend — by this point there was no longer anything to 
gain from attending concerts because he had become almost totally deaf.)

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 10th of 4 M / This was our Select Meeting Day, it was 
to me a season of solemnity — my spirit was tendered, & brought 
into a proffitable dispensation of feeling - for which I desire 
to be thankful. — Oh that I may Keep more on the Watch against 
the enemy, that I may not suffer
So much by his inroads on my heart.-

 April 12, Saturday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

7th day 12 of 4th M 1823 / I feel thankful to acknowledge renew’d 
favour this morning - tendering the heart & exciting precious 
sensations the father leaves me not in a barran unfriutful 
Wilderness
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 April 13, Sunday: A second, revised constitution for Greece was adopted by the Second National Assembly 
in Astros of Kynouria.

Franz Liszt gave a large concert in the Redoutensaal, Vienna, playing music of Johann Nepomuk Hummel, 
Moscheles, and improvisations on themes suggested by the audience.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 13th of 4th M / A Day of much feeling & I trust of good 
feeling in our Morning Meeting we had much preaching in the 
following order Anne Dennis - J Dennis Hannah Dennis D Buffum & 
Hannah at a second standing. - I had no doubt of the good concern 
of any of them & some of it had the Kings seal on it, if I know 
his seal — In the Afternoon My mind was a little more unsettled 
but still a good degree of favour. — Oh that I may be thankful 
- My [may] I bow low under every renewal of Divine regard, & 
recieve it in Mercy for the longer I live the more I feel that 
of our selves we Merit nothing
Set Most of the eveing at Wm Lees in company with M H Sister 
Ruth & Mary —

 April 16, Wednesday: The United States navy was making brief landings along the coast of Cuba in this year, 
in pursuit of pirates. The landing on this date was near Cayo Blanco.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

4th day 16th of 4M / This morning we went down to the head of 
the Long Wharf to meet the Steam Boat in which we were previously 
advised Micajah Collins & Isaac Bassett of Lynn [-]pected to be-
at 10 OClock the Boat arrived & we had just time to take our 
abovementioned friends by the hand [—] their way to N York & 
Philadelphia - Micajah expecting [-] attend the latter Yearly 
Meeting & spend most of the times visiting some Meetings 
particularly in Virginia - [-]eting. -

 April 17, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 17th of 4th M / Silent & pretty good Meeting — In the 
Preparative meeting all the Queries were answered - & no other 
buisness accepted - I was inform’d that the women’s meeting 
appointed a new Clerk Vist Ruth Dennis in the place of [—] 
Elizabeth Rodman who has served a number of Years

 April 20, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 20 of 4 M / Silent Meetings - The Morning was better 
than the Afternoon to me. — but in both things were at a low ebb 
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in my feeling —

 April 21, Monday: The steamboat Virginia began the 1st ascent of the Mississippi River by motor power.

 April 22, Tuesday: Robert John Tyers patented the first in-line rollerskate. Called the “volito,” this had five 
wheels made of copper or iron. Since the center wheels were slightly larger, the skater was able to maneuver 
by the shifting of weight.

The Baltic Exchange formed at the Antwerp Tavern (also known as the Baltic Coffee House) in Threadneedle 
Street, London. Ship brokering, the buying and leasing of ships with their bulk cargoes, had increased 
substantially during the 18th century. In the early Georgian period, for instance, tallow was an important 
commodity shipped from the Baltic because it was needed for candles and soap. London traders with goods 
to send to the Baltic needed to match up with captains looking for cargoes for their return journey after 
offloading a cargo of tallow. By 1810 the Virginia and Maryland Coffee House in Threadneedle Street in 
London had become too crowded and the dealers had moved to the nearby Baltic Coffee House. The Baltic 
Club was a formal association to standardize trading regulations. (In 1900 the club would merge with the 
London Shipping Company to form the Baltic and Mercantile Shipping Exchange. The organization would 
move into premises at Jeffrey Center, and has become the world’s main international shipping exchange.)

 April 23, Wednesday: New York State chartered the Delaware and Hudson Canal. 

 April 24, Thursday: Simon Mayr’s cantata La vita campestre was performed for the initial time, in Bergamo.

Eugene Scribes’s “Le Menteur Veridique” premiered in Paris.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 24th of 4th M / Attended Monthly Meeting at Portsmouth 
with sister Ruth — The first Meeting was a good one - David 
Buffum & Hannah Dennis were both engaged in very lively 
testimonies - in the last things went on pretty well, but not 
as well as at sometimes. - We dined at Uncle Stantons. —
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 April 25, Friday: Jose Manuel Vadillo replaced Evaristo Fernandez San Miguel y Valledor as 1st Secretary of 
State of Spain.

The Paris College of Medicine reopened after the government had shut it down for five months on account of 
political unrest. Hector Berlioz was no longer a student.

There were two newspaper articles on this day, reporting on the same “base ball” game that had been played 
on the west side of Broadway between what is today Eighth Street and Washington Place in Greenwich 
Village, on the previous Saturday at a rural estate which in the previous year had become the site of a new 
tavern being run by one William Jones. These two articles together clearly do indicate that by this point 
baseball had already been evolving out of prototype ball games, at least to the point at which it had become 
a scheduled activity. This report is from The Advocate:

COMMUNICATION.

I was last Saturday much pleased in witnessing a
company of active young men playing the manly and
athletic game of “base ball” at the Retreat in Broadway
(Jones’.) I am informed they are an organized
association, and that a very interesting game will be
played on Saturday next at the above place, to commence
at half past 3 o'clock, P. M. Any person fond of
witnessing this game may avail himself of seeing it
played with consummate skill and wonderful dexterity.
It is surprising, and to be regretted that the young men
in our city do not engage more in this manual sport ;
it is innocent amusement, and healthy exercise,
attended with but little expense, and has no
demoralizing tendency

A SPECTATOR.

Whatever this game being played amounted to, it is unlikely to have involved uniforms, or admission charges, 
or nine innings. (We know of a version called “town ball” in which in order to call a player out, he needed to 
be struck by the ball.)

SPORTS
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 April 26, Saturday: American gazettes were reporting the death of pirate Jean Lafitte:

 April 27, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 27th of 4th M / Our Morning meeting was pretty well 
attended & a good solid time — Towards the close a short 
testimony by J Dennis.—
Our frd Avis Keene attended in the Afternoon & notice being given 
the Meeting was well attended She was much favoured to reach & 
understand the State of our meeting & to me her testimony was 
truly cordial & have no doubt it will be remembered by many in 
days to come. —

 April 28, Monday: In accordance with the Congressional resolution of February 28th, the President 
of the United States wrote to the government of Spain proposing an alliance to destroy the international slave 
trade (HOUSE DOCUMENT, 18th Congress, 1st session, VI. No. 119).

Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

2nd day 28th of 4th M / Avis Keene with her Sister Percival 
called this morning to see us, & paid a short but sweet visit -
she dines at B Freeborns, & intends tonight for Providence - 
& expects to be at our Q Meeting at Greenwich where we may see 
her again. —
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 April 29, Tuesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

3rd day 29th of 4 M 1823 / This morning with my Wife went on 
board the Packet for Greenwich - our company consisted of 15 
Friends & the Pasage tho’ rather long was pleasant - on our 
arrival We Walked our to Daniel Howlands Father Rodman & Henry 
Gould in company. - There we took tea & lodged

 April 30, Wednesday: Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

4th day morning Walked to Town [Greenwich] & attended Select 
Meeting Dined at Abigail Prouds & after tea I met with the 
Trustees of Obadiah Browns benevolent fund which was our first 
Meeting - We lodged at cousin Wanton Caseys -

 May: George Gordon, Lord Byron received a message from the Greek Committee in London.

 May: George Ripley submitted a requirement for graduation from Harvard College “On the Figure of the 
Earth” (21 ¼ x 29 ¾ inches) that is still on file: 

<http://oasis.harvard.edu:10080/oasis/deliver/~hua17004>

MAY
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 May: Charles Davies became Professor of Mathematics at West Point Military Academy.

 May: The whaler Globe out of Martha’s Vineyard was at this point entering Hawaiian waters. Frustratingly, 
the vessel had proceeded past the Azore Islands and the Cape Verde Islands and Valparaiso on the coast of 
Chile without stopping. After all this denial of the flesh Hawaii would be an ideal R&R venue — but Captain 
Thomas Worth was simply refusing to allow any of his crewmen to go ashore for fun and games with these 
very large and very eager brown people. Instead, inexplicably, he was having the natives bring the needed 
fresh supplies out to the ship at anchor in their canoes. Our birthright Quaker ne’er-do-well, Samuel B. 
Comstock, figured out a way to beat the system. He stowed a likely Hawaiian woman away overnight in 
steerage, presenting her with a Scotch bonnet in appreciation of nighttime favors. Inexplicably, when he 
learned of this disobedience, the Captain did not order that his boatsteerer be tied to the mast and lashed to 
within an inch of his life. He forgave, and this forgiveness would not be forgiven — it was soon going to cost 
him his life.
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 May 1, Thursday: Franz Liszt gave a homecoming concert in Pest after his triumphal trip to Vienna. He wore 
a national Hungarian costume. It was the 1st of what would be five performances in Pest this month.

In Providence, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 1 of 5 M - The Quarterly Meeting at large was a season 
of favour, tho’ not without some unpleasant occurrences - after 
dining at cousin W Caseys I rode to Providence & lodged at Moses 

THE 1ST TUESDAY IN MAY WAS THE ANNUAL 
“MUSTER DAY,” ON WHICH ALL THE ABLEBODIED 

WHITE MEN OF A TOWN WERE SUPPOSEDLY 
REQUIRED TO FALL INTO FORMATION, WITH THEIR 

PERSONAL FIREARMS, TO UNDERGO THEIR 
ANNUAL DAY OF MILITARY TRAINING AND MILITIA 

INDOCTRINATION.
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Browns —

 May 2, Friday: In Providence, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

6th day 2nd of 5th M — Spent this day at the Boarding School & 
had two long & laborious Sittings of the School Committee 
returned to Moses Browns & lodged. —

 May 3, Saturday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

7th day went in to Providence & after several calls went on board 
the Packet & came home after a very pleasant passage —

 May 4, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 4th of 5th M 1823 / In our morning Meeting Hannah Dennis 
was engaged in a lively testimony — Silent in the Afternoon
Took tea at Father Rodmans & towards night called at David 
Williams found him much as when I saw him tho’ a little weaker. —

 May 5, Monday: The 1st Piano Concerto of Frederic Kalkbrenner was performed for the initial time.

Thomas Fowell Buxton moved that the House should take into consideration the state of slavery in the British 
colonies. Buxton and his associates favored the establishment of serfdom for existing slaves, and freedom for 
children after a certain date.

 May 6, Tuesday: Maria Szymanowska performed before 900 people in Warsaw in preparation for a 3-year 
concert tour.

 May 7, Wednesday: Santiago Usoz y Mozi replaced Jose Manuel Vadillo as Spain’s 1st Secretary of State.

 May 8, Thursday: “Home Sweet Home” was 1st sung (this happened in London).

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 8th of 5th M / Silent Meeting & not a season of that 
sweet refreshment that I have sometimes experienced. — the fault 
was my own
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 May 10, Saturday: Petros Iliou Mavromichalis replaced Alexandros Nikolaou Mavrokordatos as President of 
the Executive of Greece.

The steamboat Virginia, Captain Crawford, arriving at Fort St. Anthony (Fort Snelling) from St. Louis with 
supplies, was greeted with a salute of cannon. This was the 1st steamboat able to make its way against the 
relatively swift flow of the upper Mississippi River into what eventually would become the Minnesota 
Territory under motor power. Only Mrs. Snelling, the wife of the commandant of the fort eventually named 
after him, was able to discourse with the passenger Giacomo Costantino Beltrami, and only in French.

I know not what impression the first sight of the Phoenician
vessels might make on the inhabitants of the coasts of Greece,
or the Triremi of the Romans on the natives of Iberia, Gaul, or
Britain; but I am sure it could not be stronger than that which
I saw on the countenances of these savages at the arrival of our
steam-boat.

The council-hall is, as it ought to be, a great room built of
trunks of trees. The flag of the United States waves in the
centre, surrounded by English colours, and medals hung to the
walls. They are presented by the Indians to their Father, the
agent, as a proof that they abjure all cabal or alliance with
the English. Pipes, or calumets and other little Indian
presents, offered by the various tribes as pledges of their
friendship, decorate the walls and give a remarkable and
characteristic air to the room.

 May 11, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 11th of 5 M Both Meetings silent except a few words by 
Anne Dennis in the forenoon. — Set the evening at Dorcas [—]ls 
with my H & Sister Ruth. —

 May 12, Monday: Le muletier, an opera comique by Ferdinand Herold to words of de Kock after La Fontaine 
after Boccaccio, was performed for the initial time, in the Théâtre Feydeau, Paris.

 May 13, Tuesday: Jose Maria Pando replaced Santiago Usoz y Mozi as Spain’s 1st Secretary of State.

 May 15, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 15th of 5 M / Silent Meeting, a season of much Poverty 
& weakness [—] When shall I be strong when shall I be better —
[-] weeks ago my mind enjoyed precious favour for which I desire 
to be thankful & feel so now in that there is some evidence [—
] all is not gone. —
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 May 17, Saturday: In accordance with the Congressional resolution of February 28th, the President 
of the United States wrote to Buenos Ayres proposing an alliance to destroy the international slave trade 
(HOUSE DOCUMENT, 18th Congress, 1st session, VI. No. 119).

 May 18, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 18th of 5 M / Our Morning meeting was large. There was 
no meeting at several other meetings in town which brought more 
than common to ours - D Buffum & Hannah Dennis were engaged in 
lively testimonies The former opened with “Opportunity lost [—
]ver be regained” & the latter on the necessity of bearing the 
[—] Meeting was again well attended in the [—]noon father Rodman 
& J Dennis bore short testimonies.

 May 22, Thursday: Following his desire to travel, Mikhail Ivanovich Glinka made for the Caucasus, reaching 
Kharkov today.

The US House of Representatives passed the protectionist Tariff of 1824.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 22 of 5 M / A well attended Silent Meeting - my feeling 
[—] very lively. — No buisness in the Preparative Meeting
My Mother & cousin Hannah Gardiner set the Afternoon & took tea 
with us —

 May 23, Friday: Lorin Blodget was born near Jamestown in Chautauqua County, New York. He would attend 
the Jamestown Academy and then what would become Hobart College in Geneva, New York.

 May 24, Saturday: French troops entered Madrid.

 May 25, Sunday: Waldo Emerson’s 20th birthday.
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John Luman Wakefield was born in or near Winsted in Litchfield County, Connecticut.

A Concerto in d minor for violin, piano and strings by Felix Mendelssohn was performed for the initial time, 
privately, at the Mendelssohn residence in Berlin.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 25th of 5th M 1823 / Both Meetings were Silent, & to me 
rather dull times. — I have nothing to boast in, it is a time 
of leanness. — We took tea in family friendship & love at Father 
Rodmans. —

 May 26, Monday: In England, the bodies of persons guilty of felo-de-fe (self-murder, suicide) had always 
been buried at night in a cross-roads, with a stake impaling the corpse and any property forfeit to the Crown. 
This may have been for several reasons: because such a locale amounted to a sign of the cross, because the 
stake would hold the body down, because steady traffic over such a grave would hold the ghost down, because 
in ancient times victims had been sacrificed at such sites. Apparently the last person in England to be buried 
at a crossroads with a stake through his heart had been a John Morland who murdered Sir Warwick Bampfylde 
in London and who now lies near Lord’s Cricket Ground. In the House of Commons on this day, Sir James 
MacKintosh denominated those who could impale the bodies of other human beings as “Cannibals” and called 
for an end to such a practice, on the ground that it was being unfairly applied to the lower classes only:

Verdicts of insanity were almost always found in the cases of
persons in the higher stations of life: where self-slayers were
humble and defenceless, there felo-de-se was usually returned.
This might perhaps be accounted for, without any imputations
upon the impartiality of juries. First, because persons in high
life had usually better means of establishing the excuse for the
criminal act. Secondly, because suicide was rarely the crime of
the poorer classes occupied with their daily labours. It was the
effect of wounded shame; the result of false pride, and the fear
of some imaginary degradation. Thirdly, the very barbarity of
the law rendered it impotent; for juries would not consent that
the remains of the dead should be thus outraged if they could
find any colour for a verdict of insanity.

 May 27, Tuesday: In accordance with the Congressional resolution of February 28th, the President of 
the United States wrote to the government of the United States of Colombia proposing an alliance to destroy 
the international slave trade (HOUSE DOCUMENT, 18th Congress, 1st session, VI. No. 119).

Portuguese military units favoring absolutism, led by Don Miguel, revolted at Vila Franca de Xira north of 
Lisbon. Jose Antonio Faria de Carvalho replaced Filipe Ferreira de Araujo e Castro as Portugal’s Secretary of 
State (prime minister).

Victor Damian Saez y Sanchez-Mayor became 1st Secretary of State of the counter-government of Spain.

Two songs by Franz Schubert to words of von Collin were published by Sauer and Leidesdorf, Vienna as his 
op.22: Der Zwerg and Wehmut.
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 May 28, Wednesday: Lord Bathurst, British Colonial Secretary, instructed the governors of the West Indian 
colonies that flogging slave women was henceforth forbidden, and that slave overseers might not use whips 
in the fields.

The Baptist justification of slavery which had been published on December 24th of the previous year  
had been such a crowdpleaser, that it needed at this point to be reprinted with an endorsement from the 
Governor of South Carolina:

Rev. Dr. Richard Furman’s 
 EXPOSITION

of
The Views of the Baptists,

RELATIVE TO THE
COLOURED POPULATION

 In the United States
IN

A COMMUNICATION
To the Governor of South-Carolina

Charleston, May 28th, 1823.
DEAR SIR, 
SEVERAL of your fellow-citizens who have perused the Rev. Dr.
FURMAN’S communication, submitting the propriety of your
recommending a Day of Thanksgiving and Humiliation, think the
dissemination of it might be beneficial, and ask your sanction
to have it published. 
    With regard, your’s, 
    B. ELLIOTT. 

His Excellency Gov. WILSON.

—————

MY DEAR SIR,
THE request made by you, in behalf of yourself and several of
your fellow-citizens, is most readily granted. There can be no
doubt that such doctrines, from such a source, will produce the
best of consequences in our mixed population, and tend to make
our servants not only more contented with their lot, but more
useful to their owners. The great piety and learning of Doctor
FURMAN, his long established character with the religious of
every denomination throughout our State, will at once command
the respectful attention of every reader. 
    Receive the assurances of my respect and regard. 
    JOHN L. WILSON.

 May 29, Thursday: Anton Philipp Heinrich gave his 1st concert after arriving in Boston.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
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5th day 29th of 5 M / A Very rainy day & small Monthly Meeting 
In the first Anne Dennis & Father Rodman bore short testimonies. 
— Not much buisness & not much life in the last sitting.
Uncle P Lawton & Adam Anthony Dined with us

 May 30, Friday: Aristea, an azione pastorale by Gaetano Donizetti to words of Schmidt, was performed for 
the initial time, in Teatro San Carlo, Naples.

Toward the end of the month George Gordon, Lord Byron was able to send off for publication extracts from 
DON JUAN Cantos XV-XVI that he had begun during January 1822, “The Deformed Transformed.”

 May 31, Saturday: Having reached what was considered the proper age to make such a decision, Waldo 
Emerson joined his father’s church in Boston.

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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 June: In 1820, President John Quincy Adams had authorized the preparation of a copperplate facsimile of the 
Declaration of Independence by Washington DC engraver William J. Stone, so that its flourishes and 
signatures could be made media-accessible, but in the 3-year laborious preparation of said new copperplate 
the original (which is now well protected in a sealed inert atmosphere under glass), which had been inscribed 
in quill pen on a very ordinary sheet of commercial hempen parchment of local manufacture, was severely 
damaged (unless somehow it had already come to be in bad shape).

(If you suppose you have sighted a copy of the “original” Declaration of Independence, in all likelihood what 
you have sighted is a reprocessed reverse image of this belated 1823 copperplate. Very often these reprocessed 
images have added white space so that the sheet size will conform to modern conventions, and almost always 
the engraver William J. Stone’s 1823 mark has been either burnished off or PhotoShop-erased. In any event 
the original July 4, 1776 Declaration had been a rather poorly typeset unsigned document suitable only for 
tacking up on streetcorners, not any sort of fancy-penmanship fine-paperstock holograph.)

JUNE
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 June: The Baltimore-Conewago Canal commissioners left Baltimore to meet with De Witt Clinton in New 
York City. They hired James Geddes as their canal director. From New York they continued to Albany and 
took the Erie Canal to Cayuga Lake. They took a steamboat to Ithaca and traveled overland to the 
Susquehanna River (their efforts would be for nothing — the canal would never be dug).

A negrero flying the Spanish flag (as shown below), the Aimable Socorro, master Jozé Inza, on one of its three 
known Middle Passage voyages out of an unknown area of Africa, arrived at the port of Havana.

 June: Barbara T. Gates would report in 1988 in her VICTORIAN SUICIDE: MAD CRIMES AND SAD HISTORIES 
that a man named Griffiths had been the last London felo-de-fe (self-murderer, suicide)  that we know of, 
whose body had been disposed of in the old way, impaled by a stake at a crossroads. There is a contrary report, 
that when the authorities disposed of the corpse of this Griffiths, in this month, of beneath the crossroad 
formed by Eaton Street, Grosvenor Place, and the King’s Road, they refrained from impaling it with a stake. 
Here is the account by the Chronicle:

The extreme privacy which the officers observed, as to the hour
and place of interment, increased in a great degree the anxiety
of those that were waiting, and it being suspected that the body
would have been privately carried away, through the back part
of the workhouse (St. George’s) into Farm Street Mews, and from
thence to its final destination, different parties stationed
themselves at the several passages through which it must

THE MIDDLE PASSAGE

RACE SLAVERY

A painting....:In “Barco Negrero” in 1976, Manuel Mendive used the X-ray vision of an artist to depict the contents of the interior decks of a slaver vessel.

Explanation: A "negrero" is a ship that transports slave cargo.
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unavoidably pass, in order to prevent disappointment. All
anxiety however, on this account, was ultimately removed, by
preparations being made for the removal of the body through the
principal entry of the workhouse leading into Mount Street, and
about half-past one o’clock the body was brought out in a shell
supported on the shoulders of four men, and followed by a party
of constables and watchmen. The solitary procession, which
increased in numbers as it went along, proceeded up Mount
Street, down South Audley Street into Stanhope Street, from
thence into Park Lane through Hyde Park Corner, and along
Grosvenor Place, until its final arrival at the cross road
formed by Eaton Street, Grosvenor Place, and the King’s Road.
When the procession arrived at the grave, which had been
previously dug, the constables arranged themselves around it to
keep the crowd off, upon which the shell was laid on the ground,
and the body of the unfortunate deceased taken out. It had on a
winding-sheet, drawers, and stockings, and a quantity of blood
was clotted about the head, and the lining of the shell entirely
stained. The body was then wrapped in a piece of Russia matting,
tied round with some cord, and then instantly dropped into the
hole, which was about five feet in depth: it was then immediately
filled up, and it was gratifying to see that that disgusting
part of the ceremony of throwing lime over the body, and driving
a stake through it, was on this occasion dispensed with. The
surrounding spectators, consisting of about two hundred persons,
amongst whom were several persons of respectable appearance,
were much disgusted at this horrid ceremony.
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 June: The Reverend William Ellis joined with some American missionaries, the Reverends Asa Thurston, 
Artemas Bishop and Joseph Goodrich, on a tour of the big island of Hawaii, to investigate suitable sites for 
mission stations. On the way they stopped at the island of Kailua-Kona where they met Governor Kuakini 
(known as “John Adams”), and then at the island of Maui, where they met Queen Keōpūolani.

The missionaries visited Kealakekua Bay and toured nearby historic sites such as the Puʻuhonoua o 
Hōnaunau. They traveled south past Mauna Loa, the big volcano. The Kīlauea volcano was active at the time 
and they were some of the 1st Europeans to look down into its caldera. On the eastern side of the big island 
they visited Hilo and Waipiʻo Valley, and some of them adventured up Mauna Kea, above the snow line. 
Among the missions that would be set up as a result of this trip would be Mokuaikaua Church, Imiola Church, 
Kealakekua Church, and the Haili Church. When the Reverend Ellis returned to Honolulu, he would focus on 
acquiring the Hawaiian language, would transcribe this language phonetically into a Roman alphabet, and 
would help set up a printing press.
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 June: Secretary of State John Quincy Adams advised the British government that free black British sailors would no 
longer be imprisoned upon arrival in South Carolina ports.

SLAVERY

That and a dollar will buy you a cuppa coffee!
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Secretary of State Adams made the policy of the US in the Caribbean perfectly clear, enunciating that there 
were “laws of political as well as physical gravitation.”

“These islands [Cuba and Puerto Rico] are natural appendages
of the North American continent, and one of them [Cuba] almost within
sight of our shores, from a multitude of considerations has become an object

of transcendent importance to the commercial and political interests of our Union....”
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 June 1, Sunday: Henry Youle Hind was born in Nottingham, England, 3d son of Sarah Youle Hind and 
Thomas Hind, a prominent manufacturer of lace (a younger brother would be the artist William George 
Richardson Hind, who would venture on explorations in the Canadian interior subsequent to the explorations 
of the older brother; what appears below is a chromolithograph based on a sketch by William, and depicts his 
brother Henry lounging in the lodge of Otelne of the Montagnai tribe on the coast of Labrador).

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 1st of 6th M 1823 / Our Morning Meeting was very large 
& favoured with a lively Gospel testimony from David Buffum. — 
In the Afternoon a young man who arrived from NYork in the Steam 
Boat came to Meeting about the Middle of the Meeting he rose & 
delivered a Zealous & Strenuous testimony which we hardly knew 
what to make of —
To me it was a favor’d sweet Meeting till he spoke, which threw 
me into an unsettled State — there was some good in what he Said, 
but a certain impetious manner of speaking & being an entire 
stranger threw the mind into doubt of what he was. —
Took tea at D Buffums - & set the evening with my H at Cousin 
Anne & Mary Goulds. —

 June 2, Monday: Joaquim Pedro Gomes de Oliveira replaced Jose Antonio Faria de Carvalho Filipe Ferreira 
de Araujo e Castro as Secretary of State (prime minister) of Portugal.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
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2nd day 2nd of 6 M / This Morning Had an opportunity with the 
Young man above alluded too, who proves to be Hull Barton a 
Nephew of Henry Hulls of Nine Partners - He appears to be a young 
man concerned for the promotion of Truth but needs an increase 
of experience in those things which he labours to establish — 
I felt favoured in the discharge of my Duty towards him as an 
Elder & believe he received my message Well. —

 June 3, Tuesday or June 4, Wednesday: The Blessingtons left Genoa.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

4th day 3rd [sic] of 6 M 1823 ?? The toil of Yearly Meeting 
commences, some have already come from NYork who expect to 
attend it —
I must acknowledge I feel no small weight & even depression at 
the approach of our Annual Meeting, but trusting in that 
Almighty power which has hitherto supported us, & carried us 
through, I desire not to foster a doubtful state. Indeed I have 
no need to, for where my dependance has been rightly placed, 
I have never known a failure of help. —

 June 4, Wednesday: There was some interracial friction at Fort Snelling in what eventually would become the 
Minnesota Territory, after which a peace was concluded.

 June 5, Thursday: A new law created provincial assemblies in Prussia.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 6th [sic] of 6th M 1823 / Our Meeting was pretty well 
attended nearly all the members in ability of body to attend 
were there & those who were no — James Hazard from Cornwall State 
of NYork was there & laboured satisfactorily. —

 June 6, Friday: The agreement of June 4th at Fort Snelling in what eventually would become the Minnesota 
Territory almost fell apart after another small quarrel, but then peace was again restored. Giacomo Costantino 
Beltrami professed himself disappointed at being denied the opportunity to witness a magnificent frontier 
shootout.

 June 8, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 8th of 6 M / Silent Meetings & to me rather dull seasons
Yearly Meeting approaches, & was it not for the confidence [-] 
feel in the Power of Truth to support & sustain thro’ all [—]y 
over all, I must acknowledge my mind would be much more depressed 
at the prospect than it is — It is [—now?] a time in Society 
when the burden bearer fainteth, several of those who have 
attended the Y Meeting from my boyhood seem disaffected & there 
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is much trouble [—]t in various Yearly Meetings, on account of 
a disorganizing spirit which has got up in the minds of some [—
]t Doctrine & Discipline, at Salem Lynn & New Bedford. This 
trouble mainly exists in this Quarter, but at [Phila?]delphia & 
some other places the difficulty is still greater [—] has seemed 
sometimes as if great indeed would be the [trial?] which awaits 
us. — But Ranterism has had its ups & downs from the Days of G 
Fox to the present time, - That spirit has exalted itself & 
judges down others, has many [—times?] previous to this day 
displayed its terrific Hydra [head?] but that spirit, which has 
ever stood above the [—]]ills power, & held him in subjection, 
has never [failed? to be with those who rightly ask & seek for 
it —

 June 11, Wednesday: When King Fernando VII of Spain refused to quit Madrid before the invading French, 
the Cortes deposed him and set up a Council of Regency.

George Barrell Emerson got married with Olivia Buckminster, who in addition to bearing a child every other 
year would be his assistant in his new private school for young women.

 June 12, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 12th of 6 M 1823 / Our Meeting was a solid good time 
Hannah Dennis in the early part of it was impressed with the 
scripture “Bring ye all the tithes into the Storehouse, that 
there may be meat in mine house & prove me now therewith, saith 
the Lord of hosts, if I will not open you the windows of heaven, 
& pour out a blessing, that there shall not be room enough to 
receive of”
She did not repeat the whole passage, but encouraged us to 
dedication of heart that we might thereby merit the blessing. —
Near the Close Anne Greene was engaged in a short testimony & 
the meeting soon closed. —

 June 13, Friday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

6th day 13th of 6th M / Henry Hull & his companion Wager Hull 
arrived in town from Wickford in season to Dine with us, soon 
after, they took a Chaise & went to Portsmouth
We had Several of our friends at tea among them were our frd 
David Buffum who accidentally fell in to take Thos Anthony home 
in his chaise & from thence to Meeting at Portsmouth tomorrow. —

 June 14, Saturday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:
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7th day 14th of 6 M / Rode with my H to Portsmouth to attend the 
opening of the Select Yearly Meeting - which was a season of 
tenderness & favour Henry Hull was first in a favored testimony. 
— H G Field[?] in supplication, follow’d in the course of the 
Meeting & a Baptising supplication at the close by Avis Keene
We dined at Uncle Stantons, & came home finding much company in 
Town.

 June 15, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day From information that H Barton was in Town This morning, 
considerable exercise was felt lest he should attend meeting & 
disturb it by unsavory & intrusive communications, -which 
induced me to go to meeting early in order to meet him in the 
Yard & induce him to desist. - But he came not, so we had a large 
solid meeting & Truth reigned over us & was above all —Henry 
Hull stood nearly an hour & an half in a sound testimony for the 
[—truth?] as it is in Jesus Christ - he was followed [—] Mary 
B Allen to the same effect & the meeting [—] closed under a 
precious covering. —
In the Afternoon we had a most favoured meeting - Soon after it 
was settled and a little solemnity spread over it Henry Hull 
rose & delivered testimony to the Truth which was remarakably 
owned [by?] the great Master (I believe). — & was singularly
[—sol?]emnizing to a very large collection who, sat (& stood as 
many did) much more quietly than is common for an Afternoon 
Meeting. — after him Deborah Otis was engaged in a short but 
lively & pertinent testimony Henry concluded in solemn fervant 
Prayer & after the Meeting closed under a most favourd covering 
I recollect of in the Afternoon Meeting. — At tea we had the 
company of Mary Allen & others, & in the evening a short silent 
[sitt]ing —- What rendered it more remarkable was the favour of 
the Meeting Hull Barton [& others?] of a ranterous disposition 
were present & [kept?] down by the power that was over them —

 June 16, Monday: King Willem I opened a shipyard, at Rotterdam-Antwerp.

Publication of the Diabelli Variations by Ludwig van Beethoven was announced. 

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

2nd day Our Meeting this morning opened under a solemn [—]ing —
David Buffum spoke first in a feeling & appropriate manner 
“Tarry ye at Jerusalem” &c followed by [—]man & Henry Hull, both 
Meetings were remarkably solid & favoured with solid weight 
which kept down [a?] loose spirit - & we have abundant cause to
[—]t in the Sufficiency of Divine power to carry thro’ all &
[—] all — My heart was truly thankful for that favour.
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 June 17, Tuesday: Scotsman Charles MacIntosh received a patent for his waterproof cloth he had been using 
to make raincoats.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

3rd day The Select meeting closed this forenoon, having in the 
course of it been favoured with the power & cementing love of 
Truth, which remarkably overshadowed it particularly so in the 
forepart of this last sitting. —
In the Afternoon the Meeting at large met at 3 OClock. —The very 
important subject of obtaining an Act from the legislature of 
this state to quallify the Yearly Meeting to hold property & 
give discharges to those who bequeath it to them, was brought 
before the Meeting & largely discussed & after many remarks for 
& against it, it settled weightily on the Meeting that such an 
Act ought to be obtained & the one presented to the Meeting was 
refered for the reconsideration of the Meeting for Sufferings & 
they to apply on behalf of the Meeting to the Legislature to 
procure its being passed
This settled quietly & solidly & I believe to the general 
satisfaction of Friends, it is an important question, as many 
friends had doubts of the propriety of our being incorporated 
but many of those who were fully convinced of the propriety & 
necessity, when they fully heard the Substantial Arguments & 
reasons offered in its favour. —

 June 18, Wednesday: King Joao VI annulled the Portuguese constitution after protests against him over the 
loss of Brazil.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

4th day The Morning Meeting was short, but favour’d with life 
& Authority. —
In the Afternoon which was the closing sitting, some exercise 
was felt. — but ended after a baptizing supplication from Wm 
James

 June 19, Thursday: Three songs by Franz Schubert to words of Mayrhofter were published by Sauer and 
Leidesdorf, Vienna as his op.21: Auf der Donau, Der Schiffer, and Wie Ulfru fischt.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day Most friends left town today, all our company excepting 
Henry Hull & his companion Wager Hull went off in the Morning & 
they staid to attend the Meeting today & went to Connanicut
The meeting today was large & tho’ disturbed [by?] several 
unsavroy, unseasonable appearances, yet in [—] of John Willis, 
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James Hazard, John Mann & Henry Hull truth was exalted & would 
have ended well [but?] for the disturbance of Hull Barton, who 
as the meeting [—] went to preaching in a most vehement voice & 
[—] & gathered a Number round him in the little Meeting House, 
but was unable to gain a Settlement & he went off in confusion. 
— after railing against [friends?] for some minutes. —- Henry 
Hull left in the Afternoon for Connanicut intending to appoint 
a Meeting there tomorrow. —

 June 20, Friday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

6th day Towards night Henry Hull returned from Connanicut having 
visited his relations & had a Meeting this forenoon, to his own 
satisfaction & those who attended. —

 June 21, Saturday?: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

All our friends left us this morning in the Steam Boat for New 
York. —
This has indeed been a season of great [—]tal exercise to me, 
perhaps the most so of any [I re]collect - Various have been the 
concerns of the Yearly Meeting in which my feelings have been 
greatly tested - Truth has had the victory over all - for which 
I desire to render my feeble tribute of gratitude [—]on who 
overrules for good, may my mind [—]ter in confidence in him

 June 22, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 22nd of 6th M 1823 / In the forenoon Meeting Father 
Rodman, D Buffum & Hannah Dennis were engaged in Testimony - In 
the Afternoon Jonathon Dennis, Father Rodman & Hannah Dennis 
were engaged, - so that as to preaching we have had a large 
portion. — to me it was a season of favour & feel my self 
particularly proffited by a visit to D Buffums this evening, 
where I went after Meeting & took tea. - for all favours I desire 
to be thankful.

 June 23, Monday: George Stephenson and Robert Stephenson opened a foundry in Newcastle-upon-Tyne for 
the purpose of building locomotives.

 June 24, Tuesday: Great Britain proposed to enter into a treaty with the United States of America to cooperate 
to do away with the international slave trade.

Adams, on March 31st, had proposed that the trade be considered
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as a variety of piracy. Canning, on April 8th, had reminded Adams
of the treaty of Ghent and asked for the granting of a mutual
Right of Search to suppress the slave-trade. The matter had been
further discussed. Minister Rush was empowered to propose a
treaty involving the Right of Search, etc. This treaty was
substantially the one signed (see March 13th, 1824), differing
principally in the first article:

“Article I. The two high contracting Powers, having each
separately, by its own laws, subjected their subjects and
citizens, who may be convicted of carrying on the illicit
traffic in slaves on the coast of Africa, to the penalties of
piracy, do hereby agree to use their influence, respectively,
with the other maritime and civilized nations of the world, to
the end that the said African slave trade may be recognized, and
declared to be, piracy, under the law of nations.” HOUSE DOCUMENT,
18th Congress, 1st session, VI. No. 119.

 June 25, Wednesday: Initially the Declaration of Independence document was being celebrated not as a 
guarantor of civil rights but merely as a solidarity document having to do with secession and danger and 
independence, in other words, with nationalistic chauvinism. It was, after all, a declaration of war, and how 
many declarations of war do you know of that become famous and are celebrated? It would not be until the 
1850s that Abraham Lincoln would begin instead to mine the polite generalities of the introduction to the 
Declaration for the work they might do in support of individual rights — were we to begin to take these polite 
generalities seriously. In that vein, Thomas Jefferson responded on this day to a letter from John Winn, 
William C. Rives, Daniel M. Railey, John Ormond, Horace Branham, and George W. Nichols, refusing to 
provide them as requested with the date of his birth: “The only birthday I ever commemorate is that of our 
Independence, the Fourth of July.”

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

4th day 25th of 6th M 1823 / My Mind has for days & weeks been 
under the presure of a Concern, which has bourne with much 
weight. I feel desirous, & humbly beg in mental supplication 
that the thing may appear with greater brightness than it now 
does tho’ it is on account of another whom I dearly love yet, I 
want to feel different. —
Have read this Afternoon a manuscript account of Joanna Hazard 
wife of Benjn of S Kingstown, who died 4th of 1st M 1820 Aged 
24 Years, a view of her pious short life, & triumphant close, 
excited no small emotion in my heart. — I may acknowledge with 
gratitude the reading was proffitable

 June 26, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 26th of 6 M / All day yesterday I felt as if I should 
not go to Portsmouth to attend Monthly Meeting today - but on 
waking this morning & recollecting that Sister Elizabeth Rodman 
had expressed a wish to attend, I began to cast in my mind if 
it was not my duty to carry her as my wife could not go, & tho’ 
from a variety of circumstances the prospect looked heavy, yet 
on looking the subject over, I remembered our sacrifices [—]t 
cost us something, so I resolved to go, & set out under much 
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depression, but while riding some favour was sweetly extended, 
my mind became led into feeling & sympathy with my dear sister 
& her prospect of Marriage, which hither to has been a subject 
of exercise to me on her account we stoped at Uncle Thurstons 
before meeting at meeting my mind was sweetly refreshed under a 
renewed sense of the arisings of Divine life which my soul did, 
according to my small measure love & felt thankful I was at 
Meeting — but little buisness presented & the meeting closed 
soon. — We dinner at Uncle Thurstons, then went down to Uncle 
Stantons & took tea which was a pleasant visit particularly to 
Eliza who was never there before. —- In Riding home my spirit 
was uncommonly bowed, & lead mentally & fervantly to supplicate 
for our preservation thro’ the future walks of life, & my dear 
sister was brought doubly near me to my best feelings, & not a 
little affected by the prospect that it is the last time I shall 
—[possibly?] ride to Portsmouth with her, while she is Elizabeth 
Rodman. —

 June 26, Thursday: By this point John Bartlett, a bright 3-year-old, had already begun to read.

Henry C. Wright and Elizabeth LeBreton Stickney were wed by the Reverend Luther Dimmick and set off for 
a honeymoon at romantic Niagara Falls. He was 26, she 43. They took along with them on their honeymoon 
the bride’s youngest, her 7-year-old Mary.

The groom found “she wishes not to be caressed by me, nor do I by her.”

 June 29, Sunday: At Gloucester, Jonathan Parsons received notice that his son Jonathan Parsons, Jr. had died 
while at sea.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 29th of 6th M 1823 / Thought it not best to go to meeting 
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Steel engraving of the view up from below the Table Rock, made from a drawing by William Henry Bartlett in 1839 or 1840
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today, I watched last night with my old master David Williams 
who is now very near the close of life & may [not?] continue the 
day through. —
DAVID WILLIAMS Died this evening at half past ten OClock Aged 
54 Years & three Months to a day

 June 30, Monday: Maria Szymanowska performed in Poznan on her 3-year concert tour of Europe.

George Gordon, Lord Byron asked James Henry Leigh Hunt to proceed with publication of DON JUAN Cantos 
XV-XVI “The Deformed Transformed” without waiting for Canto XVII.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

6th M 30th (2nd day) 1823 / This day concludes the Month & 
affords an opportunity of much reflection on the progress of 
life & brings into view many circumstances that has occur’d from 
the time of my first going to service, my apprenticeship with 
David Williams to the present time. — Tho’ in the course of my 
living with him I had many deep, close & proving trials of flesh 
& spirit to pass thro’, which arose from enemies within & 
without, yet I must now confess that I have no doubt they worked 
together for my good. — his pious care in keeping me close to 
Meetings in the Middle of the week, a thing which at first my 
nature rather rebelled against, yet in time I became reconciled 
to it & enjoyed many precious Seasons. — together with much other 
care & concern manifested for me, by him & his wife, very much 
contributed to keep me in the right way, & preserve me from much 
evil for which I desire to be thankful, & for which I shall 
revere their memory. — David Died last night about half past 10 
OClock - he was not in the full posession of his mental powers. 
The night before when I watched with him, & before the close 
[he?] sank into a state of insensibility as to objects before 
him. — but while sitting by his bed, while reaon lasted, it was 
remarkable to observe the innocent state of his mind, & often 
expressed that the prospect of a close was made more easy to him 
than he could have expected. —- I attended his funeral & was one 
of the bearers, as I was also to his wife. — Many people attended 
& sat at his house in a very solid manner. C Rodman & J Dennis 
bore short testimonies. —
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 Summer: The Globe out of Martha’s Vineyard had voyaged halfway around the planet Earth –deep into the 
Southern Hemisphere and then all the way back north– and had finally reached the productive whaling 
grounds off Japan. Here they would spend the next almost five months chasing whales — but this time, despite 
their best efforts, not entirely successfully. Acting up as was his wont, Samuel B. Comstock got into a 
wrestling match with the whaler’s 3d Mate, Nathaniel Fisher, and found himself pinned. Other ruckuses that 
he initiated caused one member of the crew to be clapped into irons, and caused the Captain to strike the cook. 
Under these circumstances, with everyone frustrated, in November the vessel would return to Hawaii.

 July: Giacomo Costantino Beltrami hung out with United States Indian agent Lawrence Taliaferro and 
Stephen H. Long as they traveled — but after 3 months of this the men had begun to wear on each other’s 
nerves.

The New-York Evening Post described a bout between an 18-year old butcher and “a man they called the 
champion of Hickory Street.” The stakes were $200, an amount roughly equal to a working man’s annual 
income.

SUMMER 1823

JULY
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 July: After her husband Percy Bysshe Shelley’s death Mary Godwin Wollstonecraft Shelley returned to 
England with his heart (she would keep it in her desk drawer) and devoted herself to publicizing his writings 
and to educating their only surviving child, Percy Florence Shelley.

 July 1, Tuesday: Guatemala, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Honduras and Costa Rica formed the Confederation of 
United Provinces of Central America, making them independent of Mexico. Chiapas decided to remain part 
of Mexico. 

 July 2, Wednesday: Peter I replaced Wilhelm as Duke of Oldenburg.

Bahia Independence Day: the end of Portuguese rule in Brazil, with the final defeat of the Portuguese crown 
loyalists in the province of Bahia.

Alfredo il grande, a dramma per musica by Gaetano Donizetti to words of Tottola, was performed for the 1st 
and only time, in Teatro San Carlo, Naples.

 July 3, Thursday: A Concerto in d minor for violin, piano and strings by Felix Mendelssohn was performed 
publicly for the initial time, in the Schauspielhaus, Berlin. 

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 3rd of 7 M 1823 / Our Meeting was rather small but a 
season of favour to some — Father Rodman was engaged in a lively 
testimony. —

THE MARKET FOR HUMAN BODY PARTS
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 Our national birthday, Friday the 4th of July: An elaborate ceremony took place at Mount Vernon with Vice 
President Daniel D. Tompkins in attendance.

Timothy Pickering publicly repeated the charge that John Adams had communicated to him on August 22, 
1822, of Thomas Jefferson’s plagiarism of ideas placed in the Declaration of Independence.28

Hezikiah Prince Jr., in the small port town (for the coasting trade) of Thomaston, Maine, in his journal of 1822-
1828 (published by the Maine Historical Society in 1965) described a July 4th celebration. He reported more 
of a formal celebration this year than the previous one, but:29

There being considerable division, the parties divided and the
Federalists had this meetinghouse and the Republicans the Brick
Meetinghouse at the Meadow. I of course joined the Republicans.
The Brick Meetinghouse was very neatly and handsomely decorated.
The clerical services were performed by Rev. Job Washburn. The
Declaration of Independence was read by William Farley of
Waldoboro and an oration by John Ruggles, Esq. which was
received with universal applause. [Later] a company of about 300
took dinner with all the usual ceremonies. The party broke up
about four o’clock and every one retired to their homes, well
pleased with what they had seen, heard, and tasted.

Per the journal of Albert Gallatin’s son James as recorded in THE DIARY OF JAMES GALLATIN (edited by 
Count Gallatin with an introduction by Viscount Bryce and published in London by William Heinemann in 
1916):

A horrible day here [New-York]; the noise of the July 4
celebration intolerable. I have to rub my eyes to see if I am
awake, that it is true I am not in the Rue de l’Université. How
I regret it. Father is going alone to see the new house in
Western Virginia-also to Washington. I take mamma and Frances
to Baltimore to-morrow. We are stopping right in the country at
a nice old house which belongs to the Montgomery family. But the
difference in everything; only about three private coaches in
New York- no means of getting about. The streets absolutely
filthy and the heat horrible. I have been nearly every night for
a long walk. No roads-no paths. I never realized the absolutely

28. COL. PICKERING’S OBSERVATIONS INTRODUCTORY TO READING THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE, AT SALEM, JULY 4, 
1823. Richard Henry Lee had already suggested that Jefferson had “copied from [John] Locke’s treatise on government.”
29. This was Nathaniel Hawthorne’s, or Hathorne’s, 19th birthday.

CELEBRATING OUR B-DAY
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unfinished state of the American cities until I returned. The
horrible chewing of tobacco- the spitting; all too awful. We
have had a charming and hospitable reception, but all is so
crude.

In England, the suicide law sponsored by Sir James MacKintosh (4 George IV.c 52) was enacted by the House 
of Commons. The new suicide arrangements decreed that bodies of suicides could in the future be interred in 
churchyards or public burial places, so long as the interment took place within 24 hours of the coroner’s 
inquest and certificate, was after 9PM and before midnight, and was bereft of any accompanying Christian 
religious observance. (This law would be altered in 1882 to allow interment in churchyards at any time of day 
and to allow the interment to be accompanied by a religious observance. Then, in 1961, suicide would be 
declared to be no longer a criminal offence in England.) All goods and chattels still were of course forfeit to 
the Crown (some things don’t change).

 July 6, Sunday: The visitors to Fort St. Anthony, Lawrence Taliaferro, Stephen H. Long, and Giacomo 
Costantino Beltrami, and Mr. Say, Mr. Colhoun, and Mr. Keating, walked to the Falls of St. Anthony, the 
extremest limit of navigation on the Mississippi River. Since the water was only a couple of feet deep above 
the falls, some of them braced themselves against the stiff current and walked across slippery rocks to the 
island in the middle of the river, and then some of them retreated to the west bank while others ventured on 
across the remainder of the flow toward the east bank. The fools seem to have been able to get safely to the 
far shore only with some help from a soldier stationed at the government mills adjacent to the falls.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 6th of 7 M / Both Meetings were solid good ones to me -
In the forenoon a Short lively testimony from Father Rodman —
Afternoon Silent. —

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

This is Minneapolis and the Falls of St. Anthony as of 1883, as illustrated in Mark Twain’s _Life on the Mississippi_. You can see the broad channel to the west of the island and the narrower channel to the east of it, where the waders had the most difficulty.
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 July 8, Tuesday: The English ceased to impale the bodies of those who had committed suicide with a stake 
and bury them at midnight at the meeting of four crossroads, and by edict would henceforward inter such 
bodies without impalement between the hours of nine and twelve at night in an ordinary churchyard, without 
any religious ceremony (the Turks would, however, be continuing their practice of capital execution by 
impalement).

Since 1430 the sending or delivering of threatening letters had been in England categorized as high treason, 
and since 1723 it had been a capital felony. At this point, however, the penalty for such an offense was 
lowered, to either transportation for life or imprisonment not to exceed 7 years.

The 35-mile Bude Canal opened in Cornwall, England with 6 incline planes instead of locks.

Per the journal of Albert Gallatin’s son James as recorded in THE DIARY OF JAMES GALLATIN:

We are now in Baltimore. Not quite so dirty as New York. We are
with mamma’s relations-the Nicholsons. They are kindness itself,
but I even see that mamma feels the change most keenly. The young
men of Baltimore stare at me as if they thought I were a wild
beast let loose. Everybody knows everybody else, and all call
each other by their christian names. If I am offered a post, no
matter how humble, abroad, I will accept it with joy.

 July 10, Thursday: Gaol chaplains had existed for some time, but on this day they were made universal. They 
were obliged to receive the license of their bishop previous to assuming their office, and obligated to perform 
divine service on Sunday, Christmas-day, and Good Friday, and to keep a journal of their transactions with 
prisoners for the inspection of the justices.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 10 of 7 M / A solid good meeting - Father Rodman was 
engaged in a sweet & I apprehend a lively & well authorized 
testimony

 July 11, Friday: The United States navy was making brief landings along the coast of Cuba in this year, in 
pursuit of pirates. The landing on this date was at Siquapa Bay.

 David Henry Thoreau’s 7th stanza began on his birthday, July 12th, Saturday, 1823.

• After attending a private preschool and then public school, Thoreau was enrolled in the newly 
founded Concord Academy to be prepared for college.

• Waldo Emerson was deeply impressed by a “Discourse upon Revelation” that the Reverend 
William Ellery Channing offered in the Reverend Hedge’s Church in Boston. He wrote on the 
virtue of having an aristocracy: “Envy is the tax which all distinction must pay.”

• The Thoreau pencil business developed its own little sawmill to prepare cedar strips, at a small 
wooded pond in the Esterbrook Country of Concord.

• The Thoreaus were renting a brick house at the corner of Main Street and Walden Street.
• The beginning of the Concord Social Library.
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• Concord’s barber and town drunk, John C. Breed, was found dead on the road.

 July 12, Saturday: Per the journal of Albert Gallatin’s son James as recorded in THE DIARY OF JAMES 
GALLATIN:

The heat [in Baltimore] is something I did not ever realize. We
go in a few days to some place by the sea. Frances has lost all
her colour. Albert has written me the most distressing letter.
It seems he compromised himself with a farmer’s daughter. They
threatened him with exposure and he was weak enough to marry her
on May 23, when we were at sea. He is afraid to tell father and
begs me not to do so. The girl is living with her family. I do
not know what to do. Troubles do not come singly. It seems this
girl is without education.

 July 13, Sunday: George Gordon, Lord Byron embarked on the Hercules.

The date on the earliest grave in Concord’s New Burying-Ground. (The date on the oldest extant grave 
anywhere in Concord is 1677 and the date on the oldest extant grave in its West Burying-Ground is November 
17, 1697.)

Burying-Grounds were laid out at an early period, but the date
is unknown. The monument on the Hill Burying-Ground, containing
the inscription, “JOSEPH MERRIAM, AGED 47 YEARS, DIED THE 20 OF
APRIL, 1677,” is the oldest in town. The oldest in the West
Burying-Ground is that of Thomas Hartshorn, who died November
17, 1697. No other one appears there till 1713. The first person
buried in the New Burying-Ground was Mrs. Anna Robbins, who died
July 13, 1823, and the fact is properly noted on her monument.
Beside these, tradition reports that the ground first used for
interring the dead was on the hill easterly of the present one;
but no traces of it can be discovered, if indeed one was ever
there.30

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 13th of 7 M / The morning meeting was not quite as full 
on the Mens side of the House &[sic] common, which I have often 
noticed is the case in hay making time D Buffum & Hannah Dennis 
engaged in solemn weighty testimonys — Silent in the Afternoon 
till near the close when a testimony was delivered with the 
Authority of which I must suspend judgement —- Sister Elizabeth 
Rodman took tea with us & set the evening — feeling that the 

BACKGROUND EVENTS OF 1823

BACKGROUND EVENTS OF 1824

30. Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;.... Boston MA: Russell, Odiorne, 
and Company; Concord MA: John Stacy, 1835
(On or about November 11, 1837 Henry David Thoreau would indicate a familiarity 
with the contents of at least pages 2-3 and 6-9 of this historical study. On July 16, 1859 he would correct a date mistake
buried in the body of the text.)
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time is fast approaching when she will be separated from us, & 
take a New Name renderd the interview rather a serious cast. —
Richard Rodman also came home with John & drank tea [—]re always 
pleased with his company - indeed I may say I am comforted with 
it, from a prospect [that?] if he continues to go on, as he seems 
to have been, he may make a useful man in the [—]& to society / 
-He has my hearty prayers for his welfare & so has all well 
inclined lads, and for him in particular my feelings are often 
much interested - he now seems hopeful & [sup]posed to conduct 
so as to insure the Esteem of his friends - & set value on it

 July 14, Monday: Switzerland agreed that it would reject foreign refugees who might seek asylum there.

 July 15, Tuesday: In Rome, the ancient structure known as “Basilica of Saint Paul Outside the Walls of Rome” 
was consumed by fire.

 July 16, Wednesday: George Gordon, Lord Byron set sail from Italy with a small party for Greece to 
participate in the Greek Revolution; he would help finance the revolutionary army.

 July 17, Thursday: US Secretary of State John Quincy Adams informed the Russian minister in Washington, 
Baron Tuyll, that his government would not recognize any Russian territorial claims in North America.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 17th of 7th M 1823 / Silent Meeting & I thought a low 
time generally, at the close of it was held our Select meeting, 
which was attended with a little more life, tho’ far from being 
lively — times & seasons are not at our command - this morning 
my feelings were such as induced me to hope for a good Meeting 
from the State of Mind I then enjoyed. —

 July 19, Saturday: Nahum Ball Onthank was born in Holliston, Massachusetts. His father William Newton 
Onthank was (per a descendant of this family) a carpenter and farmer.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

7th day 19th of 7 M / This morning took John, crossed both ferrys 
& went to Willet Carpenters in Boston Neck, after setting his 
Clock to going, we went to cousin Hannah Gardiners to dinner, 
after setting with her & her family we crossed to Connanicut 
went to Hazard Knowles’s & cleaned his Clock in season to get 
to Joseph Greenes to lodge. —

 July 20, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

First Day after breakfast walked up to the Widow Mercy Weeden & 
from there went to Meeting, in the forepart of it my mind was 
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wading in much leanness but towards the close life sprung up & 
to me the conclusion was satisfactory & solid. — we dined with 
Mercy Weeden - then walked up to John Carn[—] & from thence to 
the The old burying place of Friends where we spent some time — 
here I saw the Tomb stone of my Great Grand Father SAML CLARKE 
who died 18th of 10th M 1761 Aged 74 years 11 months & 26 days 
- having heard my mother speak frequently of him, rendered a 
visit to his grave interesting — also noticed the Grave of Walter 
Rodman, physician who died 20th of 7 M 1753 in the 34 Year of 
his age, & what struck me as remarkable was that I should happen 
to be at his grave exactly 70 years after his decease being on 
the 20th of 7 M 1823 — he was son of Doct [—] Rodman of Newport 
& married Rebecca Redwood afterwards the wife of Joseph Clarke 
own uncle to my mother & was own Uncle to my Wifes father C 
Rodman After our visit to this repository of the Dead we returned 
on foot to Joseph Greenes, after setting a while went over to 
Cousin Molly Howlands took tea & lodged. -

 July 21, Monday: The United States navy was making brief landings along the coast of Cuba in this year, in 
pursuit of pirates. The landing on this date was at Cape Cruz.

Maria Szymanowska performed in Carlsbad, Bohemia on her 3-year concert tour of Europe.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

2nd day Rose early this morning & left cousin Howlands House 
before any of the family were up, went to Daniel Howlands & after 
rectifying his Clock, to the ferry, but finding the boat was not 
ready to Start went up to Caleb Weavers & took a bowl of Milk, 
returned, come over the ferry in Season to take a Dish of Coffee 
with my H —

 July 22, Tuesday: William Bartram had been feeling so poorly that he had for some six months given up his 
daily writing in his garden diary. On this day he was out in his botanical garden in Kingsessing, when an artery 
burst in his lungs and he died:

The end came suddenly, as he walked from the house to his garden, 
or he died slowly, breathing his last while reposing under a 
weeping ash tree. He died alone or in the arms of his niece’s 
husband. It’s not even certain where relatives and friends 
buried him — in his beloved garden or in the cemetery of the 
Quaker Meeting, where Friends registered his birth and that of 
his twin sister more than eighty-four years earlier. 

— Slaughter, Thomas P. THE NATURES OF JOHN AND WILLIAM BARTRAM. 
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NY: Vintage Books, 1996, page 3.

His biographer Thomas P. Slaughter has discussed at length the manner in which William Bartram the 18th-
Century American natural historian might relate to Henry Thoreau the 19th-Century American natural 
historian:

I would call him an eighteenth-century Thoreau who had found his 
Walden Pond on the banks of the Schuylkill. However, it makes 
more sense to see Thoreau as a nineteenth-century heir to 
William Bartram’s naturalistic legacy. The parallels between the 
lives of our first two great natural historians are instructive. 
Neither was a scientist. Both were Romantics. Each considered 
himself a failure in the eyes of the world. They both experienced 
a prolonged adolescence plagued by identity struggles; neither 
ever did secure a living, settle into a career, or marry. Each 
had just one, unconsummated romance. Both kept journals and 
revised their lives through their writings. Popular appreciation 
of their work came after death. Although there may be some 
coincidence in the parallels –both their fathers were named John– 
the leisured isolation that is the core of their artful 
engagement with nature was a product rejection, flight, and a 
prolonged return to the environs of their youths. Neither could 
make it in the urban world of commerce or, for that matter, in 
the wilderness open to men of enterprise in each of their times. 
Bartram and Thoreau fled to rural settings from which they 
celebrated the wilds and denounced the civilized life. The 
meaning of William’s life was in the days, as was true for 
Thoreau’s sojourn at Walden, and not in accomplishments and 
events. As William himself said, in a passage of his commonplace 
book immediately following the account of his nap, with words 
that sound Thoreauvian to those who haven’t heard Bartram 
before,

The works of a person that builds begin immediately to
decay; while those of him who plants begin directly to
improve. In this planting promises a more lasting
pleasure than building.

here would be no peripatetic construction for William, no quest 
to define himself by building a mansion on a hill, like 
Jefferson, or on a cliff, like Washington, with a superintending 
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view that asserts human dominance over nature. William was no 
nation builder, either, as were the delegates to the 
Constitutional Convention and officials of the new federal 
government that they created, those who toured the garden and 
sought his advice about making plants grow. He would not try to 
capture nature’s elements with a kite or in a bottle, like John’s 
good friend Benjamin Franklin, who offered to make William a 
printer half a century before. He did not share the ambitions 
of Charles Willson Peale to confine nature in a cabinet, of 
Alexander Wilson to capture an entire species in a book, of 
Benjamin Rush to alter nature’s biological course, of Benjamin 
Smith Barton to achieve fame through his writings about nature, 
or of Charles Brockden Brown to plumb the darker side of human 
nature in various settings. 

— Slaughter, Thomas P. THE NATURES OF JOHN AND WILLIAM BARTRAM. 
NY: Vintage Books, 1996, pages 248-9.

This biographer continues speaking of William Bartram and Henry Thoreau in his penultimate paragraph:

Although knowledge of the Bartrams’ existence has never been 
lost, there remains in the literature an overwhelming sense that 
American environmental history really begins with Thoreau and 
urban-industrial growth. Nods toward an eighteenth- and 
seventeenth-century past do not adequately integrate those 
experiences historically. Surely, a more complex history, which 
doesn’t look like a straight line –either ascending or 
descending– would represent gains more than compensating for 
sacrifices in simplicity. The modernization trajectory, a view 
of history as either strictly improvement or loss, which we find 
so emotionally attractive in stories about us isn’t true. 
A historiography that splits optimists from pessimists, 
patriots from critics, will not serve us well in the times ahead. 
Environmentalists, at least, are showing signs of entertaining 
such changes in habits of thought. 

— Slaughter, Thomas P. THE NATURES OF JOHN AND WILLIAM BARTRAM. 
NY: Vintage Books, 1996, pages 270-1.

 July 23, Wednesday: American slaver captains caught red-handed and convicted, such as Mr. La Coste of 
South Carolina, in this era routinely at the last moment became the beneficiaries of the President of the United 
States’s “executive clemency” (we’re all white men after all). For instance the events of this day: certain white 
men, liable to penalties for introducing black slaves into Alabama, were pardoned by President James Monroe 
(PARDONS AND REMISSIONS, IV. 63). Your president understands, he truly does.

Biographer Thomas P. Slaughter comments that on this night there was a total eclipse of the moon, so that, 
had the subject of his biography, William Bartram, lived for but one more day, he might have had a chance to 
again witness this phenomenon which during his life he had seized two opportunities to witness — but instead 
on this day a corpse was being deposited in an unmarked grave. (We may note that eclipses of the moon are 
not nearly as uncommon as eclipses of the sun, and that although there had been a solar eclipse on July 8, 1823 
and would be another one on June 26, 1824, clearly these are not what the maudlin biographer was intending 
to suggest.)

INTERNATIONAL SLAVE TRADE
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 July 24, Thursday: Slavery was abolished in Chile.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 24 of 7 M 1823 / Two good testimonys at Meeting, the 
first by Hannah Dennis the other by Father Rodman. — In the 
[last?] the queries were answered & pertinent remarks made on 
[——-] of them by D Buffum & J Dennis.—

 July 27, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day [Sunday] 27th of 7th M / A good favourd meeting this 
Morning -[—] after taking my seat my mind was preciously [—]hed 
with the arisings of life — towards the close Father Rodman 
deliverd a short, good testimony which [—]werd the feelings of 
my mind —-In the Afternoon Father Rodman again engaged in a few 
[—] & a pretty good Meeting. - With my wife, sisters Ruth & Mary 
-set the evening at the late residence of David Williams with 
his daughters Mary & Amy — Altho’ some trials await me & has 
occurd in the course [of this?] day Yet I may acknowledge it to 
be a day of [—]ly favour - for which I dessire to be thankful

 July 28, Monday: The French, under General Molitor, defeated the Spaniards under De Ballesteros, at 
Campillo de Arenas in Seville.

Jessonda, an opera by Louis Spohr to words of Gehe after Lemierre, was performed for the initial time, in the 
Kassel Hoftheater.

 July 31, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 31 of 7 M 1823 / Father Rodman & Hannah Dennis bore short 
testimonies, but good ones, in the first Meeting which was a 
Season of some favour in my mind. —
In the last, we had a considerable buisness, but none out of the 
usual course, & all managed Harmoniously.
Peter Lawton, Jn Holder, Mitchell Holder Weeden & Susan Anthony 
Dined with us. —

 August: The Reverend Richard Whately relocated his family from Oxford to Halesworth in Suffolk.

 August: Henry C. Wright was licensed to preach by the presbytery of Otsego, New York, and began earning 
money as a supply preacher.

AUGUST

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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 August: A negrero flying the Spanish flag (as shown below), the Desgamisada, master Juan Sandeli, on its 
one and only known Middle Passage, arrived at its destination, the port of Havana, Cuba.

 August 2, Saturday: Jan Vaclav Vorisek traveled from Vienna to Karlsbad for treatment of a serious illness, 
presumably tuberculosis. He would be at Karlsbad for a month.

The beginning of The New-York Mirror, and Ladies’ Literary Gazette; being a Repository of Miscellaneous 
Literary Productions, in Prose and Verse. Edited by Samuel Woodworth and George P. Morris.

 August 4, Monday: Four songs by Franz Schubert were published by Sauer and Leidesdorf, Vienna as his 
op.23: Selige Welt and Schwanengesang, both to words of Senn, Die Liebe hat gelogen to words of Platen, 
and Schatzgrabers Begehr to words of Schober.

Adam Liszt wrote to Prince Metternich requesting a passport and introductions to the Austrian ambassadors 
in Paris, München, and London, where he planned to escort his prodigious son Franz Liszt.

 August 5, Tuesday: Maria Szymanowska met Johann Wolfgang von Goethe for the first time, in Marienbad. 
He was quite taken, terming her the “female Hummel.” 

THE MIDDLE PASSAGE

RACE SLAVERY

THE GAZETTE’S 1ST YEAR

A painting....:In “Barco Negrero” in 1976, Manuel Mendive used the X-ray vision of an artist to depict the contents of the interior decks of a slaver vessel.

Explanation: A "negrero" is a ship that transports slave cargo.
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 August 6, Wednesday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

4th day 6th of 8 M / This morning took Chaise & with my wife 
rode to Portsmouth & Attended the Select Quarterly Meeting & in 
the Afternoon the Meeting of Trustees of Obadiah Browns 
Benevolent fund. — Lodged at Uncle Thurstons —

 August 7, Thursday: Henry Elkison, a free black British sailor, was seized in Charleston. –Crimping, but in 
reverse. The sense of the situation was that the presence of free blacks in this port might give ideas to the local 
black slaves.  Despite British protests even the US Supreme Court would fail to obtain his release.

It is believed that the drawing on the basis of which this illustration would be engraved, was made in this port 
of Charleston in which Henry Elkison was being seized, in about this year:

The print would be engraved and published by William Keenan (132 King Street, Charleston) based on a 
drawing by Charles Blacker Vignoles, an English army officer who had arrived in 1817, had served as assistant 
surveyor general of South Carolina, and was in this year returning to England. The city skyline is marked by 
the steeple of St. Michael’s Church, to the left, and the cupola of St.  Philip’s Church, in the center, which 
would burn in 1835. Castle Pinckney is offshore to the far right. Race slavery is of course ubiquitous in the 
sketch, and utterly invisible.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day attended the Quarterly Meeting at large which was a 
favourd time — Thos Anthony D Buffum & James Hazard preached in 
rotation & Anna Jenkins appeard in supplication at the close of 
The Meeting - We Dined at Uncle Stantons & rode home. —

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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 August 9, Saturday: Giacomo Costantino Beltrami split from United States Indian agent Lawrence Taliaferro 
and Stephen H. Long when the group reached Pembina, and set off guided by some Ojibwa Indians on a 
personal quest to find the source of the Mississippi River. After a week and a half his guides made themselves 
scarce but luckily he was able to obtain help from other local native Americans.

In the illustration above, Beltrami’s signature red traveling umbrella –which was quite a hit among the 
natives– is very much in evidence but we don’t get to inspect his frontier chapeau “made from the bark of a 
tree.”

 August 10, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 10th of 8 M / In the forenoon The Meeting was Silent 
except that the London Epistle was read for the Year 1822 — 
In the Afternoon Silent & both Meetings measurably favourd. —

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

The Author, In his Drefs when among the Indians. Drawn on Stone by J.W.Giles. from a Drawing by Stephanhoff. Printed by C.Hullmandel. Lithograph on india paper. India 161 x 102mm.
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 August 12, Tuesday: Charles Henry Davis had spent only two years at Harvard College when he enlisted in 
the US Navy as a midshipman.31 Between sea cruises he would return to his alma mater for the study of 
mathematics.

Hector Berlioz’s 1st essay appeared in Le Corsaire.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

3rd day 12th of 8 M / I feel disposed to insert that this morning 
my mind has been favour’d with the fresh arisings of life to my 
comfort. — Tho’ much occupied in outward concerns — I have taken 
a survey of my early life & the rememberance of divers of my 
companions, now numbered with the dead was preciously revived

 August 13, Wednesday: Ludwig van Beethoven departs the home of Baron von Pronay at Hertzendorf, where 
he has been staying, for Baden. 

 August 14, Thursday: By this point Franz Schubert had relocated to Steyr with Johann Michael Vogl. He 
began to despair that he would ever be well again.

Mary Godwin Wollstonecraft Shelley, in Paris, was informed by a visitor from England that her literary 
creation FRANKENSTEIN had moved into a new medium, the theater: “…they brought out FRANKENSTEIN at 
the Lyceum and vivified the monster in such a manner as caused the ladies to faint away and a hubbub to ensue 
— however, they diminished the horrors in the sequel and it is having a run.”

In accordance with the Congressional resolution of February 28th, the President of the United States 
wrote to the government of Portugal proposing an alliance to destroy the international slave trade (HOUSE 
DOCUMENT, 18th Congress, 1st session, VI. No. 119).

 August 16, Saturday: The British foreign secretary, George Canning, suggested to the US government that the 
two English-speaking nations might set up a joint resistance to any further incursions by the Holy Alliance 
powers of Europe into New World areas.

31. Since this was the year of the Great Rebellion at Harvard, one may legitimately suspect that there may have been a reason for 
this abrupt alteration in young Davis’s life trajectory.

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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 August 17, Sunday: “I spoke too loudly in the forenoon.” The Reverend Convers Francis of Watertown 
exchanged pulpits for the day with the Reverend Ezra Ripley of Concord. His prooftext for the Concord 
morning service was 1st Corinthians 3:19 and his topic was “The Wisdom of the World.” His prooftext for the 
afternoon service was Amos 6:1 and his topic was “On Moral Unconcern.”

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

[—] day 17th of 8 M / Father Rodman & D Buffum were engaged in 
lively testimony in the Morning Meeting. In the Afternoon the 
Meeting was silent — Took tea [at] D Buffums. — Francis Shay of 
NewYork in compnay [-ith] whom we have had a few Days pleasant 
acquaintance, he appears to be a tender spirited young man & 
near as we can discover much of the right stamp upon [him].

 August 1?: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

[—]day 1? of 8 M / This forenoon Francis Shay took leave of [us] 
for Providence & this Afternoon Saml Wood of [Ne]wYork & Elijah 
Coffin came from Connanicut to [brin]g information of Jeremiah 
Hubbard’s being their [there] [&] intending to be here tomorrow 
at a Meeting which [he] appointed at 5 OClock PM - They staid a 
little while & returned to Connanicut expecting to return 
tomorrow. —

[-d]ay 1? of 8 M / This Afternoon Sam Wood of NewYork & [Eli]jah 
Coffin of North Carolina came over from Connanicut to inform us 
that Our friend Jeremiah Hubbard was [—] & expected to attend a 
Meeting tomorrow Morning & another in Newport at 5OC in the 
Afternoon to be at Portsmouth on 4th day — We forwarded this 
immediately to Portsmouth & gave out the Meeting [at] Newport 
Accordingly.

 August 19, Tuesday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

[-]day 19th of 8 M / Our friend Jeremiah Hubbard & his 
com[pan]ion Elijah Coffin - attended by Saml Wood & wife [??] 
[-] from Connanicut this Afternoon & After taking a dish of 
[tea] with us went to Meeting which was attended by a number of 
the Inhabitants of the Town, but not so large [as cou]ld be 
wished -it was a time of favour, rhw [word] was preached with 
good Authority & Jeremiah was [fav]oured in the conclusion in 
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Solemn Supplication. -

 August 20, Wednesday: Giorgio Barnaba Luigi Chiaramonti, Pope Pius VII, died in Rome.

 August 21, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 21st of 8th M 1823 / Our friend Jeremiah Hubbard not 
feeling clear of Newport, returned from Portsmouth last night 
to D Buffums & attended Meeting today general information being 
given - The Meeting was large, he was favourd to declare the 
Truth in the Ancient simplicity & soundness, with uncommon power 
& clearness. — his prayer exceeded any thing I have heard for 
years. —
He attended The Preparative Meeting & preached a little to the 
relief of my feelings -
Jonathon Nichols of Salem gave information of his intentions of 
Marriage with Sister Elizabeth Rodman as did also Welcome 
Cong[don] of Providence with Mary Dennis. —

 August 22, Noon, Friday:  Waldo Emerson to his JOURNAL in Warren’s Hotel in Framingham:

In the evening of that day, after further walking, Waldo wrote in his JOURNAL in Worcester:

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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After a delightful walk of 20 miles I reached this inn before
Noon, and in the near recollection of my promenade through
Roxbury, Newton, Needham, Natick, do recommend the same,
particularly as far as the Lower Falls in Newton, to my friends
who are fond of fine scenery.

I reached Worcester 1/2 hour ago having walked 40 miles without
difficulty. Every time I traverse a turnpike I find it harder
to concieve [sic] how they are supported; I met but 3 or four
travellers between Roxbury & W. The scenery all the way was
fine, and the turnpike, a road of inflexible principle, swerving
neither to the right hand nor the left, stretched on before me,
always in sight.
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 August 23, Saturday: Waldo Emerson to his JOURNAL at Rice’s Hotel in South Brookfield:

 August 24, Sunday, evening: Waldo Emerson to his JOURNAL:

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 22nd [?] of 8 M / Silent Meeting in the forenoon, which 
was a solid time. — At the conclusion of it I rode with Richard 
Mitchell to his house & dined, from thence walked to Uncle 
Stantons to See my Mother who has been there some time & desirous 
to see me, which I thought a reason for leaving Meeting & which 
I did in some streightness of Mind -
After tea Uncle sent the Waggon to bring me home, rode as far 
as John Woods where [—?] chaise [—?]ome, [—]oining up took me 
along the rest of the Distance Set the evening with My H & Sister 
Ruth at Abigail Robinsons. —

 August 25, Monday, afternoon: Waldo Emerson to his JOURNAL at Clapp’s Hotel in Belchertown:

By the evening of the 25th, Emerson had made it to Bartlett’s in Amherst.

After passing through Leicester, Spencer & North Brookfield I
am comfortably seated in South B. 60 miles from home.... My good
landlord’s [Mr. Stevens of North Brookfield’s] philanthropic
conclusion was, that there was a monitor within and if we minded
that, no matter how we speculated.

I rested this Sabbath day on the banks of the Quebog. Mr. Stone,
a worthy Calvinist, who had been already recommended to my
respect, by the hearty praises of my last-named landlord,
preached all day, and reminded me forcibly of one of my idols,
Dr. N. of Portland.

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

After passing through W. Brookfield I breakfasted among some
right worshipful waggoners at the pleasant town of Western, and
then passed through a part of Palmer (I believe) & Ware to this
place.
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 August 28, Thursday: Giacomo Costantino Beltrami arrived at what he conjectured to be the source of the 
Mississippi River, as well as the Red River of the North, in what eventually would become the Minnesota 
Territory, naming the place Giulia after his deceased friend back in Italy, Giulia Spada dei Medici, and naming 
other lakes nearby after her eight children.

 In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 28th of 8th M / Rode with my H to Portsmouth to attend 
the Monthly Meeting - went out the West Road stoped at Uncle 
Peter Lawtons — In the first Meeting [—] Dennis & Father Rodman 
bore short testimonies — [—] the last Jonathon Nichols of Salem 
published his intentions of Marriage with Sister Elizabeth 
Rodman & Welcome Congdon of Providence his intentions of 
marriage with Mary Dennis. — The young folk behaved with 
circumspection, their countenances bespeaking that [their] 
minds were impressed with the importance of the [—] State of 
life they were about to enter. — we dined at Uncle Thurstons, 
as did also Jonathon & Elizabeth, Father & Mother Rodman, David 
Buffum & wife, Brother David Rodman & his wife, & Sister Ruth & 
Mary Rodman.
After dinner Rode down to Uncle Stantons & took tea with them, 
where I found My Mother ins usual health & spirits. — The Life 
of religion has been low with me today, but have made some [—
ausens] after it, with a little success. —

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
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On approximately this day, Waldo Emerson wrote in his JOURNAL:

Tuesday Morning I engaged Mr Bartlett to bring me to Mrs
Shepard’s.... After spending three days very pleasantly at Mrs
Shepard’s, among orators, botanists, mineralogists, & above
all, Ministers, I set off on Friday Morning with Thos Greenough
& another little cousin in a chaise to visit Mount Holyoke. How
high the hill may be, I know not; for, different accounts make
it 8, 12, & 16 hundred feet from the river. The prospect repays
the ascent and although the day was hot & hazy so as to preclude
a distant prospect, yet all the broad meadows in the immediate
vicinity of the mountain through which the Connecticutt [sic]
winds, make a beautiful picture seldom rivalled. After adding
our names in the books to the long list of strangers whom
curiosity has attracted to this hill we descended in safety
without encountering rattlesnake or viper that have given so bad
fame to the place. We were informed that about 40 people ascend
the mountain every fair day during the summer. After passing
through Hadley meadows, I took leave of my companions at
Northampton bridge, and crossed for the first time the far famed
Yankee river.... In the afternoon I set out on my way to
Greenfield intending to pass the Sabbath with George Ripley....
By the light of the Evening star, I walked with my reverend uncle
[the Reverend Ripley], a man who well sustains the character of
an aged missionary.... After a dreamless night, & a most
hospitable entertainment I parted from Greenfield & through an
unusually fine country, crossed the Connecticut (shrunk to a
rivulet in this place somewhere in Montagu).... From Mr Haven’s
garret bed I sallied forth Tuesday morng [sic] towards
Hubbardston, but my cramped limbs made little speed. After
dining in Hubbardston I walked seven miles farther to Princeton
designing to ascend Wachusett with my tall cousin Thomas
Greenough if I should find him there, & then set out for home
in the next day’s stage. But when morning came, & the stage was
brought, and the mountain was a mile & a half away — I learned
again an old lesson, that, the beldam Disappointment sits at
Hope’s door. I jumped into the stage & rode away, Wachusett
untrod.... Close cooped in a stage coach with a score of happy
dusty rustics the pilgrim continued his ride to Waltham, and
alighting there, spent an agreeable evening at Rev. Mr Ripley’s
Home he came from thence the next morning, right glad to sit
down once more in a quiet wellfed family — at Canterbury.

VENUS

GEORGE RIPLEY
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 August 29, Friday Evening: Back in London, Mary Godwin Wollstonecraft Shelley was able to witness the 
transition of which she had gotten wind in Paris, of her FRANKENSTEIN to the stage. It had been adapted by 
the playwright H.M. Milner under the title “Frankenstein; or, The Man and the Monster.” “I found myself 
famous! Frankenstein had prodigious success as a drama and was about to be repeated for the 23rd night at 
the English Opera House.” In the dramatic finale the monster, played by Thomas Potter Cooke,32 stabbed his 
creator and plunged into the lava of Mt. Etna.

Juan Antonio Yandiola Garay replaced Jose Maria Pando as 1st Secretary of State of Spain.

 August 30, Saturday: Giacomo Costantino Beltrami arrived back at Fort St. Anthony. He would continue 
down the Mississippi River toward his original destination, New Orleans, Louisiana.

The recollection of John Adams was that the 5-person committee for the preparation of a Declaration of 
Independence document (John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, Robert Livingston, and Roger 
Sherman) had appointed Jefferson and him to produce a draft document. Jefferson wrote to James Madison 
on this date, however, insisting that to the contrary, this 5-person committee actually had “unanimously 
pressed on myself alone to undertake the draught.” Jefferson had always been willing to admit that, in 
promoting himself as the sole author of the Declaration, he had not meant to give anybody the idea he had 
been in any way original or creative: “I did not consider it as any part of my charge to invent new ideas 
altogether and to offer no sentiment which had ever been expressed before,” he had communicated to Adams 
as early as 1819.33 The accusations that the principles contained within the Declaration had been previously 
voiced in Congress and set into print by writers such as John Locke “may all be true,” he wrote to Madison at 
this point, but “whether I had gathered my ideas from reading or reflection I do not know. I know only that I 

32.Cooke, as a sailor, had been shipwrecked in 1804 and had determined to seek a new career. He would appear more than 350 times 
in his new instar as Dr. Frankenstein’s monster.
33. Cappon, Lester J., ed. THE ADAMS-JEFFERSON LETTERS: THE COMPLETE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THOMAS JEFFERSON 
AND JOHN AND ABIGAIL ADAMS. Chapel Hill NC: 1959, Volume II, pages 543-4
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turned to neither book or pamphlet while writing it.”34 (At some point in these early 1820s, R.H. Lee’s 
grandson and namesake had struck a raw nerve with Jefferson concerning authorship of the Declaration of 
Independence by insisting that a “small part of that memorable instrument” should be attributed to Jefferson,” 
since the remainder of it “he stole from LOCKE'S ESSAYS.” Jefferson had attempted to explain in response 
that his goal had been  “not to find out new principles, or new arguments never before thought of, not merely 
to say things which had never been said before; but to place before mankind the common sense of the subject, 
in terms so plain and firm as to command their assent.... Neither aiming at originality of principles or 
sentiments, nor yet copied from any particular or previous writing, it was intended to be an expression of the 
American mind.... All its authority rests then on the harmonizing sentiments of the day, whether expressed in 
conversation, in letters, printed essays, or the elementary books of public right, as Aristotle, Cicero, Locke.”)

 August 31, Sunday: French troops stormed and conquered the Trocadero and entered Cadiz. This would be 
enough to restore King Ferdinand VII to power.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 31 of 8 M / Before I went to Meeting my mind was 
[nouri]shed with the Arising of Life - on taking my seat the 
same feelings were renew’d & desires raised that it might spread 
over the Meeting - early in the meeting Hannah Dennis was engaged 
in supplication - followed by Father Rodman in Testimony in 
which I thought life rose & spread over the meeting which was 
large & solid — small & silent in the Afternoon. —

 September: Samuel Taylor Coleridge began YOUTH AND AGE.

34. Smith, James Morton, ed. THE REPUBLIC OF LETTERS: THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THOMAS JEFFERSON AND JAMES 
MADISON, 1776-1826. NY: 1995, Volume III, pages 1875-6
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 September: Noah Webster received an LL.D. from Yale College.

David Mack (III) graduated at the age of 19 from Yale. He would study law with an uncle, Elisha Mack of 
Salem, Massachusetts, and at Yale Law School, and then practice law successfully for several years in 
Andover, Massachusetts until overcome by conscience at the advocate’s need to “make the worse appear the 
better course.” (Sticking close to the truth while teaching the young would prove ever so much more 
congenial!)

 September: The first mill wheel began to turn at the canal around the 30 to 35-foot drop in the Merrimack 
River at Pawtucket Falls. Industrial Lowell was beginning to form, although it would not incorporate as a town 
until 1836, a year after it was connected to Boston by railway.

 September: Ephraim Buttrick was admitted to the bar, and settled in East Cambridge.
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 September: The Concord Academy opened under the guidance of George Folsom, who would keep the school 
for the initial couple of years of its existence and then would be succeeded by Josiah Barnes and Richard 
Hildreth, each for one year.

EDUCATION.— Many of the original inhabitants of Concord were well
educated in their native country; and, “to the end that learning
be not buried in the graves of the forefathers,” schools were
provided at an early period for the instruction of their
children. In 1647, towns of 50 families were required to have a
common school, and of 100 families, a grammar school. Concord
had the latter before 1680. An order was sent to this town,
requiring “a list of the names of those young persons within the
bounds of the town, and adjacent farms, who live from under
family government, who do not serve their parents or masters,
as children, apprentices, hired servants, or journeymen ought
to do, and usually did in our native country”; agreeably to a
law, that “all children and youth, under family government, be
taught to read perfectly the English tongue, have knowledge in
the capital laws, and be taught some orthodox catechism and that
they be brought up to some honest employment.” On the back of
this order is this return: “I have made dillygent inquiry
according to this warrant and find no defects to return. Simon
Davis, Constable. March 31, 1680.” During the 30 years
subsequent to this period, which I [Lemuel Shattuck] have
denominated the dark age in Massachusetts, few towns escaped a
fine for neglecting the wholesome laws for the promotion of
education. Though it does not appear that Concord was fined, a
committee was appointed in 1692, to petition the General Court,
“to ease us in the law relating to the grammar school-master,”
or to procure one “with prudence for the benefit of learning,
and saving the town from fine.” From that time, however, this
school was constantly maintained. For several years subsequent
to 1700, no appropriations were made to any other school. In
1701, grammar scholars paid 4d. and reading scholars 2d. per
week towards its support; and from that time to 1712, from £20
to £30 were annually raised. In 1715, it was kept one quarter,
in different parts of the town, for £40. The next year £50 were
raised for schools; £35 for the centre, and £5 for each of the
other three divisions. In 1722, Timothy Minott agreed to keep
the school, for ten years, at £45 per year. In 1732, £50 were
raised for the centre and £30 for the “out-schools”; and each
schoolmaster was obliged to teach the scholars to read, write,
and cipher, — all to be free. In 1740, £40 for the centre, and
£80 for the others. These grants were in the currency of the
times. In 1754, £40 lawful money were granted, £25 of which were
for the centre. Teachers in the out-schools usually received 1s.
per day for their services. The grammar-school was substituted
for all others in 1767, and kept 12 weeks in the centre, and 6
weeks each, in 6 other parts, or “school societies” of the town.
There were then 6 schoolhouses, 2 of which were in the present
[1835] limits of Carlisle, and the others near where Nos. 1, 2,
4, and 6, now [1835] stand. This system of a moving school, as
it was termed, was not, however, continued many years. In 1774
the school money was first divided in proportion to the polls
and estates.
The districts were regulated, in 1781, nearly as they now [1835]
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are. The town raised £120, in 1784, for the support of schools,
and voted, that “one sixteenth part of the money the several
societies in the out-parts of the town pay towards this sum,
should be taken and added to the pay of the middle society for
the support of the grammar-school; and the out-parts to have the
remainder to be spent in schools only.” This method of dividing
the school-money was continued till 1817, when the town voted,
that it should be distributed to each district, including the
centre, according to its proportion of the town taxes.
The appropriations for schools from 1781 to 1783, was £100; from
1784 to 1792, £125; 1793, £145; 1794 and 1795, £200; 1796 to
1801, £250; 1802 to 1806, $1,000; 1807 to 1810, $1,300; 1811,
$1,600; 1812 to 1816, $1,300; 1817 and since, $1,400. There are
7 districts, among which the money, including the Cuming’s
donation, has been divided, at different periods, as follows.
The last column contains the new division as permanently fixed
in 1831. The town then determined the amount that should be paid
annually to each district, in the following proportions. The
whole school-money being divided into 100 parts, district, No.
1, is to have 52½ of those parts, or $761.25 out of $1,550;
district, No. 2, 75/8 parts; district, No. 3, 8¼ parts; district,
No. 4, 85/8 parts; district, No. 5, 8¼ parts; district, No. 6,
71/8 parts; district No. 7, 7

1/8 parts; and to individuals who
pay their money in Lincoln and Acton, ½ a part.

District. Old Names. 1801. 1811. 1821. 1830. 1832.

No. 1. Central $382.92 $791.48 $646.15 $789.18 $761.25

No. 2. East 95.28 155.45 160.26 109.69 110.56¼

No. 3. Corner 68.49 135.48 142.48 117.00 119.62-½

No. 4. Darby 70.53 130.69 123.10 138.23 125.06¼

No. 5. Barrett 107.29 163.51 145.89 125.11 119.62¼

No. 6. Groton Road 64.63 105.41 93.55 79.16 103.31¼

No. 7. Buttrick 67.64 126.68 114.16 84.77 103.31¼

Individuals 22.22 41.30 24.41 6.86 7.25

$884.00 1,650.00 1,450.00 1,450.00 1,450.00
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At the erection of new school-houses in 1799, the first school committee 
was chosen, consisting of the Rev. Ezra Ripley, Abiel Heywood, Esq., Deacon 
John White, Dr. Joseph Hunt, and Deacon George Minott. On their 
recommendation, the town adopted a uniform system of school regulations, 
which are distinguished for enlightened views of education, and which, by 
being generally followed since, under some modification, have rendered our 
schools among our greatest blessings.
The amount paid for private schools, including the Academy, was estimated, 
in 1830, at $600, making the annual expenditure for education $2,050. Few 
towns provide more ample means for acquiring a cheap and competent 
education. I [Lemuel Shattuck] have subjoined the names of the teachers 
of the grammar-school since the Revolution, — the year usually beginning 
in September.

1785 Nathaniel Bridge 9 months 1812 Isaac Warren 1 year

1786 JOSEPH HUNT 2½ years 1813 JOHN BROWN 1 year

1788 William A. Barron 3 years 1814 Oliver Patten 1 year

1791 Amos Bancroft 1 year 1815 Stevens Everett 9 months

1792 Heber Chase 1 year 1815 Silas Holman 3 months

1793 WILLIAM JONES 1 year 1816 George F. Farley 1 year

1794 Samuel Thatcher 1 year 1817 James Howe 1 year

1795 JAMES TEMPLE 2 years 1818 Samuel Barrett 1 year

1797 Thomas O. Selfridge 1 year 1819 BENJAMIN BARRETT 1 year

1798 THOMAS WHITING 4 years 1820 Abner Forbes 2 years

1802 Levi Frisbie 1 year 1822 Othniel Dinsmore 3 years

1803 Silas Warren 4 years 1825 James Furbish 1 year

1807 Wyman Richardson 1 year 1826 EDWARD JARVIS 1 year

1808 Ralph Sanger 1 year 1827 Horatio Wood 1 year

1809 Benjamin Willard 1 year 1828 David J. Merrill 1 year

1810 Elijah F. Paige 1 year 1829 John Graham 1 year

1811 Simeon Putnam 1 year 1831 John Brown
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The Concord Academy was established, in 1822, by several gentlemen, who were desirous of providing 
means for educating their own children and others more thoroughly than they could be at the grammar-school 
(attended, as it usually is, by a large number of scholars) or by sending them abroad. A neat, commodious 
building was erected, in a pleasant part of the town, by the proprietors, consisting of the Hon. Samuel Hoar, 
the Hon. Abiel Heywood, and Mr. Josiah Davis, who own a quarter each, and the Hon. Nathan Brooks and 
Colonel William Whiting, who own an eighth each. Their intention has always been to make the school equal 
to any other similar one. It was opened in September, 1823, under the instruction of Mr. George Folsom, who 
kept it two years. He was succeeded by Mr. Josiah Barnes and Mr. Richard Hildreth, each one year.
Mr. Phineas Allen, son of Mr. Phineas Allen of Medfield, who was born October 15, 1801, and graduated at 
Harvard College in 1825, has been the preceptor since September, 1827.35

 September 1, Monday: In Providence, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

2nd day 1 of 9 m 1823 / This Afternoon with David Buffum took 
the Steam boat for Providence in order to attend the meeting of 
the Sub — School Committee & a Meeting of the Trustees of Browns 
Benevolent Fund & arrived at Dorcas Browns in time to take a 
good dish of tea, where we found Moses Brown who took David in 
his Chaise & I walked to his house & lodged

 September 3, Wednesday: Gaetano Donizetti’s dramma giocoso Il fortunato inganno to words of Tottola was 
performed for the initial time, in Teatro Nuovo, Naples (this would receive only two more performances).

 September 4, Thursday: Jose Luyando replaced Juan Antonio Yandiola Garay as 1st Secretary of State of 
Spain.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal about the events of the previous 
day and night:

3rd day 2nd of 9th M 1823 / After Breakfast We all went up to 
the School House, B Freeborn in addition, & attended the Meeting 
of the Sub committee — after Dining at the School House I left 
D Buffum & others there to attend the Meeting for Sufferings - 
& went into Providence to visit several of my friends - Jos 
Anthony among the Number - then returned to the School H & from 
thence to M Browns too tea & lodged - Next Morning Went into 
Providence & attended a Meeting of Obadiah Browns Benevolent 
find held at Wm Jenkins house where we dined. — took tea at 
Dorcas Browns & from thence D Buffum & I went on board the Steam 
boat at 6 OC PM with about 250 pasengers Night came on with a 
thick fog, & runing in the dark we went on the north point of 
Rose Island in a dangerous Situation, but fortunately no damage 
appeard to be done to the boat. — There we lay, not knowing where 
we were till day light, suffering much for want of Sleep, hunger 
& thurst till the tide rose in the Morning, when we got off, 

35. Lemuel Shattuck’s 1835 A HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF CONCORD;.... Boston MA: Russell, Odiorne, 
and Company; Concord MA: John Stacy, 1835
(On or about November 11, 1837 Henry David Thoreau would indicate a familiarity 
with the contents of at least pages 2-3 and 6-9 of this historical study. On July 16, 1859 he would correct a date mistake
buried in the body of the text.)
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& arrived safe
I have been very sleepy & much fatigued all day & could not 
attend Meeting

 September 5, Friday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

6th day 5th of 9 M / This afternoon when I went to Aunt Patty 
Goulds to remove her from one bed to another as has been my dayly 
practice almost ever since her confinement I discoverd her to 
be weaker & a little hoarse, which inclined me to think that her 
change was not far off. —

 September 6, Saturday: James Madison responded reassuringly to Thomas Jefferson’s letter of August 30th, 
assured him that “Nothing can be more absurd than the cavil that the Declaration contains known and not new 
truths. The object was to assert not to discover truths, and to make them the basis of the Revolutionary Act. 
The merit of the Draught,” Madison offered, “could consist only in a lucid communication of human rights, a 
condensed enumeration of the reasons for such an exercise of them,” and prose “in a style and tone appropriate 
to the great occasion, and to the spirit of the American people.”36

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

7th day 6th of 9 M 1823 / In consequence of my being under 
necessity of attending the Proprietors Meeting I could bot go 
to aunt Martha Goulds [Aunt Patty} as early in the day as usual 
but at 4 OC in the afternoon when the Meeting broke up [—]lled 
in with a view to perform my daily labour & found her too low 
to be moved. She seemed past notice of any thing but after a 
little while revived & seemed in much distress & if she knew me 
at all it was not long at a time. — I procured two good Watchers 
for the night [—] Knowles & James Mitchells Wife, which was all 
I could do for her

 September 8, Monday: A sermon was preached by the Reverend Wilkes Allen at the interment of the 
Reverend Henry Cummings, D.D., of Billerica. There would be two editions of this sermon printed.

Ferdinand Herold’s opera L’asthenie to words of Chaillou was performed for the initial time, in the Paris 
Opera.

 September 9, Tuesday: Joseph Leidy was born in Philadelphia as the son of a hatter at Third street above Vine, 
Philip Leidy, with Catherine Mellick Leidy, who would 20 months later die while giving birth to his brother 
Thomas Leidy.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal of events since the previous 
Sunday:

36. Smith, James Morton, ed., THE REPUBLIC OF LETTERS: THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THOMAS JEFFERSON AND JAMES 
MADISON, 1776-1826. NY, 1995, Volume III, page 1877
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1st day 7th of 9 M / Aunt Patty is living this Morning & so was 
not to be expected to survive the Day she lays very still, & 
notices nothing about her. I staid from [—ing] in the forenoon, 
to be there in case of a change Henry Gould staid in the 
Afternoon & I went to Meeting & she died about an hour after the 
Meeting broke, very easily & quietly, thus ending a life of more 
than 86 Years I have no doubt in peace with God & all men [few] 
Women having lived more exemlary lives tho’ she was always poor, 
yet she exerted herself to get to meetings & was particularly 
careful to attend those in the middle of the week, & devoted 
much time to the Service of Society, under various appointments 
for about 20 Years in the Station of an Overseer, in which 
appointment she was carefully zealous in supporting the 
Discipline, & the various testimonys which our Society bares to 
the world, in plainness of dress & address & in moderation & 
temperance in all things - such was her concern on these accounts 
that she often labourd with those young in years with 
acceptance, & such was her easy mode of address & care to abide 
in the life that she seldom gave offence to those with whom she 
had to labour tho’ circumstances often lead to close & plain 
dealing, but had easy access & good place with most of the 
members of this preparative Meeting untill confined at home by 
Age & infermity. She however got out & attended Meetings, 
occasionaly till within three Years of her Death, - during her 
illness which was attended with much pain she manifested much 
christian patience, which considering her mind was previously 
much impair’d from age & infirmity is remarkable. - In her 
younger days she Possessed an uncommonly clear understanding, 
which however was much concealed from the world, from geat 
natural diffidence, from which circumstance her usefulness in 
life was not so conspicuous as it might have been however a 
strong desire faithfully to discharge every religious & social 
duty, often brought her forward both in Meetings for discipline 
& among her friends social circles.
On Third Day 9th of the M Her remains were decently interd in 
Friends burying ground near the Meeting House where her father 
Mother & Grandfather Benjamin Stanton were buried, after a quiet 
sold opportunitry at the house - wherein a short testimony was 
born by Father Rodman

 September 10, Wednesday: The Champlain Canal was completed at a cost of $875,000 (excluding the feeder 
to Glens Falls) finally connecting the Hudson River with Lake Champlain.

Lands belonging to Mary Jemison, the “White Woman of the Genesee,” were sold to Micah Brooks and Jellis 
Clute for next to nothing.

Per the journal of Albert Gallatin’s son James as recorded in THE DIARY OF JAMES GALLATIN:

Back again in Baltimore and most thankful. A horrible place on
the Eastern shore of Maryland called Sennox, a wooden shanty to
live in, food not so bad but we have to eat like pigs. When we
arrived and saw what it was going to be like we commenced to
laugh and we could not stop ourselves. The poor people thought
we must be lunatics. Father has gone to his beloved Western
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Virginia alone. Albert is there. He is going to report to us how
the beautiful new residence is progressing. They tell me
Baltimore is very cheerful in the winter. It does not look much
like it now. Mr. Patterson, Madame Bonaparte’s father, has
kindly invited us to dinner, fortunately the weather is much
cooler. General Reubel and his wife have just called. They are
living with Monsieur Pascault who has the beautiful daughter.

Johann Simon Mayr was elected president of the Ateneo, Bergamo.

The National Assembly of Peru named Simón Bolívar as supreme commander of the country.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 11th of 9 M 1823 / Short testimony from J Dennis - 
a [low?] time at Meeting. —

 September 12, Friday: Although there had been a general decline in the English woolen industry, weaving had 
continued spasmodically and the spinning of worsted yarns was at this point certainly still being carried on in 
Saffron Walden. There would be an unexpected resurgence during the early 19th Century due to the 
introduction of Norfolk crepe weaving and there would come to be as many as 900 looms busy in the town 
and nearby villages, supplying a factory on Bridge Street. Cottages would be constructed for weavers on East 
Street, Mount Pleasant, and Copt Hall. The Lord Braybrooke of that period would distrust this as the industry 
employed mostly young women among whom “high wages led to idle and extravagant habits, so that the 
discontinuance of the work cannot be matter for regret.” His desire would become reality, for a day would 
soon arrive when the last loom was silenced.

The Chelmsford Gazette of Essex, England reported on this day that the local silk factory had been reduced 
to paying good wages in order to attract laboring girls. They were forced into paying such high wages, in fact, 
that these girls were in danger of rising above their station in life, and making themselves “mistaken for 
persons of distinction,” at great hazard both to their own better interests and to the stability of proper society 
as it is presently constituted. In England, if not in other locations on this benighted globe, one needs to keep 
in one’s place or one will need to be put in one’s place. –What had happened? What had happened was that 
two young ladies employed by a local silk factory had spun and spun, six days a week, week in week out, and 
had earned enough and had reserved enough to fashion for themselves elegant silk outfits of their own, elegant 
silk outfits not for persons of quality but for their own humble persons, to which they had had the temerity to 
add fashionable bonnets complete with the plumes of birds in the style of the period. And, decked out in this 
guise, they had gone on their seventh day, their one day of rest and worship, into the parish church of Saffron 
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Walden (evidently the Church of England, as this could not have been the Friends meeting), where:

This curious incident, worthy of comment by the local papers of the period, has been collected for us by Paul 
Johnson, author of a recent history-book THE BIRTH OF THE MODERN: WORLD SOCIETY 1815-3037 in a 
chapter titled “Honorable Gentlemen and Weaker Vessels.” Although the express and covert agendas of the 
two young laborers in question have been elided, the incident comes to us through at least three layers of 
interpretation, the layer supplied by these “clergymen” and their “clerk,” the layer supplied by the Chelmsford 
Gazette, and the layer supplied by Mr. Paul Johnson, and I (Austin Meredith) will now proceed to superimpose 
upon these three layers my own layer of commentary, exegesis, and interpretation.

First, these two Weaker Vessels were in effect presenting themselves to persons of means, as goods for use. 
That is, they were young bait, to be perhaps consumed by some ladies of means who wanted servant 
companions, or to be perhaps consumed by some Honorable Gentlemen of means who wanted female 
companionship — the two sorts of needy nobles who would have taken their places in their family pews in 
that established church on that calm day of worship. We may remind ourselves that whether one is trolling or 
not depends upon whether one is bait or not, not upon whether one thinks of oneself as making oneself 
available to be used, so this would have been the case whether the factory girls were aware of what they were 
doing or whether they thought they were merely toying with their honest love for pretty, clean clothing and 
their honest self-respect for being accomplished seamstresses and their honest desire to make themselves 
worthy of the world they saw around them. As such, we may hope that the net effect of the actions of the clerk 
and the clergy, upon the discovery of their outrageous sham, helped them correct their error and return to a 
safer place in their lives.

“The needle is the chain of woman, and has fettered her 
more than the laws of the country.”

— Professor Maria Mitchell

Second, the religious people of that church seem to have been settled in their awareness that Sunday is the day 
for religion, that is, for the display of one’s rank and one’s privilege among one’s fellows. This was, to mention 
a term mobilized by Søren Aabye Kierkegaard, “Christendom.” Christendom existed, in Saffron-Walden in 
1823. Whatever else Saffron Walden was, whether it was Waldensian and Huguenot and Quaker and 
nonconformist and antinomian and leveling in its origins as we will explore below, it was also great enough 
to contain very ordinary and establishment types of being, such as factory managers and manufactory girls 
and salaried clergy and church ladies, and we should not avoid this order of complexity.

Third, the press of the day clearly knew its task, and clearly was aware that disposable income was not good 
for the lives of disposable people. “Utopian schemes” for giving the common people information which they 
don’t need and probably don’t want “would soon confuse that distinction of ranks and classes of society, upon 
which the general welfare hinges.” If there is one thing the Brits cannot afford, it is to run the risks inherent 
in an elevation of the minds “of those doomed to the drudgery of daily labour above their condition.” Oh, no, 
that would be unkind, for we would be “thereby rendering them discontented and unhappy with their lot.”38 

37. New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 1991, page 482. This is a secondary or tertiary work: Johnson got his information, he says, 
from a reading of Bovill’s ENGLISH COUNTRY LIFE, 1780-1830, page 16.
38. The quoted phrases are from the reasonings of an Anglican “educational reformer” named Dr. Andrew Bell, writing in 1811.

The clergymen politely directed the strangers to be
shown to a pew suitable to their appearance, and at the
conclusion of the service enquired of the clerk whether
he knew these elegantly-dressed young ladies, when
behold it was discovered that they were two girls from
the Walden silk manufactory.

Paul Johnson. THE BIRTH OF THE MODERN: WORLD SOCIETY 1815-30. NY: HarperCollins Publishers, 1991, page 482.
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Whereas that press might have been working toward the inauguration of health care for factory laborers –
so that for instance a factory girl might have remained in her dormitory if she had a throbbing headache during 
her time of month and yet not have been forced to do without her day’s pay– or might have been fulminating 
against the misuse of child laborers –so that a child from a family without means might have secured an 
elementary education and an opportunity to have had a childhood rather than merely stooped shoulders and a 
chronic case of “factory lung”– that press was instead daring to champion the provident against the insolence 
and impudence of the powerless.

Fourth, this author of this recent history-book, Paul Johnson, has for his own reasons been pandering such tales 
to us, in all historical directness, with a great deal of agenda but with all of his agenda carefully concealed with 
the exception of the point of its tail and, occasionally, its flickering, forked tongue. –But you’d have to read 
all one thousand pages of that serial tome, THE BIRTH OF THE MODERN: WORLD SOCIETY 1815-30, in order 
to get my drift, and the study of such studies is not quite what I have in mind for you.

Saffron-Walden is now, as it was then, roughly 40 miles north-northeast of the urban sprawl of London. 
Its current British “zip code” is CB11 3EB. It was named for the Waldensians, early continental religious 
dissenters and fugitives from the Inquisition, who settled there, and from the saffron plant which had been 
cultivated in its fields since the time of Edward III, in the 14th Century, until the 18th Century. 
The Waldensians evolved into, among other things, Quakers, and there is indeed an ancient Quaker 

educational institution in town, still operational.39 This is a secondary co-educational boarding school, and it 
also accepts day students, to its current total of 307 pupils. There are old Roman ruins near this town, a 12th-
Century castle, and a 15th-Century church holding the tomb of one of the chancellors of King Henry VIII, 
plus, nearby, there is this chancellor’s Jacobean mansion, called Audley End. However, the main claim to fame 
of this community of exiles north-northeast of London, before Thoreau gave it a mention, was that in the 16th 
Century Thomas Nashe gave it a mention in a satiric poem: “Haue with you to Saffron Walden.” By that Nash 
meant, sarcastically, that when a member of the peerage is out of favor at court he needs exile himself to one 
or another country estate, such as Audley End, in the countryside, just as Audley had gone to his end at Audley 
End, and just as these humble diaspora peoples, the Waldensians, had haued themselves to the English 
countryside to grow saffron upon their escape from the French Inquisition.40

 September 14, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 14 of 9 M / Rather a trying Meeting both on account of 
my own low condition, & testimonys that were borne, which seemed 
of a doubtful cast. —it is said that ministers need the sympathy 

39. Refer to John Bellers’s PROPOSALS FOR A COLLEDGE OF INDUSTRY of 1695, and the establishment of a Friends’ Workhouse and 
School at Clerkenwell in Kent. The workhouse effort eventually was abandoned, and the Quaker school was relocated to Saffron-
Walden in 1702.
40. It really kills a joke when you have to explain it.
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of their friends, & I think also [our?,the?] elders need the 
sympathy & prayers of the body, that they may be enabled to do 
their duty with propriety -

 September 16, Tuesday: Carl Maria von Weber traveled to Vienna for the premiere of Euryanthe.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

3rd day 16th of 9 M / This evening recd a note from Abigail 
Robinson [cont]aining an extract of a letter from Mary Morton 
giving an [acco]unt of the Death of Joseph Rodman at Burlington 
N Jersey. —

 September 17, Wednesday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

4th day 17 of 9 M / This Afternoon rec’d a letter from Stephen 
Grellett giving the particulars of Joseph Rodmans Decease - It 
appears he went to the House of the Widow Ann Myers on the 5th 
inst and friends Meeting in the afternoon on 1st day [Sunday] 
& the next day was ill - he Died on the 10th & was buried on the 
11th in [friends?] burying ground at Burlington N Jersey Aged 
46 Years

 September 18, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 18th of 9th M / Small & hard meeting to me. — One short 
testimony [con]cerning which I must suspend Judgement ——

 September 20, Saturday: The Liszt family left Vienna for Paris.

Franz Schubert wrote to the Styrian Musical Society in Graz, thanking them for the honorary membership they 
had voted for him during the previous April. This was the 1st official honor he had received.

 September 21, Sunday: Joseph Smith, Jr. reported that he had been visited by an angel who called himself 
“Moroni.”

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 21st of 9 M / Our Morning Meeting was large, but soon 
after it settled I felt unwell & considered it unsafe for me 
[there?] so I came out & came home. — In the afternoon went again 
& was comfortable in body & mind, indeed it has been a day of 
favour for which I desire to be thankful. — Took tea with my 
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H & John at Father Rodmans. —

 September 22, Monday: Stanhope arrived at Argostoli.

Per the journal of Albert Gallatin’s son James as recorded in THE DIARY OF JAMES GALLATIN:

I have seen Miss Pascault; Madame Bonaparte was right. I have
never seen anything more lovely. As Madame Reubel has invited
me to call I will certainly take advantage of her invitation.

Incidental music to Hell’s play Ali Baba oder Die 40 Rauber by Heinrich August Marschner was performed 
for the initial time, in Dresden.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 25th of 9th M / Our Moy [Monthly] Meeting this day held 
in Town was a pretty good one. Anne Greene & A Sherman preached. 
— In the last Jonathon Nichols & Sister Elizabeth Rodman & 
Welcome Congdon rec’d their liberty to Marry according to the 
good order of Friends. —

[This volume of Friend Stephen Gould’s journal ends at this 
point with a list of names: Ruth Hallack, Sarah Hull, Ruth 
Halsted, space, Olive Cobb, Lydia Purinton, Eunice Jones, Susan 
Collins, Sarah Collins, Edwd Cobb, Thos Jones, John Reid.]
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 September 23, Tuesday: The Angel Moroni had visited Joseph Smith, Jr. a total of three times in his bedroom, 
explaining that Joseph was being called to translate the ancient record of God’s dealings with the former 
inhabitants of the Americas. This record was to be discovered inside a stone box underneath a rock, by digging 
in a hill a few miles from Smith’s home, now referred to as “Hill Cumorah.”41 

Joseph was instructed to meet with the angel on the anniversaries of that day, until God should deem him 
prepared to provide this translation.

Getting the materials home from the hill proved to be a great problem. He would be accosted by two or three 
men who would attempt to seize the heavy object, and he would need to knock them down and run for it. It is 
not easy to run while carrying an object so heavy, even if you are an athletic lad, by this point six feet tall! 
Joseph would keep the golden plates he had unearthed in a wooden box that he would allow others to heft but 
not to peek into. The golden plates were bound together with three D-rings. When Joseph would finish his 
translation of the ancient Egyptian markings on the plates, he would explain, he put them back where he had 
found them — and don’t you know, to this day the buried treasure has not been re-discovered.42

41.This is a “drumlin” or long glacial hill with steep sides and a sloping end, formed in this region from north to south under an 
advancing continental ice sheet. Oliver Cowdery would describe it as of 1830:

The north end rose suddenly from the plain, forming a promontory without timber, but covered with grass. 
As you passed to the south you soon came to scattering timber, the surface having been cleared by art or by 
wind; and a short distance further left, you are surrounded with the common forest of the country. … It was 
at the second mentioned place where the record was found to be deposited, on the west side of the hill, not 
far from the top down its side.

42. Since the package containing the plates was estimated to “heft” at about fifty pounds, give or take ten, even if the sheets were 
not pure gold at today’s commodity prices they would fetch a pretty penny for the archaeologist who succeeds in finding them.
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 September 24, Wednesday: Per the journal of Albert Gallatin’s son James as recorded in THE DIARY OF JAMES 
GALLATIN:

I went this afternoon to Monsieur Pascault’s house,43 it is the
oldest house in Baltimore. Most beautiful iron gates that he had
sent from France, an air of refinement about the interior that
I have never seen out of France. I was received by Madame Reubel,
who is very handsome. She has a daughter and two sons; the
youngest, Frederic, is the handsomest young man I have ever
seen. He must be about seventeen. Mlle Pascault was charming.
I am without doubt in love with her. Her father has lost most
of his money. Madame Reubel begged me to sup with them to-morrow
evening; quite sans facon. She wishes to present me to her father
- he is very old. Madame Pascault never appears.

 September 26, Friday: Franz Liszt and his family arrived in München from Vienna.

Per the journal of Albert Gallatin’s son James as recorded in THE DIARY OF JAMES GALLATIN:

I am quite off my head. Monsieur Pascault, who is the Marquis
de Poleon, is a gentleman of the old regime. No wonder his
daughter is so well bred. He received me with the most wonderful
courtesy-tapped a beautiful gold snuff-box and offered it to me.
The supper quite simple but served on beautiful silver.
Everything had the air of the greatest refinement. I thought
myself back in France again. I will speak to father tomorrow and
beg him to approach Monsieur Pascault - with a view of my paying
my addresses to his daughter.

 September 27, Saturday: Per the journal of Albert Gallatin’s son James as recorded in THE DIARY OF JAMES 
GALLATIN:

I have written to father, who is in New Geneva, telling him that
I wish, if she consents, to make Miss Pascault my wife. Frances
had a letter from him to-day which is most amusing. He gives
a description of the home. 

The architect is some local man who never built a house before.
He had no idea of Grecian architecture but a style of his own
which is Hiberno-teutonic. The outside is like a French barracks
with port-hole windows, the inside ornamentations like those of
a Dutch tavern, so that the French marble chimney-pieces,
mirrors and papers which he sent out are rather out of place.
The workmen are still there and live and board in what Lucien
calls “The Chateau.” The approach to the house is hidden by a
log-cabin which is occupied by Monsieur, Madame, Mlle and the
petite Bouffe family. Albert has taken possession of the only
parlour in the old brick house. This young gentleman has four
guns, a pointer, three boats, two riding horses, and a pet colt
smaller than a jackass. His wardrobe is distributed about the
parlour. A billiard-table with Albert’s old stockings for

43.This was Jean Charles Marie Louis Pascault, Marquis de Poleon. His father married a Mlle Dupuy, a daughter of a naval surgeon. 
It was considered a mesalliance, and he was given a large estate in St. Domingo. He died in 1766. His son escaped with his family 
during the massacre of St. Domingo. As France was in such a disturbed state he sailed to Baltimore.
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pockets. “So, my dear daughter,” he adds, “we will pass the
winter in Baltimore.” This is a respite for us. I am delighted,
for this will give me an opportunity for pressing my suit with
Miss Pascault. I am anxiously awaiting father’s answer to my
letter. I know it would be wise.

 September 28, Sunday:  Annibale Francesco Sermattei, conte della Genga became Pope Leo XII.

 September 29, Monday: Per the journal of Albert Gallatin’s son James as recorded in THE DIARY OF JAMES 
GALLATIN:

I have again called at Mr. Pascault’s, and was received most
kindly. I had some conversation with Mlle Josephine; she is so
absolutely gentle and sweet, I am certain I am not good enough
for her. We dine at the Patterson’s again to-morrow. Madame
Bonaparte has written to her father to be most civil to us.
Madame Reubel and Mlle Pascault are to be of the guests.

 September 30, Tuesday: The constitutional regency in Cadiz released King Fernando in return for amnesty 
from the surrounding French army.

 Fall: Horatio Wood matriculated at Harvard College.

Looking for a good location in which to set up their winter camp, fur trappers Jedediah Smith and Thomas 
Fitzpatrick led their crew south from the Yellowstone River to the Sweetwater River (they were guessing that 
this eastward-flowing river would in the following spring convey them to the Missouri River).

A pair of slave-catchers attired in Kentucky’s characteristic green leggings arrived in Lockport, New York. 
At that time Darius Comstock, a Quaker, was employing a large crew of Irish laborers to dig a section of the 
Erie Canal he had under contract, and they were making their way slowly though a local rocky ridge. Friend 
Darius and his brother Joseph were known to be sympathizers with the fugitive slave. Under a warrant issued 
by Hiram Gardner, Justice of the Peace, the Kentuckians seized Joseph Pickard, a local black barber. Friend 
Darius rushed to the office of the Justice, which was on the 2d floor of a wooden building near Brown’s hat 
store and was entered by a flight of stairs on the outside. A large crowd of his canal workmen packed the street 
in front of the office. With the examination in progress, the barber sprang though an open window and landed 
in the street below, but the slave-catchers rushed down the stairs with drawn pistols and again collared him. 
G.W. Rogers and others surrounded the Kentuckians, defying them to shoot, and an agreement was reached to 
take the barber back upstairs to allow Justice of the Peace Gardner to hear the case. When the Justice 
discharged Pickard for want of proof that he was the property of the persons claiming him, this pair of 
Kentuckian slave-catchers departed the area.

FALL 1823
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 October: An aqueduct designed by David Stanhope Bates was completed in Rochester, to carry the Erie Canal 
over the Genesee River.

 October: Captain Jones Very took his oldest son, Jones Very, Jr., ten years of age, on a voyage to New Orleans, 
France, and Portugal. Off Key West, on the first leg of their venture, Captain Jones’s ship was pursued by a 
pirate vessel, which they managed to elude. Wooo-oooo, what an adventure! They would not be returning to 
Salem until August 31, 1824.

 October: The Supreme Court of Massachusetts set aside the verdict of the Taunton court in the Camillus 
Griffith/John Randolph case of slave catching — the issue was, however, moot, as Randolph had made himself 
scarce.

 October 1, Wednesday: King Fernando VII of Spain was returned to full power by the French and immediately 
began the execution of his enemies.

The eastern section of the Erie Canal was completed, with continuous navigation possible from the Genesee 
River to Albany and Lake Champlain.

 October 2, Thursday: Robert F. Seale was offered £400 for his model of the island of St. Helena at the scale 
of a foot to a mile. This measured 10ft 6in X 6ft 8in.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 2nd of 10th M 1823 / This day Jonathon Nichols and Sister 
Elizabeth Rodman Solemnized their marriage. The Meeting was very 
large, being attended by many of what is called the gentry of 
the Town — a part of the sitting was solemn, but so many present 
who were not acquainted with either our mode of Worship, or 
Marriage, occasioned some stir in the forepart of the Meeting, 
also at the conclusion—. The Meeting, which was held in silence, 
excepting a Short address from J Dennis explaining the 
nexcessity of quietude to the Multitude.—
Divers of our friends went to the house to the Wedding, among 
whom was our Ancient & beloved friend David Buffum & his wife, 
& to me it was a pleasant Afternoon. Brother Jonathon & Sister 
Elizabeth, felt nearer to me than they had ever done -They 
conducted with true dignity of manners — I have no doubt they 
will do well, at least their desire is to do well & if they do 
well, they will be blessed. —

 October 3, Friday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

6th day 3 of 10 M / We set this Afternoon at Brother David 
Rodmans with Br Jonathon & Sister Elizabeth - as the time draws 

OCTOBER
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near for her separation from us, my feelings are not a little 
excited at the Prospect. —

 One Sunday in October: Waldo Emerson was deeply impressed by a “Discourse upon Revelation” by the 
Reverend William Ellery Channing, preaching in the Reverend Frederic Henry Hedge’s Federal Street Church 
in Boston:

 October 5, Sunday: While in Vienna for the premiere of Euryanthe, Carl Maria von Weber traveled to Baden 
to visit Ludwig van Beethoven.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 5th of 10 M / Our Morning Meeting was well attended 
Abigail Robinson was present & was favourd in Testimony to some 
length. — which is the first time of her appearance in that way 
for (I think) over two years & but very few times for some years 
past, her health being very feeble she has seldom been at 
Meeting. — a few words from Father Rodman in the Afternoon. —
Br Jonathon & Sister Elizabeth Nichols took tea with us, being 
the last time, as they expect to set out for Salem tomorrow 

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

I heard Dr Channing deliver a discourse upon Revelation as
standing in comparison with Nature. I have heard no sermon
approaching in excellence to this, since the Dudleian Lecture.
The language was a transparent medium, conveying with the utmost
distinctness, the pictures in his mind, to the minds of the
hearers. He considered God’s word to be the only expounder of
his works, & that Nature had always been found insufficient to
teach men the great doctrines which Revelation inculcated.
Astronomy had in one or two ways an unhappy tendency. An
universe of matter in which Deity would display his power &
greatness must be of infinite extent & complicate relations and
of course too vast to be measured by the eye & understanding of
man. Hence errors. Astron. reveals to us infinite number of
worlds like our own accommodated for the residence of such
beings as we of gross matter. But to kindle our piety & urge our
faith, we do not want such a world as this but a purer, a world
of morals & of spirits. La Place has written in the mountain
album of Switzerland his avowal of Atheism. Newton had a better
master than Suns & Stars. He learned of heaven ere he
philosophized, & after travelling through mazes of the universe
he returned to bow his laurelled head at the feet of Jesus of
Nazareth. Dr C. regarded Revelation as much a part of the order
of things as any other event. It would have been wise to have
made an abstract of the Discourse immediately.

ASTRONOMY
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Morning. —

 October 6, Monday: The 802-foot stone aqueduct over the Genesee River, constructed by David Stanhope 
Bates, opened in Rochester.

The East India Company government of the island of St. Helena found Robert F. Seale’s model of their island 
at the scale of a foot to a mile to be highly worthy, in fact considering it to be so dangerously accurate that it 
was a potential risk to the island’s security — the governor needed to make sure this would not be glimpsed 
by wicked foreign eyes.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

2nd day Morning 6th of 10 M 1823 / Br Jonathon & Sister Elizabeth 
set out for their home this morning at 9 OC. — I could not go 
up to take leave of them - I felt too much to admit of my doing 
it without emotion — I desire their welfare & have no doubt they 
desire ours. —

 October 7, Tuesday: The volunteer firemen of the Pawtucket Engine Company No. 2 (the village of 
Pawtucket was then a part of the town of Seekonk, Massachusetts, which included the area that would 
eventually become East Providence, Rhode Island) “retired in good order after partaking of some excellent 
brandy and rum presented by Mr. J. Burbank when he was honorably discharged from the Company.”

In Newport, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

3rd day 7 of 10 M / This Afternoon we attended the funeral of 
Mary Lee wife of Robert P Lee. She is a young woman whose loss 
is much lamented, of an Amiable & innocent life, cut short at 
the Age of 26 years & married one Year & about ten Months. - 
early in life she was Baptized in Water, according to the 
Sabatarian Society, but at her Marriage with R P Lee she was 
Satisfied to attend Friends Meeting with him. The funeral was 
conducted according to the order of Friends & her remains were 
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interd in the upper burying place in the Medow Field. —

 October 8, Wednesday: The first Erie Canal boats arrived in Albany.

 October 9, Thursday: Mary Ann Shadd was born to Abraham Shadd and Harriett Shadd in Wilmington, 
Delaware. She would be the oldest of thirteen children. Although Delaware was a slave state, this Shadd 
family was descended from Hans Schad, a wounded Hessian Revolutionary War mercenary. During this 
soldier’s recuperation he had resided in the home of a free black woman, Elizabeth Jackson, and had fallen in 
love with her daughter. The couple had produced two sons, one who could pass as white and who retained the 
original spelling of the family name, and one who could not pass as white but who was nevertheless a free 
American, who went by the name Shadd.

Daniel-Francois-Esprit Auber’s opera comique La neige, ou Le nouvel Eginhard to words of Scribe and 
Delavigne was performed for the initial time, in Theatre Feydeau, Paris.

 October 10, Friday: Governor Lord Dalhousie appointed John Charlton Fisher as “Queen’s Printer” 
(he would serve in this capacity for the remainder of his life).

 October 12, Sunday: Maria Szymanowska performed before 700 people in Leipzig on her 3-year concert tour 
of Europe.

Charles Macintosh of Scotland began selling raincoats.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 12th of 10 M / Both Meetings Silent. — the morning was 
a Season of some favour. — Spent part of the evening at the 
Mansion of the late David Williams in sympathy with his daughter 
Mary in her prospect of breaking up housekeeping & going to 
Narragansett to live with her brothers
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CANADA
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This silhouette of Stephen Wanton Gould exists in Box 14, Folder 7 in the special collections of Cornell Library. I also have it as a high-quality .tiff file.
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 October 14, Tuesday: John Langsford, Jr. of Gloucester, 25 years of age, drowned at sea.

 October 16, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 16th of 10th M / This day was our Select Meeting, the 
first was silent, & both to me were low & depressed, tho’ not 
devoid of some encouragement. —

 October 17, Friday: Franz Liszt gave the 1st of three concerts in München. King Maximilian I of Bavaria was 
present. The reviews of this performance would be so full of superlatives that his 2d concert would sell out.

 October 18, Saturday: The Reverend William Ellery Channing delivered a speech “Remarks on National 
Literature” before the American Philosophical Association in Philadelphia, prefiguring Waldo Emerson’s 
declaration of 1837 on this subject:44

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

7th day 18 of 10 M / This evening recd Letters From our fr 
William Rickman of Rochester in England & our dear Sister 
Elizabeth R Nichols - the first that has been recd from her Since 
she has been at her new home in Salem, which gave a very 
Satisfactory account of her reception at her new home.
For this I rejoice & the Language of my heart is “Peace & the 
God of Peace be with them, & with us, evermore Amen.”
Nothing very remarkable is contained in Wm Rickmans Letter, but 
it is pleasant to hear that he is well, & that Friends in that 
country are in unity. — & also to find that in his advanced age, 
he is alive in the Truth. —

 October 19, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 19 of 10th M 1823 / Both Meetings Silent & both to me 
Seasons of some favour, & for the little Oh may I be thankful

44.This speech would see publication, but not until years later, in the Christian Examiner in 1830.
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A people, into whose minds the thoughts of foreigners
are poured perpetually, needs an energy within itself
to resist, to modify this mighty influence, and,
without it, will inevitably sink under the worst
bondage, will become intellectually tame and enslaved.
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It do sound famooliar, dunt it?
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 October 20, Monday: Amos Phips (Phelps), Jr., 23-year-old son of Amos & Lydia Phips (Phelps) 
of Gloucester, drowned while the Paramount was off the lighthouse of Portsmouth.

Birth of Thomas Hughes, British author (TOM BROWN’S SCHOOL DAYS).

Gioachino Rossini and his wife left Bologna for Paris and England.

After the success of her October 12th performance, Maria Szymanowska played for a 2d time in Leipzig on 
her 3-year concert tour of Europe.

 October 23, Thursday: The United States navy was making brief landings along the coast of Cuba in this year, 
in pursuit of pirates. The landing on this date, the last for the year, was at Camrioca.

The Boston Weekly Messenger announced that at the recent cattle show in Brighton, John Thoreau, Senior’s 
pencils made in Concord had won a $2.00 prize.

In Philadelphia, Eastern State Penitentiary first opened it doors (or, rather, it being a prison, a better rendition 
would I suppose be that it first locked its doors and drew its blinds). Its initial inmate was “...Charles Williams, 
Prisoner Number One. Burglar. Light Black Skin. Five feet seven inches tall. Foot: eleven inches. Scar on 
nose. Scar on Thigh. Broad Mouth. Black eyes. Farmer by trade. Can read. Theft included one twenty-dollar 
watch, one three-dollar gold seal, one, a gold key. Sentenced to two years confinement with labor. Received 
by Samuel R. Wood, first Warden, Eastern State Penitentiary....”

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 23 of 10th M / A Short testimony by J Dennis & by me 
some favour experienced as well as Some tossings & rovings of 
mind —
The epistle from the last Yearly, to the Subordinate Meetings 
was read in The Preparative meeting, & tho’ I had heard it 
several times before, now seemed fresh — The Queries were 
answered as usual. —

 October 25, Saturday: Carl Maria von Weber’s grand Romantic opera Euryanthe to words of von Chezy after 
Gerbert de Montreuil was performed for the initial time, in the Karntnertortheater, Vienna, conducted by the 
composer. The work was enthusiastically received, although some found it confusing, including Franz 
Schubert who expresses dislike. Unable to gain her reserved seat through the crowd, the librettist Helmina von 
Chezy needed to be passed over the heads of the audience.

Per the journal of Albert Gallatin’s son James as recorded in THE DIARY OF JAMES GALLATIN:

Father has returned, and called yesterday on Monsieur Pascault.
He gave his consent to my paying addresses to his daughter.
Father was so kind, he said her want of fortune should not stand
in the way. Alluding to his first marriage he added, “She had
nothing, but we loved each other.” Mamma has been left a nice
little fortune, so we are now well off. Mr. Pascault has another
daughter married to a Mr. O’Donnell, the son of a rich Indian
nabob. She was married when she was fifteen, and had a child
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before she was sixteen. She is very beautiful like a fullblown
rose, but seems to have but little brain or education.

 October 26, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day — of 10 M / Stormy day & small silent Meetings - Some 
favour in the morning, & if a sense of nothingness was favour 
there was a large portion in the Afternoon. —

 October 27, Monday: Two songs by Franz Schubert were published by Sauer and Leidesdorf, Vienna as his 
op.24: the second setting of Gruppe aus dem Tartarus to words of Schiller, and Schlummerlied (Schlaflied) to 
words of Mayrhofter.

Maria Szymanowska performed for Johann Wolfgang von Goethe in Weimar during her 3-year concert tour 
of Europe. 

 October 29, Wednesday: Franz Liszt and his family arrived in Augsburg where he would give three concerts 
over the next four days.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

4th day 29th 10 M / This Afternoon with my H rode to Portsmouth 
& lodged at Uncle Stantons. —

 October 30, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day We went to Meeting with Aunt Stanton - The first was a 
solid good one in which David Buffum was engaged in a lively 
solemn testimony on the necssity of Watchfulness
In the last (Monthly) we had considerable buisness which 
I thought was well conducted, & ended satisfactorily. — 
We returned to Uncle Stantons dined & staid all night. —

 October 31, Friday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

6th day This morning we set out for home, with the Wagon & a 
borrowed horse. Uncles being in use, but which proving perverse, 
refused at Sandfords corner to go at all, so we sent him back & 
walked home. —
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 November: The canalboat Mary and Hannah arrived in New-York with a cargo of wheat, the first to arrive 
from Seneca Lake via the Erie Canal. The owners were presented with an engraved urn.

When the whaler Globe out of Martha’s Vineyard reached Hawaii six of its frustrated and disappointed 
crewmembers deserted. Captain Thomas Worth was able to recruit seven local replacements, but of course 
these were not sailors of the highest quality — of these seven new crewmembers, five would be involving 
themselves, with Samuel B. Comstock, in a mutiny.

 November 2, Sunday: Per the journal of Albert Gallatin’s son James as recorded in THE DIARY OF JAMES 
GALLATIN:

My suit is progressing. Josephine likes to hear about France.
She plays delightfully both the harp and the spinet. I talk all
sorts of nonsense which all lovers do. It has cheered her up as
her youth has not been very cheerful.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 2 of 11 M 1823 / Silent Meetings, it is a low, 
distressingly low time It seems as if things are in a hard state. 
— There is however a reward for labour. —

 November 4, Tuesday: Maria Szymanowska performed in Weimar on her 3-year concert tour of Europe.

 November 5, Wednesday: Maria Szymanowska departed from Weimar and from the life of Johann Wolfgang 
von Goethe. 

 November 6, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 6 11 M / Our friends have gone to Swansey to attend the 
Quarterly Meeting there. — This morning while sitting in the 
shop, reflecting on the subject precious feelings feelings were 
raised in my mind & the desire feelingly arose. - O Lord go with 
them that go, stay with them that Stay. - - Silent but good 
meeting, for which I desire to be thankful

NOVEMBER
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 November 7, Friday: In a meeting of the cabinet of President James Monroe, Secretary of State John Quincy 
Adams successfully espoused the idea of accepting the suggestion of Great Britain (made on August 16 by 
their Foreign Secretary George Canning), that the European great powers be excluded from further conquests 
in the New World. Except, there was no need for Great Britain to assist in this ban. Instead, Great Britain 
would be among the Old World powers banned. We did not, of course, desire to “come in as a cockboat in the 
wake of the British man-of-war.”

A Nazi apologist, Carl Schmidt, would in 1941 aver that “The 1823 Monroe Doctrine was in the recent history 
of international law the first and to date most successful example of a regional [Großraum] international law. 
That is the real precedent for the German Reich” (VÖLKERREICHTLICHE GROßRAUMORDNUNG. Berlin: 
Deutscher Rechtsverlag, page 13). —But then, everyone knows that those Nazis were lying sacks of shit.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

6th day [7?]th of 11 M 1823 / Br David Rodman has returned from 
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Quarterly Meeting & has been in this Afternoon & gave us a very 
pleasant account of it, as a season of unusual favour — Our 
friend Isaac Stevenson from England was there & appeard in the 
Ministry, evincing his experience in the School of Christ, by 
the power of his testimony & examplary deportment - David also 
handed me a little paper messinger of love dated 7M 1 which I 
Stevenson brought from my friend Thos Thompson of Liverpool, 
& tho’ it contained nothing but his love, & unsealed, was very 
pleasant & acceptable. -The Account of this Quarterly Meeting 
has had a strengthening effect on my mind - it has raised in it 
feelings which I always count precious. —

 November 9, Sunday: Gioachino Rossini entered Paris for the initial time, on his way to England (the city 
would become very important to him in his later life).

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 9 of 11 M / Both Meetings were seasons of close exercise 
to me & I trust proffitable - self was closely examined. — In 
the forenoon Hannah Dennis bore testimony to the efficacy of 
Divine Truth, satisfactorily to me. — In the Afternoon we had 
the company of Sarah Tucker & Susan Howland of Bedford country. 
— They both bore Solemn & impressive testimony which I trust 
will be remembered. —

 November 10, Monday: Thomas Say wrote Dr. Thaddeus William Harris, that “entomology, which had so 
long been condemned in this country as a frivolous pursuit, seems now to be almost able to command that 
attention which its importance demands, & the formidable depredations of the insect race upon the vitals of 
the agricultural interest, compel the farmer to devote much attention to their manners and habits which he 
would not otherwise have deigned to bestow. This may be said to be the triumph of Entomology over the 
prejudices of the selfish.”

 November 12, Wednesday: Emperor Pedro of Brazil dissolved the Constituent Assembly and arrested its 
leading members.

Opening of the Great North Holland Canal, at Amsterdam.

 November 13, Thursday: Rachel Harrington LeGross sold the Brister’s Hill property she had acquired for $20 
from Brister Freeman, to William Lawrence of Weston for $10.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 12 of 11 M / Small comfortable Meeting. —

 November 15, Saturday: William Hazlitt had a comment to make about the Caroline furor, in 
“Commonplaces,” Number 73: 
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Truth has no echo, but folly and imposture have a thousand
reverberations in the hollowness of the human heart. At the very
time when all England was mad about the poor Queen, a man named
Bruce was sent to Botany Bay for having spoken to another man
who was convicted of sedition; and no notice was taken.

 November 16, Sunday: A gigantic banquet was given in Paris by the city’s leading artists in honor of 
Gioachino Rossini in the Restaurant du Veau Qui Tette. 150 guests attended including Adrien Boieldieu, 
Daniel-Francois-Esprit Auber, and Ferdinand Herold, and many singers, actors, and artists.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day rode to Meeting with her & went to Adam Anthonys to dine, 
which is the first time I have been at his House since he has 
moved into his new house & the first time since his marriage — 
Walked over to Cousin Shadrach Chases & took tea, after which 
he kindly sent his son Jacob to bring me about half way home, & 
I walked the rest of the Distance
It has of late been a season of favour to me which I desire to 
mention with gratitude. —

 November 17, Monday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

2nd day 17 of 11 M / Last 7th day afternoon I Rode to Portsmouth 
with Aunt Stanton & lodged. —

 November 18, Tuesday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day [sic] 18 of 11 M / This evening with my Wife & Sister 
Ruth went on board the Ship Robinson Potter to visit the 
Passengers about 38 in number from the Kingdom of England & 
Ireland & the Principality of Wales & were much interested with 
their Situation & appearance. The Women & children looked 
healthy & sprightly & tho’ all in the Ships stearage together & 
rather uncomfortable were generally happy - by which it is 
certain in my mind, that it is more the mind than ther situation 
that makes us happy.

 November 19, Wednesday: Joseph Smith, Jr.’s brother Alvin Smith died from bowel obstruction (the minister 
would suggest that Alvin was in Hell because he had not been baptized as a Christian).

 November 20, Thursday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 20th of 11th M 1823 / Silent Meeting & to me not an 
unfavourable time — I desire to be thankful for favour 
vouchsafed.-
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 November 21, Friday: Thomas Cholmondeley was born as the 2d son of Charles Cholmondeley with 
Caroline-Elizabeth Smyth Cholmondeley of Hodnet and Marton, County Salop, and Overleigh, Cheshire.

Sir Alexander Morison began to deliver the 1st lecture series in Britain on mental illness. Morison delivered 
a series of 9 lectures to an audience of 6 people at Edinburgh. based on several visits he had made to Jean 
Esquirol in Paris. (Morison would become physician to Bethlehem Hospital in 1835 and remain there until 
1853. His lecture series would be delivered in Edinburgh, and later in London, for 30 years.)45

 November 22, Saturday: Hymne an die heilige Cacilie for soprano, chorus and organ by Louis Spohr to words 
of von Calenberg was performed for the initial time, in Kassel. The solo part was sung by the composer’s 
daughter Emilie.

 November 23, Sunday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 23rd of 11th M / In the forenoon D Buffum was much 
favour’d in testimony - He recommended the attentive & Serious 
perusal of the scriptures & held up the general doctrines of 
religion in a lively & impressive manner. — Silent in the 
Afternoon.

 November 29, Saturday: After several unsuccessful attempts, Carl Maria von Weber’s request for an assistant 
was granted by the Dresden court. He desired that his friend Johann Gansbacher be appointed but Gansbacher 
had just been appointed Kapellmeister at St. Stephen’s in Vienna (the post would go to someone not in favor 
with Weber, Heinrich August Marschner).

 November 30, Sunday: Franz Schubert wrote to Schober that “my health, thank God, was firmly restored at 
last.”

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 30th of 11th M / In the forenoon Meeting D Buffum was 
engaged in lively testimony - but to me the Meeting was a poor 
time - More favourd in the Afternoon tho’ nearly silent. —

 Winter: In polite society, black velvet dresses, very short and trimmed with flounces of black lace, became 
exceedingly fashionable. Favorite furs were fox, the white wolf of Siberia, and chinchilla. However, for home 
wear during the day, pelisse dresses were in favor. These pelisse dresses were made to clear the instep, and 
opened over a false petticoat trimmed to match.

45. Street, W.R. A CHRONOLOGY OF NOTEWORTHY EVENTS IN AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGY. Washington DC: American Psychological 
Association, 1994

WINTER 1823/1824

PSYCHOLOGY
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 December: This was the year in which Dr. Andrew Combe was beginning his medical practice. He had 
defended phrenology before the Royal Medical Society of Edinburgh. At this point the Phrenological Society 
of Edinburgh began to publish the Phrenological Journal.

Speaking of popular delusions and the madness of crowds, this was also the month of publication of an anti-
Roman Catholic novel that would be a real crowd-pleaser, running through some dozen editions and being 
translated into most of the languages of Europe, FATHER CLEMENT; A ROMAN CATHOLIC STORY.

 December: Giacomo Costantino Beltrami arrived at New Orleans, Louisiana and began writing up an account 
of his adventures.

 December: According to a comet list published in Boston in 1846, attributed to Professor Benjamin Peirce:

 December 1, Monday: The 18th Congress convened. There were 44 Democratic-Republicans and 4 
Federalists in the Senate, and 187 Democratic-Republicans and 26 Federalists in the House of 
Representatives.

Documentation of the international slave trade, per W.E. Burghardt Du Bois: “Report of the Secretary of the 
Navy.” –HOUSE DOCUMENT, 18 Cong. 1 sess. I. No. 2, p. 111, ff.; AMERICAN STATE PAPERS, NAVAL AFFAIRS, 
I. No. 258. (Contains reports on the establishment at Cape Mesurado.)46

DECEMBER

46. THE REPORTS OF THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY are found among the documents accompanying the annual messages of the 
President.

GRACE KENNEDY

SKY EVENT
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 December 2, Tuesday: Carlos Martinez de Irujo y Tacon, marques de Casa-Irujo, duque de Sotomayor 
replaced Victor Damian Saez y Sanchez-Mayor as 1st Secretary of State of Spain.

The doctrine expressed in President James Monroe’s 7th annual message to Congress closed “the American 
continents to colonial settlements by non-American Powers” and excluded “the European Powers from all 
interference in the political affairs of the American Republics”:

[see following]

Our President, in his address to the US Congress declaring our first formal foreign policy, also specifically 
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Yet more from James Monroe’s 7th Annual Message to Congress:

The late events in Spain and Portugal shew that Europe is still unsettled.
Of this important fact no stronger proof can be adduced than that the
allied powers should have thought it proper, on any principle satisfactory
to themselves, to have interposed by force in the internal concerns of
Spain. To what extent such interposition may be carried, on the same
principle, is a question in which all independent powers whose governments
differ from theirs are interested, even those most remote, and surely none
of them more so than the United States. Our policy in regard to Europe,
which was adopted at an early stage of the wars which have so long agitated
that quarter of the globe, nevertheless remains the same, which is, not
to interfere in the internal concerns of any of its powers; to consider
the government de facto as the legitimate government for us; to cultivate
friendly relations with it, and to preserve those relations by a frank,
firm, and manly policy, meeting in all instances the just claims of every
power, submitting to injuries from none. But in regard to those continents
circumstances are eminently and conspicuously different. It is impossible
that the allied powers should extend their political system to any portion
of either continent without endangering our peace and happiness; nor can
anyone believe that our southern brethren, if left to themselves, would
adopt it of their own accord. It is equally impossible, therefore, that
we should behold such interposition in any form with indifference. If we
look to the comparative strength and resources of Spain and those new
Governments, and their distance from each other, it must be obvious that
she can never subdue them. It is still the true policy of the United States
to leave the parties to themselves, in hope that other powers will pursue
the same course.... 
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From James Monroe’s 7th Annual Message to Congress:

... At the proposal of the Russian Imperial Government, made through the
minister of the Emperor residing here, a full power and instructions have
been transmitted to the minister of the United States at St. Petersburg
to arrange by amicable negotiation the respective rights and interests of
the two nations on the northwest coast of this continent. A similar
proposal has been made by His Imperial Majesty to the Government of Great
Britain, which has likewise been acceded to. The Government of the United
States has been desirous by this friendly proceeding of manifesting the
great value which they have invariably attached to the friendship of the
Emperor and their solicitude to cultivate the best understanding with his
Government. In the discussions to which this interest has given rise and
in the arrangements by which they may terminate the occasion has been
judged proper for asserting, as a principle in which the rights and
interests of the United States are involved, that the American continents,
by the free and independent condition which they have assumed and maintain,
are henceforth not to be considered as subjects for future colonization
by any European powers.... It was stated at the commencement of the last
session that a great effort was then making in Spain and Portugal to
improve the condition of the people of those countries, and that it
appeared to be conducted with extraordinary moderation. It need scarcely
be remarked that the results have been so far very different from what was
then anticipated. Of events in that quarter of the globe, with which we
have so much intercourse and from which we derive our origin, we have
always been anxious and interested spectators. The citizens of the United
States cherish sentiments the most friendly in favor of the liberty and
happiness of their fellow-men on that side of the Atlantic. In the wars
of the European powers in matters relating to themselves we have never
taken any part, nor does it comport with our policy to do so. It is only
when our rights are invaded or seriously menaced that we resent injuries
or make preparation for our defense. With the movements in this hemisphere
we are of necessity more immediately connected, and by causes which must
be obvious to all enlightened and impartial observers. The political
system of the allied powers is essentially different in this respect from
that of America. This difference proceeds from that which exists in their
respective Governments; and to the defense of our own, which has been
achieved by the loss of so much blood and treasure, and matured by the
wisdom of their most enlightened citizens, and under which we have enjoyed
unexampled felicity, this whole nation is devoted. We owe it, therefore,
to candor and to the amicable relations existing between the United States
and those powers to declare that we should consider any attempt on their
part to extend their system to any portion of this hemisphere as dangerous
to our peace and safety. With the existing colonies or dependencies of any
European power we have not interfered and shall not interfere. But with
the Governments who have declared their independence and maintain it, and
whose independence we have, on great consideration and on just principles,
acknowledged, we could not view any interposition for the purpose of
oppressing them, or controlling in any other manner their destiny, by any
European power in any other light than as the manifestation of an
unfriendly disposition toward the United States. In the war between those
new Governments and Spain we declared our neutrality at the time of their
recognition, and to this we have adhered, and shall continue to adhere,
provided no change shall occur which, in the judgement of the competent
authorities of this Government, shall make a corresponding change on the
part of the United States indispensable to their security.
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excluded the government of the island of Haiti from protection under his Monroe Doctrine on the interesting 
traditional basis of its being “a Government of people of color.” Since black people could not trust white 
people, his reasoning went, and since the governments of the community of nations were made up of white 
people, the government of Haiti would inevitably exhibit “a separate interest and a distrust of other nations” 
—  and could not therefore itself be trusted.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

4th day 2 of 12 M 1823 / In Silent waiting this morning, some 
touches of life were experienced - & sympathy arose with Friends 
in a trial which I am informed awaits them at their Quarterly 
Meeting held there tomorrow

 December 3, Wednesday: Franz Liszt offered the 1st of a pair of concerts in Strasbourg.

Back in Egypt a mummy must have muttered a curse, for the famous graverobber Giovanni Battista Belzoni 
died while on an adventure to Timbuktu (Tombouctou in present-day Mali). —Let us trust that in Gwato in 
Benin, which is now Nigeria, this man was buried in an appropriately unmarked grave with everything of 
value already stripped from his sorry corpse.

 December 5, Friday: Vendome en Espagne, a drame lyrique by Daniel-Francois-Esprit Auber and Ferdinand 
Herold to words of d’Empis and Mennechet, was performed for the initial time, at the Paris Opera.

 December 6, Saturday: Per the journal of Albert Gallatin’s son James as recorded in THE DIARY OF JAMES 
GALLATIN:

All is settled. Mlle Pascault has consented to be my wife and
we are to be married early in the New Year. Mamma and Frances
are delighted with her. She is so gentle and innocent. Mamma
says she is like a beautiful lily. She is beautiful, there is
no doubt about that. Madame Reubel rather astonished me by
appearing the other day in a bright red wig. It seems she has
wigs of every colour to go with her frocks. A Bonaparte fashion
and not certainly adopted by the ladies of the Restoration, as
I never saw such a thing in Paris. General Reubel is horrible,

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

[Jo] was prevailed upon to escort Miss Crocker to a lecture, and in return for 
her virtue was rewarded with a new idea. It was a People’s Course — the 
lecture on the Pyramids, — and Jo rather wondered at the choice of such a 
subject for such an audience, but took it for granted that some great social evil 
would be remedied or some great want supplied by unfolding the glories of 
the Pharaohs to an audience whose thoughts were busy with the price of coal 
and flour, and whose lives were spent in trying to solve harder riddles than 
that of the Sphinx. … Here the lecture began, but Jo heard very little of it, for 
while Professor Sands was prosing away about Belzoni, Cheops, scarabei, 
and hieroglyphics, she was covertly … deep in the concoction of her story, 
being unable to decide whether the duel should come before the elopement 
or after the murder.
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has not a penny in the world, stops in bed nearly all day, and
lives on Monsieur Pascault’s bounty. Does not attempt to do any
work. His daughter will be very handsome. A brother of Monsieur
Pascault’s lives in a lodge at the gate but nobody ever speaks
to him — the reason I do not know.

 December 7, Sunday: Gioachino Rossini and his wife left Paris heading for London.

Concerto for two pianos in E by Felix Mendelssohn was performed for the initial time, at the Mendelssohn 
residence in Berlin. One of the invited guests was Friedrich Kalkbrenner.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 7 of 12 M / Our Morng Meeting was large & to me favourd 
a short testimony from Susannah Bateman & Hannah Dennis Silent 
in the Afternoon. —- Set the eveng with my H & Sister Ruth at 
Henry Gould who gave us some account of the late Quarterly 
Meeting at New Bedford which he & his wife attended - it appears 
Truth stood its ground, tho’ some bitter herbs were eaten by 
those who are rightly concerned for the support of our 
Testimonys

 December 8, Monday: Robert Collyer was born to Samuel and Harriet Collier, two orphans who had married.

 December 9, Tuesday: The Globe out of Martha’s Vineyard left Hawaiian waters to hunt whales along the 
Equator. When one of the new crewmembers recruited in Hawaii, Joseph Thomas, turned out to need a 
flogging, the troubleseeking Samuel B. Comstock, it goes without saying, sided against Captain Thomas 
Worth and sprang to the defense of this sailor.

 December 10, Wednesday: In Dorset, Mary Anning discovered the bones of a Plesiosaurus — this and other 
of her fossil discoveries would help to demonstrate that some species had gone extinct.

Maria Szymanowska performed in Berlin on her 3-year concert tour of Europe.

 December 11, Thursday: Franz Liszt and his father arrived in Paris.

William Prout read his paper “On the nature of the acid and saline matters usually existing in the stomachs of 
animals” before the Royal Society in London. In it he clearly demonstrated that hydrochloric acid was the 
agent of digestion.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 11th of 12th M / A good solid meeting, a considerable 
number attended in consequence of Welcome Congdon & Mary 
Dennis’s Marriage, which they solemnized in a becoming manner 
Jonathon & Hannah Dennis had short offerings. —
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 December 12, Friday: Franz Liszt and his father sought out the director of the Paris Conservatoire, Luigi 
Cherubini, to ask for admittance. The director, an Italian, explained that admittance was restricted to citizens 
of France.

 December 13, Saturday: Gioachino Rossini and his wife arrived in London. He immediately took to bed to 
recover from the Channel crossing.

 December 14, Sunday: Dr. Walter Oudney and Lieutenant Hugh Clapperton set out in a westerly direction for 
the Hausa states, to explore the course of the Niger River. Dixon Denham would explore the vicinity of Lake 
Chad and the lower courses of the Waube, Logone, and Shari rivers and participated in several Bornuese 
military raids on neighboring tribes.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 14th of 12 M / Both meetings were Silent, but seasons 
of some favour for which I desire to be thankful. — Set part of 
the eveng at Br David Rodmans in pleasant conversation. — 
My wife has been so unwell for several Days that she has not 
been out to Meeting

 December 15, Monday: La France et l’Espagne, a scene lyrique by Adrien Boieldieu to words of Chazet, was 
performed for the initial time, in the Hotel de Ville, Paris on the eve of the composer’s 48th birthday.

 December 17, Wednesday: In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

4th day 17th of 12 M / Have this afternoon recd a long letter 
from my dear frd Thos Thompson of Liverpool dated 9th M 29th it 
contained much interesting Matter & the Packet contained Several 
Pamphlets &c with a view of Liverpool Meeting House, Swarthmore 
Meeting House & a view of the Chair which G F left as an heir 
loom. — & a likeness of Richd Reynolds

 December 19, Friday: Georgia enacted the 1st United States state birth registration law.

 December 20, Saturday: Incidental music to von Chezy’s play Rosamunde, Furstin von Zypern by Franz 
Schubert (his “Ballet-Musik aus Rosamunde”) was performed for the initial time, in the Theater-an-der-Wien, 
Vienna (the play was a failure).
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 December 21, Sunday: Waldo Emerson to his JOURNAL:

Horace Mann, Sr. was admitted to practice law before the Norfolk Court of Common Pleas in Massachusetts. 

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 21st of 12 M 1823 / Solid good testimonys in the Morng 
from D Buffum & H Dennis — Nearly silent in the Afternoon — My 
mind not wholly destitute of good, but a low time, Oh that I may 
receive half from whence it is only to be substantially derived. 
Set the evening mostly with our fr Abigail Robinson, by whom 
I learned the Severe illness of her Sister Mary Morton. —

 December 22, Monday: Franz Liszt performed in Paris to sensational audience and critical response (he 
would perform in Paris no less than 38 times before the following April).

Edward Sherman Hoar was born.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

2nd day 22nd of 12 M / Recd this Afternoon a packet of 
information with a letter from Wing Russel of New Bedford, where 
there appears to be new troubles among the disturbers of 
Society. —
This evening have recd News of the Death of our old & 
affectionate friend Elizabeth Towle on the 10th inst after about 
two weeks of illness. She died at Nazareth Pennsylvania where 
she resided with her husband Saml Towle, Since they left this 
Town. —her attentions to us & many more they left in this place 
will never be forgotten, in sickness she was Attentive & 

Who is he that shall controul [sic] me? Why may not I act & speak 
& write & think with entire freedom? What am I to the Universe, 
or, the Universe, what is it to me? Who hath forged the chains 
of Wrong & Right, of Opinion & Custom? And must I wear them? Is 
Society my anointed King? Or is there any mightier community or 
any man or more than man, whose slave I am? I am solitary in the 
vast society of beings; I consort with no species; I indulge no 
sympathies. I see the world, human, brute & inanimate nature; I 
am in the midst of them, but not of them; I hear the song of the 
storm — the Winds & warring Elements sweep by me — but they mix 
not with my being. I see cities & nations & witness passions — 
the roar of their laughter — but I partake it not; — the yell 
of their grief — it touches no chord in me; their fellowships & 
fashions, lusts & virtues, the words & deeds they call glory & 
shame — I disclaim them all. I say to the Universe, Mighty one! 
thou art not my mother; Return to chaos, if thou wilt, I shall 
still exist. I live. If I owe my being, it is to a destiny 
greater than thine. Star by Star, world by world, system by 
system shall be crushed — but I shall live.
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Affectionate, & as a companion pleasant & instructive both in 
deportment & conversation.-

 December 23, Tuesday: Thomas Wentworth Higginson was born in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

According to a story that has been not only told but also, for many years, credited, it was the Reverend Clement 
Clarke Moore, a Professor of Oriental and Greek Literature, as well as Divinity and Biblical Learning, at the 
General Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal Church in New-York, who anonymously 
contributed a genre poem titled “Account of a Visit from St. Nicholas” that appeared in this issue of the Troy 
NY Sentinel. Except for the famous flying reindeer “Donner and Blitzen” being named instead “Dunder and 
Blixem” (dialect Dutch-American for “thunder and lightning”), the poem the newspaper printed as filler was 
what we now know as “The Night Before Christmas.”47

 December 24, Wednesday, Christmas Eve: Per the journal of Albert Gallatin’s son James as recorded in THE 
DIARY OF JAMES GALLATIN:

Madame Pascault insisted on our coming to them. They all dine
with us to-morrow. We have a very good house in Charles Street
for the winter. Father will be much in Washington.

 December 25, Thursday: Narciso de Heredia y Begines, Conde de Ofalia replaced Carlos Martinez de Irujo y 
Tacon, marques de Casa-Irujo, duque de Sotomayor as 1st Secretary of State of Spain.

Two works for chorus and organ by Samuel Wesley were performed for the initial time, in St. Paul’s Cathedral, 
London: Magnificat and Nunc dimittis.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

5th day 25 of 12 M / Rode to Portsmouth in the Stage to attend 
Moy [Monthly] Meeting - The first was a favourd Meeting & Hannah 
Dennis was engaged in a lively testimony. — In the last there 
was not much life, but the buisness was pretty well conducted. 
— Wnet to Uncle Stantons, dined lodged & next Morning Walked 
home. —

47. It has been noted, however, that this little piece of cute sentimentality that was anonymously published, that two decades later 
would be owned up to by the Reverend Clement Clarke Moore, a.) well matches the style and ethos of another local poet and 
newspaper contributor, the surveyor Henry Livingston, Jr. of Poughkeepsie NY, and b.) does not at all match either the style or the 
ethos of anything that we know for sure that the Reverend Moore actually authored. In addition, we know c.) that Livingston was 
familiar with the sort of local dialect that included “Dunder and Blixem.” As a final item, we know d.) that religious professionals 
are capable of sometimes not telling the exact truth.
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 December 28, Sunday: George Gordon, Lord Byron left for Missolonghi.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

1st day 28 of 12 M / Silent & to me good Meetings - Sister Ruth 
& Richard Rodman took tea with us. —

 December 29, Monday: Gioachino Rossini was presented to King George IV of Great Britain at the Royal 
Pavilion in Brighton. By request of the king, he sang two of his own arias, accompanying himself on the piano. 
Choristers of the Chapel Royal also performed, including Samuel Sebastian Wesley.

 December 30, Tuesday: Auf dem Wasser zu singen D.774, a song by Franz Schubert to words of Stolberg, was 
published in the Zeitschrift fur Kunst, Vienna.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

3rd day 30th of 12th M 1823 / I am this day 42 Years of Age - 
It has been a Day of seriousness to me, - but I do not know 
whether it is Worth while to say much about it. —

 December 31, Wednesday: Georgios Andreou Koundouriotis replaced Petros Iliou Mavromichalis as 
President of the Executive of Greece.

Per the journal of Albert Gallatin’s son James as recorded in THE DIARY OF JAMES GALLATIN:

To-night we all sup with Monsieur Pascault to see the New Year
in. It is father’s first visit to the house. I am anxious to see
how he treats Reubel.

In Newport, Rhode Island, Friend Stephen Wanton Gould wrote in his journal:

4th day 31st of 12 M / I feel, Sensibly that the present Year 
has closed & that another of my life is gone — How do I desire 
more spiritual commmunion with my God. - Many have gone down to 
the grave this year & some of my intimate friends & relations. 
— May I be prepared for the change come when it may —
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COPYRIGHT NOTICE: In addition to the property of others,
such as extensive quotations and reproductions of
images, this “read-only” computer file contains a great
deal of special work product of Austin Meredith,
copyright 2015. Access to these interim materials will
eventually be offered for a fee in order to recoup some
of the costs of preparation. My hypercontext button
invention which, instead of creating a hypertext leap
through hyperspace —resulting in navigation problems—
allows for an utter alteration of the context within
which one is experiencing a specific content already
being viewed, is claimed as proprietary to Austin
Meredith — and therefore freely available for use by
all. Limited permission to copy such files, or any
material from such files, must be obtained in advance
in writing from the “Stack of the Artist of Kouroo”
Project, 833 Berkeley St., Durham NC 27705. Please
contact the project at <Kouroo@kouroo.info>.

Prepared: July 5, 2015

“It’s all now you see. Yesterday won’t be over until
tomorrow and tomorrow began ten thousand years ago.” 

– Remark by character “Garin Stevens”
in William Faulkner’s INTRUDER IN THE DUST

mailto:Kouroo@brown.edu
Well, tomorrow is such and such a date and so it began on that date in like 8000BC? Why 8000BC, because it was the beginning of the current interglacial -- or what?

Bearing in mind that this is America, "where everything belongs," the primary intent of such a notice is to prevent some person or corporate entity from misappropriating the materials and sequestering them as property for censorship or for profit.
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ARRGH AUTOMATED RESEARCH REPORT

GENERATION HOTLINE

This stuff presumably looks to you as if it were generated by a
human. Such is not the case. Instead, someone has requested that
we pull it out of the hat of a pirate who has grown out of the
shoulder of our pet parrot “Laura” (as above). What these
chronological lists are: they are research reports compiled by
ARRGH algorithms out of a database of modules which we term the
Kouroo Contexture (this is data mining). To respond to such a
request for information we merely push a button.
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Commonly, the first output of the algorithm has obvious
deficiencies and we need to go back into the modules stored in
the contexture and do a minor amount of tweaking, and then we
need to punch that button again and recompile the chronology —
but there is nothing here that remotely resembles the ordinary
“writerly” process you know and love. As the contents of this
originating contexture improve, and as the programming improves,
and as funding becomes available (to date no funding whatever
has been needed in the creation of this facility, the entire
operation being run out of pocket change) we expect a diminished
need to do such tweaking and recompiling, and we fully expect
to achieve a simulation of a generous and untiring robotic
research librarian. Onward and upward in this brave new world.

First come first serve. There is no charge.
Place requests with <Kouroo@kouroo.info>. Arrgh.

General Events of 1823
SPRING JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH

SUMMER APRIL MAY JUNE

FALL JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

WINTER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

GO ON TO EVENTS OF 1824

Following the death of Jesus Christ there was a period
of readjustment that lasted for approximately one
million years. 

–Kurt Vonnegut, THE SIRENS OF TITAN

mailto:Kouroo@brown.edu
1 million, huh? Now, let’s see, we’re at 2015CE (AD2015, you guys), and if the person in question was born in about 6BCE, and executed at age 33, that would be about 27CE, which means we have about 9,980.3 centuries of readjusting ahead of us. —OK?
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